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Abstract 

This project is about mass murderers and the motivation for becoming perpetrators of mass 

murder. The Rwandan genocide is chosen as a case study. The project strives to explain what 

seems inexplicable; why tens of thousands of Rwandan men and women turned into killers 

during the hundred days of genocide in 1994, most of them with no history of murderous 

behaviour. This project is a testimony to the human capacity for evil. 

The motivations behind the Rwandan perpetrators were probably not umque. Similar 

motivations were important to different mass murders. Other mass murders, most importantly 

the Holocaust, serve as a theoretical and empirical backdrop throughout this thesis. This adds 

a comparative dimension to the study. 

This thesis is divided into six chapters with the main focus upon three motivational factors 

behind the perpetrators of the Rwandan genocide: ~i~tory, ideology and ordinary human 

traits. The first chapter introduces us to the topic of mass murder and discusses 

methodological issues in connection with the thesis. A qualitative analysis will be dominant 

in investigating the data; the data was gathered through interviews undertaken in Rwanda, 

South Africa and Norway, reports, documentaries, court verdicts and other secondary sources. 

In the second chapter, perpetrators behind one massacre, the killing of several thousand Tutsis 

at the Catholic Church in Nyarubuye, speak about their motivations for becoming 

perpetrators. The third chapter gives an introduction to the history of Rwanda and shows how 

distinction between Hutus and Tutsis became an ever more important part of Rwandan 

society from pre colonial times until the 1994 genocide. The fourth chapter builds an 

understanding of the importance of ideology for the perpetrators involved in the mass murder. 

The fifth chapter shows that general psychological traits were important for turning tens of 

thousands of Hutus into mass murderers. As we shall see in the conclusion, a history of 

distinction, Hutu Power ideology and ordinary psychological traits were all factors motivating 

the perpetrators of the 1994 Rwandan genocide. 

Contact details: 

Asmund Aamaas, 3690 Hjartdal, Norway. Email: aamaasen@hotmail.com 
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It was just an ordinary day in April; it was hot, humid and there was not much to do. 17-year

old Chris was a little bored when Valentine and two of her friends came to visit unexpectedly 

in Nyamirambo, the Muslim quarter of Kigali, where Chris lived. Marcel, a taxi driver, gave 

the three girls a lift from Gitega to Nyamirambo for free. Business was slow, Marcel joined 

them for most of the evening. In Nyamirambo they all went to the Cafe Lyonfor a soda. Cafe 

Lyon was the most popular place to hang out for young people in Nyamirambo, the only real 

club in the area. However, Cafe Lyon was almost empty when they arrived around eight. It 

was simply too expensive for most Rwandans to go out often. An hour or so and a couple of 

sodas later they decided to leave for the best club in Kigali, Kigali Night. Chris never saw 

him there, but President Habyarimana 's son, Jean Pierre, was said to be the owner of Kigali 

Night and a Hutu extremist. Chris and his friends were all Tutsis, or at least their ID cards 

said so. Still they all went to Kigali Night with no fear. They had come to enjoy life. No matter 

Tutsi, Hutu or Twa, people were enjoying themselves in the best club in the country. The club 

was also known to be a hot spot among the UN soldiers stationed in Kigali. 

Chris and his friends tried to avoid talking about politics. This evening was no different. The 

situation in Rwanda was tense. It was common to hear shooting in the streets of Kigali, 

especially at night. Security forces were driving around town on their fast motorbikes 

shooting at opponents to the government. They'd better not get involved. 

Chris was not "really" Tutsi, he was rather of "mixed" origin. His father was Tutsi, his 

mother Hutu. Thus, Chris was given the same classification as his father. So said the rule. 

Chris' mother was married for the second time. His mother's first husband was a Hutu, 

therefore, their children were given Hutu ID. On this first Wednesday in April 1994, this 

classification meant that Chris should die because of being born Tutsi; his half brothers and 

sisters were allowed to live.! 

In the aftermath of the Rwandan genocide, one question troubles Rwandans and foreigners 

more than any other, what motivated perpetrators of the genocide to want Chris and hundreds 

of thousands of fellow Rwandans dead during 100 days of frenzied killing from April to July 

1994? This is also the question I ask in this project: - what motivates leaders and ordinary 

people to become perpetrators of mass murder? 

I Interviews and private conversations with Chris, Kigali, September 2004. 
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1.1 Mass Murder and the Rwandan Genocide 

Mass murder is a massive catastrophe; a high number of people are involved and the suffering 

is enormous. People from all over the world are condemning mass murders like ethnic

c1eansings, genocides and massacres as utterly wrong. Still, mass murder is not a rare 

phenomenon, was certainly not so in the past, and will most probably not vanish from this 

planet in the near future. In different places at different times, leaders and ordinary people 

seem to lose their moral compass and tum into mass murderers, people that under other 

circumstances most probably would have condemned mass murder become perpetrators. 

What motivates people to become mass murderers? Drawing mainly on data from the 

Rwandan genocide, with the Holocaust2 for comparison, this thesis will address this complex 

and highly disturbing question. 

The Holocaust, the mass murder of six million Jews during the Second World War, made the 

world say "never again".3 Never again would such an atrocious crime be allowed to take 

place anywhere in the world. The mass murder was defined as a crime against humanity by 

the Nuremberg courts4 and later by the United Nations (UN). The UN gave the crime a name, 

genocide5
, and developed a convention on prevention and punishment of the crime.6 Also 

2 The term Holocaust comes from the Greek word "burnt whole". Holocaust is not a well chosen word for 
the state sponsored Nazi mass murder where Jews, Gypsies and the handicapped were targeted as such. 
However, the common understanding of the word justifies its use. If not otherwise indicated, the Holocaust does 
in this thesis equal the mass murder of approximately six million Jews during the Second World War. For details 
see i.e. Donald Niewyk and Francis Nicosia, "Defining the Holocaust", in The Colombia Guide to the Holocaust 
(New York: Colombia University Press, 2000), 45-52. 

3 "Never again" is a phrase that was originally meant to say "never again a Jewish tragedy like the 
Holocaust". Today "never again" has become a slogan in connection to the prevention of genocide and mass 
murder in general. 

4 During the Nuremberg trails, Nazi perpetrators were tried for crimes against peace, crimes against 
humanity, war crimes and conspiracy to commit those crimes. See Yale Law School, Charter of the 
international Military Tribunal [Available online] www.yale.edullawweblavalonlimtlproclimtconst.htm. 
[12.09.2005]. 

5 Raphael Lemkin first coined the term genocide in 1943 to describe the Holocaust. He saw then no 
exciting term adequate to describe Nazi extermination policies in Europe. The neologism genocide is put 
together by the Greek word genos, meaning race or tribe, and the Latin word cide, meaning killing. For details, 
Raphael Lemkin, Axis Rule in Occupied Europe (New York: Howard Fertig, 1944). 

6 Based on Lemkin's definition and the Nuremberg Trials, UN adopted The Convention on the Prevention 
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide in 1948. According to the convention, genocides are distinguishable 
from all other mass murders and crimes by the intention behind them and are acts committed with the intent to 
destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group as such. See United Nations, 
"Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide", General Assembly resolution 260 A 
(lll) of9 December i948 [Available online] www.ohchr.org/englishllaw/genocide.htm. [27.10.2004]. 
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other types of mass murder of civilians were made crimes by the UN in the years immediately 

following the Second World War. According to international human rights law, building upon 

the principles of the Nuremberg courts, killing of civilians is under no circumstances 

acceptable. Nevertheless, humankind failed its promise. Mass murders continued to terrorise 

people across the world, also after the establishment of the UN. During the last sixty years 

there have been mass murders in Rwanda, Burundi, East Timor, Darfur, Bangladesh, 

Cambodia, Vietnam, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Iraq and Kosovo, just to name a few. 

One of the last large scale mass murder in the 20th century left approximately one million 

people dead7 in the small landlocked African country of Rwanda.8 In 1994, during hundred

days of killing, Tutsis were killed for being "born" Tutsi. Hutus favouring equality and 

democracy for all Rwandans were also targeted. The UN regarded the intention to kill all 

Tutsis during the Rwandan genocide similar to the intention to kill all Jews during the 

Holocaust; both mass murders are therefore named genocide. The two cases of mass murder 

show that people in different settings have a similar and frightening potential for committing 

great evil. 

It would be wrong to say that the only motivation to kill all members of the targeted groups as 

such, babies and young men alike, was similar during the Rwandan and German genocides. 

There were also important similarities in more general motivation behind the perpetrators. 

These motivation factors are also relevant when looking into other cases of mass murders. 

This does not mean that the motivations behind all perpetrators during all mass murders are 

identical all over the world. However, there seem to be similar traits in motivation behind 

every person committing mass murder. Motivation factors seem to repeat themselves. We can 

not allow ourselves to overlook this knowledge in the fight against mass murders. In this 

thesis I shall argue that history, ideology and ordinary human psyche seem to be important 

motivations behind perpetrators during mass murders. This I shall show by drawing on 

7 For further discussion on numbers of killed see i.e. Linda Melvern, A People Betrayed. The Role of the 
West in Rwanda's Genocide (London and New York: Zed Books, 2004 [2000]), 222-3; Christopher Taylor, 
Sacrifice as Terror: The Rwandan Genocide of 1994 (Oxford and New York: Berg, 2001), 32. 

x The Rwandan genocide was not the last mass murder or massacre but the last large scale mass murder 
and genocide of the 20th century. The last mass murder of the century happened in East Timor when hundreds of 
people were murdered in 1999 just before the UN organised referendum on independence. Militias together with 
the Indonesian army tried to fight independence violently. This did not stop the majority of the population (79 
percent) to vote for independence in September the same year. See Ben Kiernan Cover-Up and Denial of 
Genocide [available online] www.yale.edu/gsp/publications/aborigines.pdf [01.09.2005]. 
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examples mainly from the Rwandan genocide but also other cases of mass murder. 

Much of the theoretical framework for this thesis is based on theories by Holocaust scholars. 

There were obvious differences between the Rwandan genocide and the Holocaust. In much 

popular knowledge on the Holocaust it is often assumed that all Jews perished in far off 

concentration camps where relatively few perpetrators, only acting upon strict orders, were 

needed for an industrial-like killing. Tutsis on the other hand, as often believed, were all 

killed in their own houses or in their own neighbourhood by a large number of 

enthusiastically self-appointed perpetrators that usually came from the same area as their 

victims where everybody could see what was happening. Even though both mass murders 

fulfil the UN criteria of being genocides, is it really fruitful to use the same theories on 

motivations behind people that killed their own neighbours in the local school or church with 

a machete and people that operated the extermination camps of Nazi Germany? 

If these stereotypical understandings of the two genocides are true, they would potentially be 

major obstacles in employing Holocaust theories to investigate the motivation behind the 

Rwandan genocide. However, these understandings are only partly true. Not all Holocaust 

victims were killed in closed and far off death and concentration camps. There were many 

instances of round-up mass shootings carried out by German soldiers and policemen of 

defenceless Jews especially in Eastern Europe. These perpetrators were face to face with their 

victims, there is no way that other inhabitants could not have noticed the killings. Shootings 

made out a much larger part of the killing strategy during the Holocaust than is popularly 

known. Probably more than 25 % of the victims during the Holocaust were shot. In 

comparison about 50 % perished in the gas chambers of the well organised extermination 

camps.9 

The killings in Rwanda were not spontaneous acts committed by primitive tribesmen; it was 

rather a ~JLorganised state orchestrated mass murder. During the Rwandan genocide, soldiers, 

policemen, militias and civilians were organised into killing squads. In investigating motivations 

behind perpetrators during mass murders, we must not let ourselves be blinded by immediate 

differences. After all, it is not the killing itself I shall focus upon in this thesis; it is the intention 

behind the killing; it is the motivation triggering the genocides that shall be looked into. 

9 Raul Hilberg, The Destruction of the European Jews (New Yark: Holmes & Meier, 1985 [1961]), 1219. 
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There are usually a high number of perpetrators involved during mass murders. In this thesis, 

I shall investigate motivations behind the perpetrators directly involved in the killing. 1O 

During the Rwandan genocide state leaders turned the state apparatus into a destructive tool 

of annihilation. Ordinary people living there seem to have lost their usual sense of right and 

wrong and turned into mass murderers. This interplay between high rank leaders, ordinary 

people and others not intervening ultimately made genocide possible. But why did they do it? 

To answer the question about motivations behind the Rwandan perpetrators, I have developed 

three hypothesises: 

Historical approach: The perpetrators of the Rwandan genocide were motivated by a long 
,( 
/ history of distinction; 

vi Ideological approach: As a result of the Hutu Power ideology, the perpetrators of the 

Rwandan genocide looked upon themselves as qualitatively different from their victims. Thus, 

Tutsis were seen as legal targets of mass annihilation; 

<-
/ Psychological approach: Ordinary people have the capacity of committing mass murder; the 

Rwandan perpetrators were motivated by common human weaknesses. 

The three hypothesises are discussed in different chapters. This does not mean that historical, 

ideological and psychological motivations should or can be seen totally independent from 

each other. In this thesis, I shall strive to show that the motivations behind the Rwandan 

perpetrators were many, complex and interconnected. 

10 There were many more making genocide possibly, this group is often labeled bystanders. Space does 
unfortunately not allow me to investigate their motivations for inaction. During the Rwandan genocide, the 
group of bystanders included powerful Western leaders that looked another way, not wanting to or lacking the 
courage to intervene. According to the UN convention on genocide, the world is committed to intervene in cases 
of genocide. This complicates the use of the term, it is not always, rather seldom it would seem, convenient for 
UN member states to take action in the name of humanity. Further reading on the international community and 
genocide: Samantha Power, "A problem from Hell": America and the Age of Genocide. (New York: Basic 
Books, 2002); Sondre Bjotveit. 2005. The Success and Failure of the United Nations Multifunctional Peace 
Operations: A Comparative Case Study of Conflict Transformation in Mozambique and Rwanda. Mphil thesis 
submitted at Department of Political Studies, University of Cape Town, 2005. 
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1.2 Methodology 

Before we investigate different motivation factors for mass murder more closely, the 

methodological implications for this thesis will be examined. The aim of this thesis is to find 

out more about motivations behind mass murderers. The empirical data is mainly from the 

Rwandan genocide. But data and theories from other mass murders are also employed, 

especially the Holocaust. Some Holocaust scholars, like Steven Katzll
, argue for the 

uniqueness of the Jewish catastrophe. Other scholars, like Elie Wiesel 12
, even deny the 

fruitfulness of comparing the Holocaust with other mass murders at all. I agree with Yehuda 

Bauer who argues that the latter approach towards explaining the Holocaust would make the 

genocide unhistorical, not human. It would make the event theological and mystical. l3 We 

need to understand more about motivation behind perpetrators that orchestrate and carry out 

mass murder in order to be better equipped in the fight against such great evil in the future. In 

order to do so, we need to compare different cases of mass murder. Thus, perspectives on 

motivations and mass murder must be of a comparative character and under no circumstances 

made unhistorical. 

It is not possible to look into every aspect of mass murder in one single thesis. Choices have 

to be made, choices which have important methodological implications. In this thesis, the 

main focus is on the Rwandan genocide and on perpetrators and their motivations for 

organising and taking part in that mass murder. We shall look closely at methodological 

implications in connection to the various sources on which I have decided to base this thesis. 

The main sources for this thesis are obviously found in connection with motivation factors 

behind perpetrators during the Rwandan genocide. Acts often reflect motivation. However, 

similar acts might have different motivation factors behind them. Sources on motivation are 

gathered from interviews, radio and TV documentaries and transcripts, web pages, newspaper 

articles and secondary sources as well as reports. 

II Steven Katz, The Holocaust in Historical Context. Vol. 1. (New York and Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1994). 

12 Elie Wiesel, "Now We Know" in Richard Arens, ed., Genocide in Paraguay (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1976), 165. 

13 Yehuda Bauer, rethinking the holocaust (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 200 I )39. 
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In 2004, I carried out 30 interviews in South Africa, Rwanda and Norway for this thesis. The 

interviews lasted between thirty minutes and three hours, depending on the situation and 

emotional status of the informant. It was relatively easy to find people willing to talk in all of 

the three countries. Most of my Rwandan informants in South Africa and Norway were 

refugees; a few were exchange students or connected to NGOs. I met more reluctance to be 

interviewed in Norway than in South Africa. The refugees in Norway were apparently more 

scared of reprisals by Norwegian authorities than refugees in South Africa were of reprisals 

by those authorities. In Rwanda, I interviewed two different groups of people; people I 

randomly met and got to know in the streets of Kigali and people I actively contacted who 

were employed by relevant NGOs and state institutions. 

After the Rwandan genocide, perpetrators were tried for their cnmes at different levels. 

Leading perpetrators during the Rwandan genocide have or are about to be held responsible 

for their acts at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) in Arusha, Tanzania. 

Valuable information about the motivations behind the leading perpetrators is available in 

testimonies from these courts. There were lesser trials carried out in the aftermath of the 1994 

mass slaughter in Rwanda. There is still relatively little information available from these 

lesser Gacaca 14 trials. In fact, many cases have yet to be brought to court, and it will take 

years to finish all the cases. I interviewed a few people directly involved in working with 

these lesser trials in Rwanda. Unfortunately, I was not able to arrange interviews in Rwandan 

jails. However, there are some valuable interviews and transcripts available with Rwandan 

verdicts telling their story; these are mainly carried out by various human rights organisations 

and journalists. 

One massacre which has been thoroughly documented 15 is the one of several thousand Tutsis 

at the Catholic Church in the eastern town of Nyarubuye, in the province of Kibungo. In the 

14 Gacaca, literally "the flattened grass under the elders' tree" is a traditional Rwandan court reintroduced 
in the country after the genocide in order to try all verdicts in Rwandan jails. According to Fatuma Ndangiza, 
Executive Secretary of National Unity and Reconciliation Commission of Rwanda, Gacaca was used in the past 
and designed to be reconciliatory, restorative as well as community participatory. See paper presented by 
Fatuma Ndangiza to the Conference on Policy Research in Ottawa, Canada on Thursday, November 21,2002; 
Jean Hatzfeld, Machete Season. The Killers in Rwanda Speak (New York: Picador, 2005) 248. 

15 One important source from the massacre is the documentary The Triumph of Evil by Steve Bradshaw 
and Ben Loeterman, a FRONTLINE documentary, Air Date: January 26, 1999 [Available online] 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/nol/shared/spl/hi/programmes/panorama/transcripts/killers.txt. 
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second chapter of this thesis we shall look in closer detail at that particular massacre. 

Motivations behind the perpetrators involved there are analysed as a preliminary investigation 

of the hypothesises and the relevance of these. In the following chapters we shall undertake a 

thorough analysis and discussion of the three hypothesises with the Holocaust as backdrop. 

Perpetrators of the massacre at Nyarubuye will be quoted throughout this thesis. Even though 

the massacre is well documented and provides much valuable information, it is theoretically 

possible that the motivations behind the perpetrators committing that specific massacre were 

different from other places in Rwanda. Thus, I am also referring to empirical data from other 

massacres around the country. 

Interviews and testimonies are important sources of information for this thesis. I find it 

helpful to look into these sources in three stages. The stages, or levels of interpretation and 

reflection, could be named: self-understanding, common sense and theoretical interpretation. 

At the self-understanding level, I strive to recapitulate what the informants themselves 

understand by what they say. The framework for interpretation is, therefore, totally within the 

informant's self-understanding. The second layer, common sense, is a public layer. Here I try 

to use a common framework that other informants or people in similar categories also 

understand as relevant while investigating the data. On this level, the findings are compared 

with findings from other research projects on the same topic. During the third phase, 

theoretical interpretation, I try to establish an extensive frame for interpretation in 

continuance of what the informant says. This implies a comprehensive reflection upon the use 

of theory and possibly the construction of new theory. 16 

There are two main methodological approaches when analysing data, namely qualitative and 

quantitative. Simply put, quantitative studies are concerned with analysing numbers, while 

qualitative studies focus on reflection and context. A combination of the two approaches is 

preferable. Numbers and figures are relevant for this thesis; however, a qualitative analysis 

will be dominant in investigating the motivation factors behind the perpetrators during the 

Rwandan genocide. 

Qualitative methodology is a collective description of different techniques or methodological 

approaches to a research field. Observation, participation, interview and document analysis 

16 See Paul Otto Brunstad, Ungdom og livstolking (Trondheim, Tapir forlag, 1998), 41. 
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are the most common qualitative methods. As already mentioned, I have chosen interviews 

and document analysis as key research tools in collecting data about the Rwandan genocide. 

Thus, I will take a closer look at implications following the use of qualitative methodology 

and analysis. 

Qualitative methodology seems to gam importance where hard data, or quantitative 

methodology, used to dominate the field. There are probably many reasons for this. 

Qualitative data more so than quantitative, has provided us with the possibility to disclosing 

local variations and contexts. This might be on village or national level. In this way, 

qualitative data has offered the possibility to rethink stereotypes and predisposed assumptions 

among researchers and others. In using qualitative methodology it is possible to find new and 

decisive structures and traits in people's understanding of themselves and the world 

surrounding them that numbers cannot do. Sensitivity towards informant's meanings and 

constructions of the world is important in studies like this. It is likely that a qualitative 

approach will enable us to detect motivations that a quantitative approach would not. 

Nevertheless, critical questions need to be asked in connection to the use of qualitative 

methodology. There exists a problem of generalisation. Is it possible to say that the 

information gained from interviewing a relatively small group of informants says something 

about people in the society in general? I do believe it is possible to generalise from limited 

material; however, it is important always to be careful in the analysis of qualitative data. 
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II 

Genocide in Rwanda 
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On the sixth day of April 1994, President Major General Juvenal Habyarimana of Rwanda 

was murdered. At about 20:20 hours, two French-made ground to air missiles downed the 

presidential plane. President Habyarimana was returning home from a subregional summit in 

Dar es Salaam, where he had committed himself to implement the Arusha Peace 

Agreement,17 when he was killed. The killers are not known. IS Surreal but true, the plane 

crashed like a ball of fire into the president's own garden. Not only the Rwandan President 

was killed in the crash, but practically everybody else responsible for the country's security 

were killed together with him. 19 This caused a power vacuum in Rwanda. 

The United Nations had a peace keeping force (UNAMIR) stationed in Rwanda to monitor 

the Arusha Peace Agreement. Lt. General Romeo Dallaire was force commander of the UN 

mission. The Canadian General was committed to the task, but became increasingly 

concerned about the lack of resources and the weak UN mandate.2o However, the UN troops 

were officially welcomed by both parties of the peace agreement; the National Revolutionary 

17 From October 1990, the government (led by the National Revolutionary Movement for Democracy and 
Development, MRND) had been at war with the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF). The Arusha Peace Agreement, 
an agreement between the RPF and the Rwandan government, was structured around five pillars; the 
establishment of the rule of law, power-sharing, repatriation and resettlement of refugees and internally 
displaced people, the integration of armed forces and other miscellaneous provisions. The agreement is discussed 
in further detail in chapter 3.5 Hulu Power, Tulsi Guerrilla and Peace Negotiations. 

18 The question "who killed the president?" is highly disputed. The answer you get often depends on who 
you ask. It might have been extremists in the president's own party, MRND that opposed the peace negotiations. 
That the missiles that killed the president were French produced, MRND was closely associated to the French, 
could indicate that Hutus killed the president. On the other hand, why should (former) friends kill a relatively 
beloved president? And after all there was a war in Rwanda; RFP fighters could very well have fired the 
missiles. Hutus tend to believe that Tutsis killed the president Tutsis tend to believe that Hutus killed the 
president. 

19 Political counsellor Juvenal Renzaho, the head of presidential security Colonel Elie Sagatwa and the 
army Chief General Deogratias Nsabimana died along with President Habyarimana. On the top of this, the 
minister of defence, Augustin Bizimana and the head of army intelligence Colonel Aloys Ntiwiragabo were 
attending an Olympic committee meeting in the Cameroon. The President of Burundi, Cyprien Ntaryamira was 
also killed in the plane crash. 

10 UNAMIR consisted of 2548 military personnel (task: monitor and verify the cease fire, supervise the 
integration of the Rwandan army and the Tutsi rebel army, and monitor the overall security situation), 60 
civilian police monitors (task: monitor and verify the performances of the Rwandan police), and some civilian 
election observers (task: supervise the elections for presidency and parliament). Lt. General Dallaire originally 
requested 5 500 personnel but after receiving news that this was unrealistic; the French force commander called 
for a significant smaller force of about 2 500 personnel. The UN soldiers were allowed to use military force only 
in cases of self defence. When genocide broke out, the UN personnel had no mandate to protect civilian Tutsis 
by arms. See; United Nations, "United Nations Observer Mission Uganda Rwanda (UNOMOR); United Nations 
Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR)", in The Blue Helmets: a Review of United Nations Peace-keeping 
(New York: United Nations Publications, 1996) 343-5; See Lt. Gen. Romeo Dallaire Shake Hands with the 
Devil: The Failure of Humanity in Rwanda (Arrow books, 2005), 75. 
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Movement for Democracy and Development (MRND) and the Rwandan Patriotic Front 

(RPF). At the same time, segments of Hutu extremists never seriously supported the 

negotiations; Mathieu Ngirumpatse, President of the MRND at the time, even publicly 

compared African peace agreements to toilet papers.21 Coalition for the Defence of the 

Republic (CDR), a violent anti-Tutsi party refused any compromise with the RPF, they 

challenged the peace agreement, and acted as a spoiler to destroy the peace process.22 

The same night as the President was killed, General Dallaire was asked to attend a crisis 

meeting with Colonel Theoneste Bagosora and other Rwandan high ranking army officials 

and officers.23 Most officers did not know what to do in the power vacuum that opened up in 

Rwanda following the death of Habyarimana. According to the Arusha Agreement, the next 

in line to take over power in the country would be the prime minister. At the meeting, General 

Dallaire insisted this should happen.24 But even the pro-peace deal officers opposed this. 

Everybody seemed to agree that Prime Minister Agathe Uwilingiyimana, a moderate Hutu 

from the Democratic Republican Movement (MDR) committed to the peace process, was too 

weak to lead the country in such a difficult situation. Therefore the question of who was 

going to lead the crisis meeting became of large importance. Colonel Bagosora was more than 

willing to take this job. The majority of the officers opposed him. However, in lack of other 

strong candidates Bagosora forced his will through. In this way Bagosora took control over 

Rwanda. Bagosora was director of the ministry of defence, had strong links to the MRND, 

and was a Hutu Power extremist. Despite neglecting the Arusha Agreement, Bagosora denied 

that a coup d'etat was underway and insisted that the army only sought to make things less 

chaotic until a new government could be installed.25 

Things went well for the Hutu Power leaders. The moderate officers at the crisis meeting did 

21 See Interview with Philippe Gaillard [Available online] www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/ 
shows/ghostslinterviews/gaillard.html. [10.10.2005]. 

22 Stephen John Stedman, "Spoiler Problems in Peace Processes", International Security Vol. 22 
No 2 (1997): 20-6. 

23 During the meeting the news of president Habyarimana's death was confirmed. This was done by a 
staff officer who could not avoid smiling. See Dallaire Shake Hands with the Devil: The Failure of Humanity in 
Rwanda, 223-4. 

24 Ibid, 224. 

25 Ibid 223; Greg Barker, Ghosts of Rwanda (PBS Paramount Home Video, 2004). 
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not show courage or cleverness enough to stop the extremists taking power and General 

Dallaire did not have the mandate to intervene by force. Hutu Power leaders could start their 

murderous task: a well planned attack on the Tutsi population. The murder of the President 

and his closest associates was a good opportunity for Hutu Power extremists to stop 

negotiations with the RPF and begin the real work: genocide. Prime Minister Uwilingiyimana 

was one of the first victims; she was killed on the 7th of Apri1.26 The Hutu extremists had to 

get rid of Hutu moderates before they could launch a full scale attack on all Tutsis. 

Two days after the disastrous killing of President Habyarimana an interim government was 

announced. However, it was not a government of hope; it was a government of extremists. 

Jean Kambanda, a Hutu Power extremist from the MDR became new prime minister. In other 

words, both the late and the newly installed prime ministers were members of the same 

political party. MDR was formerly known as the main opposition party to the MRND, but in 

the new order extremists unified. Kambanda later said that the idea of an interim government 

came from Bagosora and the MRND.27 Even if an interim government was not his idea, 

Kambanda was radically anti-Tutsi and believed that Tutsis were racially alien. He ended up 

administrating the genocide. The interim government used the old organizational divisions of 

the country into prefectures, sub-prefectures, communes, sectors and cells for spreading 

genocidal instructions throughout the country. 

After months of warnings, rumours and prior attacks, the violence that erupted after President 

Habyarimana was killed, struck panic among Rwandans and foreigners alike. The speed of 

the first killings gave the impression of large numbers of attackers; however, during the first 

days of the genocide, their impact resulted more from brutality and organization than from 

great numbers. 28 Soldiers, National Police, former soldiers, communal police and the 

Interahamwe29 played a large part in the slaughter. Soldiers and the national police led the 

first killings in the capital and in other urban centres, and later directed the major massacres 

throughout the country. These later massacres were marked by a high number of perpetrators. 

26 Linda Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder. The Rwandan Genocide (London and New York: Zed Books, 
2004 [2000]) 136-141. 

27 Ibid 170-1. 

28 Alison Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story (New York, Washington, London, and Brussels: 
Human Rights Watch, 1999) 6. 

29 Literally, "Those who attack together". A Hutu Power militia. 
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Many of the victims were gathered together in churches or public buildings, sometimes in 

sport arenas. This was done to make sure that as many as possible were killed - efficiently. 

The victims went to these sites under false assumptions, seeking refuge in factories of death. 

Civilian Hutus sometimes attended the massacres, sometimes they were forced. Interahamwe, 

originally the youth wing of the MRND but during the genocide some of the most notorious 

killers, forced or encouraged other Hutu civilians into killing. It was actually a goal of the 

Hutu leaders to make as many people as possible perpetrators. That way, there would be no 

going back for the Hutu population; Rwanda would become a country of killers.3o When the 

genocide ended, 120000 Rwandans were jailed under suspicion of being perpetrators. 3 
I 

The Massacre at Nyarubuye 

There were hundreds of massacres all across Rwanda during the genocide. We shall now look 

closer at testimonies made by perpetrators behind one such massacre, the killing of several 

thousand Tutsis at the Catholic Church in the eastern town of Nyarubuye between the 15 and 

17 of April 1994. Based on testimonies from that massacre, this chapter shall serve as a first 

analysis of motivations behind the perpetrators directly involved in the Rwandan genocide. 

The focus will be upon how the perpetrators at Nyarubuye themselves explain why they 

became perpetrators of genocide. 

The hilly landscape of Rwanda is the reason why Rwandans often refer to their home country 

as "pays des Mille Collins" or "Land of a Thousand Hills". Nyarubuye is situated on one such 

hill. Rwandans are proud of their country. But as a young Rwandan woman born close to 

Nyarubuye told me "how can people talk about beauty in this country anymore? Far too many 

people were killed in 1994. It is a country of sadness.,,32 The description "Mille Collins" did 

indeed lose much of its beauty in the early 1990s when the Hutu Power radio, Radio 

Telt~vision Libre des Mille Collines (RTLM), owned by extremists aired their Hutu Power 

ideology to the people. 

30 African Rights, Rwanda: Death, Despair and Defiance, Second Edition (London: African Rights, 
1995) xx. 

31 Gunnar Karlsen & Harald Stabell, Rettsoppgjoret i Rwanda. [Available Online] www.dagbladet.nol 
kuitur/2004111/0S/413S13.html. [23.10.2005]. 

31 Interview with Hamissa, Kigali 20.09.2004. 
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The killers at Nyarubuye partly blame their killing on national Hutu Power leaders and the 

Hutu Power ideology. However, Nyarubuye is a relatively isolated place. But the perpetrators 

at Nyarubuye got to know the ideology through the media and especially RTLM.33 The 

popular radio station mixing trendy music with political propaganda became a powerful 

weapon for those who sought to spread hatred.34 R TLM was owned and run by architects of 

the genocide and preached hatred.35 Radio-waves were effective weapons for the extremists. 

R TLM did air descriptions of Tutsis and members of the opposition as Inyenzi36 and named 

them enemies or traitors who deserved to die.37 Silas Ngendahimana a member of the 

Interahamwe in Nyarubuye, blames Hutu Power ideology and the media for his hatred against 

Tutsis; "They kept on saying that the rebels, the cockroaches, are now the RPF, and that they 

are all Tutsis. That is when the hatred started, and, when you met a Tutsi, you would say it's 

your relatives who are trying to kill US.,,38 

The Hutu Power ideology spread by leaders and ideologues seems to have found resonance 

among ordinary people at the ground level in Rwandan society. Lauren Renzaho which 

belonged to the local Interahamwe in Nyarubuye argues; "After our President died, Tutsis 

were hated. We didn't want to go back to the old days, so we had to kill every Tutsi wherever 

they were. That's the truth".39 According to Renzaho, ordinary Hutus did not want to go back 

to the time when Tutsis were having all the privileges and Hutus were their servants. "In the 

past they subjected Hutus to constant beating; they made them farm for them. That is what the 

Hutus didn't like.,,4o 

Hutus were warned that failure to support the Hutu state was betrayal. Many Rwandans felt 

33 Steve Bradshaw and Ben Loeterman, "The Triumph of Evil". 

34 Pascal remembers that many listened to the R TLM even though they did not support the political 
agenda of the radio simply because they played the best music. Interview with Pascal, Kigali, 22.09.2004. 

35 RTLM was owned and run by people close to President Habyarimana. 

36 James M Smith, A Time to Remember. Rwanda: Ten years after Genocide. (Great Britain: The Aegis 
Institute, 2004) J 3. 

37 ICTR documents case Ferdinand Nahimana, (lCTR-96-Il). [Available online] hUp:1165.18.216.881 
ENGLlSHIcases/Nahimana/indictmentlindex.pdf. 

38 Steve Bradshaw and Ben Loeterman, "The Triumph of Evil". 

39 Ibid. 

40 Ibid. 
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they had no choice but to join the militia. The most important such militia was 1nterahamwe. 

Many Hutus felt they had to avoid turning into moderate Hutus,41 who were also regarded as 

enemies. The Hutu Ten Commandments said that any contact with a Tutsi is a death sin. The 

commandments were first published III Kangura, an extremist newspaper. The 

commandments drew a line between righteous Hutus on the one side, and Hutu enemies on 

the other.42 Hutus not accepting the absolute segregation were also enemies to the Hutu 

Power ideology. Many Rwandans of mixed origin with Hutu 1D cards felt they had to show 

they were on the right side by being especially enthusiastic during the killing.43 How to deal 

with the enemy was made clear in the media and during several political speeches and 

meetings: the Tutsis were to be executed. 

In the months before the genocide, the Interahamwe carried out "work" that was well known 

to them. Umuganda or communal work obligation was an important institution in Rwandan 

society. Patrolling streets and cutting bushes and trees were all well known Umuganda tasks 

in Nyarubuye. Forced work for the common good was an integrated part of everyday life. 

Gitera Rwamuhizi44, an Interahamwe leader in Nyarubuye, explains "We were told to carry 

out night patrols and to set up road blocks. We waited there to see if we could find supporters 

of the RPF in our area. ,,45 This was before the genocide started. To keep the village safe was a 

well known Umuganda occupation. The members of the Interahamwe got attuned to the task 

of patrolling the streets together. They were armed and had a clear target; RPF fighters. Even 

though Interahamwe in itself was a new institution in the Rwandan society, patrolling and 

other communal work was not. 

The members of the 1nterahamwe were also promised rewards for becoming militias. For 

many, especially young men, in a country with very few chances of ever getting a well paid 

41 Interview with Joseph, leader of the African Evangelical Enterprise in Kigali, 22.09.2004. 

42 For further reading P. Twagiramutara, "Ethnicity and Genocide in Rwanda". In Okwudiba Nnoli, ed. 
Etnic Conflicts in Africa, (Dakar, Senegal, 1998) 119-120. 

43 Interview with Joseph, leader of the African Evangelical Enterprise in Kigali, 22.09.2004. 

44 In 2003, a Gacaca court found Gitera Rwamuhizi guilty of genocide crimes. He was sentenced to 25 
years in prison. 17 more people were found guilty for genocide crimes at Nyarubuye; they were sentenced to 
terms ranging from seven to 16 years in jail. United Nations, Weekly Round-Up - IRiNCEA-203: 05-Dec-03 
[A vailable online] http://iys.cidi.org/humanitarian/irin/ceafrica/03b/ixl22.html [08.09.2005]. 

45 Steve Bradshaw and Ben Loeterman, "The Triumph of Evil". 
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job or accumulating any wealth, the promise of even small rewards could be very tempting. 

Another local Interahamwe leader in Nyarubuye, Cyasa Habimana explains, "They [the 

Interahamwe] were taken by soldiers for training; they were given uniforms and some were 

given military boots". After receiving these rewards "they also started acting as soldiers.,,46 

Later, during the genocide, perpetrators were even promised the land and belongings of their 

victims.47 On the 14 April 1994, the mayor of the Rusumo commune, where Nyarubuye was 

situated, Sylvestre Gacumbitsi promised that whoever killed a Tutsi could keep his 

b 1 . 48 e ongmgs. 

Most perpetrators during the Rwandan genocide were poor. Ngendahimana went to loot. 

Finding a woman alone in her house, he killed her, an act he regarded as less criminal than 

stealing a sack of milk powder. 

When 1 entered the building 1 saw a sack of milk powder, and then 1 looked under the 
bed and 1 saw someone. 1 asked her to get out and she said: "Please have mercy on 
me." "Why should I?" 1 replied, and took her to the door. 1 continued hitting her, and 
she begged me for mercy. Mercy wasn't part of the deal. So 1 hit her and she died. 
Personally 1 would have had mercy on her but these people were handed over by the 
government. The government was responsible for their death. But 1 thought that if I let 
her live, I was very scared that she would testify against me for breaking into the 
building. That is why 1 took her outside and killed her.49 

Despite limited economic resources, Rwanda is a well structured society. Habimana took part 

in many meetings with higher ranked Interahamwe and political leaders before the genocide 

started. According to him "The most important thing discussed in all those meetings was how 

to create hatred between ordinary people, to get ordinary people to hate the RPF and what 

they called their accomplices, the Tutsis, inside the country."so At meetings near Nyarubuye 

orders were given to local commanders from the very top of government. 

It was not only ideological and practical information that was spread through the Rwandan 

46 Ibid. 

47 Interview with Joseph, leader of the African Evangelical Enterprise in Kigali, 22.09.2004. 

4~ICTR documents case Sylvestre Gacumbitsi ICTR-200l-64, [Available Online] 
http://www.ictr.org/ENGLISH/cases/Gachumbitsi/index.htm [07.09.2005]. 

49 Steve Bradshaw and Ben Loeterman, "The Triumph of Evil". 

50 Ibid. 
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hierarchy; weapons were also distributed through the same channels. Mayor Gacumbitsi 

convened a meeting between leaders at different administrative levels and party leaders of 

MRND and CDR in the commune, three days after the genocide started. In his position, 

Gacumbitsi exercised authority over both political and armed forces in the commune. During 

the meeting, Gacumbitsi proclaimed that weapons would be distributed in the region for the 

purpose of killing the Tutsi population. The next day, the mayor went to the local Rwandan 

armed forces (FAR) military camp where he received over 100 boxes of weapons. Communal 

officials who first received the weapons from the mayor himself distributed them further to 

certain members of the populace.51 

On the 8th of April, only two days after President Habyarimana was killed, the newly 

installed interim government launched a nationwide campaign to mobilise the population 

against the Tutsi of Rwanda.52 Tutsis and politically moderate Hutus were killed at a high 

speed. Road blocks were set up by soldiers, police, Interahamwe and civilians. At roadblocks 

Tutsi ID cards equalled death. The local Interahamwe took control over the streets of 

Nyarubuye. Ngendahimana was working at one such roadblock. "If someone came, they 

would be asked for ID. If they didn't have it, they would be asked who their parents were. If 

the parents were known to be Hutu, they would pass. If they told us who their parents were 

and they were known to be Tutsi, we would kill them and bury them.,,53 

When news of the killings reached Nyarubuye, Tutsis began fleeing to the Catholic Church. 

Mayor Gacumbitsi had made a promise to the Tutsis of the area. "The mayor came and 

addressed a meeting at the church on about Wednesday, thel3th April. He asked the people 

still in the villages not to flee, and he told those of us who were already at the church that he 

would send soldiers to protect US.,,54 The mayor was also driving around the commune 

announcing over the loudspeaker that Tutsi women and children in hiding could safely return 

to their homes.55 Gacumbitsi was a respected mayor; people usually did what he asked. He 

51 ICTR documents case Gacumbitsi ICTR-2001-64. 

52 Ibid. 

53 Steve Bradshaw and Ben Loeterman, "The Triumph of Evil". 

54 Ibid. 

55 ICTR documents case Gacumbitsi ICTR-2001-64. 
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was also respected among the Tutsi population. Pendo Uwimana was one of the Tutsis 

seeking refuge in the Church of Nyarubuye: "He [Gacumbitsi] was so powerful. Everything 

he ordered would be done immediately. You could see he was very powerful.,,56 However, 

Gacumbitsi was handpicked by the President; thus, he was a Hutu hardliner and a dedicated 

extremist who, otherwise, would not have gotten his job. Through mayors like him the state 

controlled its people. The mayors were in fact some of the most important men in Rwandan 

politics.57 

On the morning of April 15th Gacumbitsi set out for the Church at Nyarubuye, with him 

came soldiers and police. Along the way his bodyguards captured some Tutsis. One of 

bodyguards, Jonathan Berakumeyo, explains that "We took them [Tutsis] in front of the 

mayor. He said: "Why did you bring them? Did I send for them? Take them away and kill 

them straightaway." He shot them. Gacumbitsi personally said to Hutus watching: "Look at 

this, I'm giving you an example. ,,,,58 Several thousand Tutsis were gathered in and around the 

church at Nyarubuye. In addition to police and army personnel, Gacumbitsi had also given 

orders for local civilian Hutus to advance on the church. Among them were the peasant 

farmers and members of the Interahamwe, Renzaho, Ngendahimana and Rwamuhizi. They 

were all poor fathers living from small patches of land. Renzaho was father of ten children, 

Ngendahimana of two young children and Rwamuhizi of four. 59 Gacumbitsi led the attack. 

He addressed the crowd, both victims and attackers, with a megaphone, first telling the Hutus 

to leave the church.60 

Then Gacumbitsi ordered the attack, this was led by communal police and the Interahamwe.61 

Rwamuhizi explains; "After selecting the people who could use guns and grenades they 

armed them. They said we should surround the church. They said one group should go north 

and another group should go south. There were so many of us we were treading on each 

56 Steve Bradshaw and Ben Loeterman, "The Triumph of Evil". 

57 Des Forges, Leave Non to Tell the Story, 42. 

58 Steve Bradshaw and Ben Loeterman, "The Triumph of Evil". 

59 Ibid. 

60 Ibid. 

61 Ibid. 
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others heels. ,,62 According to Uwimana, Gacumbitsi had changed: "When I saw him 

[Gacumbitsi], he had changed. He used to hold meetings in Nyarubuye and you would see 

him as someone nice. But when I saw him at the church, he looked like an animal, like a real 

animal. He arrived and started handing out weapons to the soldiers and policemen." 

Rwamuhizi continues: "People who had grenades detonated them. Tutsis started screaming 

for help. As they were screaming, those with guns started to shoot." Rwamuhizi's neighbour, 

Flora Mukampore, miraculously survived the massacre.63 According to Mukampore, the Tutsi 

men at Nyarubuye "were ready to fight, even though they didn't have any weapons, so they 

died standing. You would not think they were all going to get killed because they were very 

many. We did not think they would get killed.,,64 However, there were also many perpetrators 

at Nyarubuye, probably as many as 7 000.65 After the genocide, one of the killers, Renzaho, 

"felt like we'd done something terrible. I wonder how it got into my mind ... ,,66 

Were the killers at Nyarubuye influenced by history, ideology and ordinary psychological 

traits as suggested in the introduction to this thesis? As we have seen, the perpetrators at 

Nyarubuye are drawing a clear distinction between Hutus and Tutsis. The perpetrators refer to 

history and ideology in explaining their action. However, such "reasons" can only partly 

explain their action. Some of the perpetrators at Nyarubuye have problems understanding 

why they did it themselves; here psychological mechanisms probably played a role. 

62 Ibid. 

63 Mukampore: "All the people they were cutting fell on me because I was near the door. My hair was all 
washed with blood. My body was drenched in blood and it was starting to dry on me, so the killers thought I'd 
been cut all over, they thought I was dead. I lay down on one side with only one eye open. I could hear a man 
come towards me and I guess he saw me breathe. He hit me on my head saying: "Is this thing still alive?" 
Immediately I heard my entire body say whaaagh. Something in my head changed forever. Everything stopped." 
Steve Bradshaw and Ben Loeterman, "The Triumph of Evil". 

64 Ibid. 

65 Fergal Keane, Massacre at Nyarubuye church [Available online] http://news.bbc.co.ukli/hi/ 
programmes/panorama/3582267.htm [23.10.2005]. 

66 Steve Bradshaw and Ben Loeterman, "The Triumph of Evil". 
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III 

The History of Rwanda 
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To Rwandans - history seems to be very important. Thus, the historical context of the 1994 

genocide is crucial to take into account when exploring motivations behind the perpetrators 

who committed it. In this chapter, we shall investigate my first hypothesis: the perpetrators of 

the Rwandan genocide were motivated by a long history of distinction. 

Discourses about difference played an important role in Rwanda before the 1994 genocide. 

Many Rwandans I talked with told me that there was a great deal of fear in the Hutu 

population before the genocide started. These fears were apparently based on more or less 

mistaken ideas about the Rwandan past. Fear of recurring Tutsi occupation of I-Iutu land and 

rights made genocide thinkable. Thus, in order to understand the motivations behind the Hutu 

perpetrators, it is important to look at how history was understood by them, the killers. 

Peoples personal narratives are after all reconstructed interpretations, sometimes inventions.67 

Narratives about history are not based on neutral facts alone. Nevertheless, and even though 

sources about Rwandan history are scarce, it is important to look critically at the different 

narratives presented. It is important to present an alternative to the manipulated history which 

fuelled the Rwandan popUlation with genocidal hatred in 1994. 

Even though it is crucial to understand the different Rwandan narratives, a discussion on 

Rwandan history must, as far as it is possible, be based on objectivity and facts.68 Not only 

the emic69 concern, to determine what people take to be truth and why, has to be examined. 

Every invention and cultural construction is dependent upon every previous construction, and 

constructions that defy all empirical evidence to the contrary tend not to survive in the long 

67 See Peter MullZ, The Shape of Time: A New Look at the Philosophy of History (Middletown: Wesleyan 
University Press, 1977), 217. 

68 Liisa Malkki, in a study of mythico-historical constructions of Burundian Hutu refugees in Tanzania, 
argues that the Hamitic hypothesis should be understood solely as narrative, she is not challenging the fact. 
Taylor argues that we have to understand the Hamitic hypothesis as narrative, but that we also need to confront 
it as fact. See Liisa Malkki, Purity and Exile: Violence, Memory, and National Cosmology among Hutu 
Refilgees in Tanzania (Chicago, London: The University of Chicago Press. 1995); Christopher Taylor, Sacrifice 
as Terror: The Rwandan Genocide of 1994 (Oxford and New York: Berg, 2001), 30. 

69 According to Spike, who coined the words emic and epic, emic is what the native members of the 
culture takes to be meaningful cultural distinctions whereas epic is the academic conceptualisation and 
organisation of this knowledge. Anthropologist Marvin Harris uses the same terms. However, their 
understanding of objective knowledge differs. Whereas Spike argues that no objective knowledge is possible, he 
is thus not necessarily giving epic knowledge more weight than emic, Harris believes that it is possible to obtain 
objective knowledge also in social sciences, otherwise it would not be science. Kenneth L. Pike, Language in 
relation to a unified theory of the structure of human behavior (The Hague: Mouton, [1954, 1955, 1960] 1967) 
762ff. 
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run.70 They are easily manipulated. Only by presenting an alternative to the historical 

understanding and the many Rwandan myths we can argue credibly against it. We have to 

strive to contest politicised understandings of history. This is important for avoiding genocide 

from happening again in Rwanda. 

Rwandan narratives about history, as well as academic studies, usually agree about important 

turning points and historical periods in the history of the country.71 Except some aspects of 

pre-colonial history, all sides of the Rwandan genocide generally recognise the same 

chronicle of events. However, the interpretations of these events differ and some are disputed. 

Even though the competing narratives do not always share substance, they usually do agree 

h · h . 72 on w at IS wort y contestmg. 

3.1 Who are Hutus and Tutsis - Pre Colonial Rwandan History 

Even though Rwandans take history seriously, what we actually do know about pre-colonial 

Rwandan history is limited. There exist no written sources from that era. Our knowledge 

about the period is based on oral traditions and myths which are easily manipulated and hard 

to verify. There have also been carried out some archaeological work and a few genealogical 

studies in the region giving insufficient but interesting clues about the past. What we do know 

for fact is that there existed three groups or identities in the country when Germany colonised 

Rwanda from 1894; Hutus, Tutsi and Twa.73 But the nature of these groups, whether ethnical, 

socioeconomic, cultural or political, is contested. And still, being categorised Hutu or Tutsi 

meant everything in 1994; it decided life or death. 

The origin of Hutus and Tutsis is an important question to Rwandans as well as academics 

studying the country. Are Hutus and Tutsis of different origin and thus two races or ethnic 

70 Taylor, Sacrifice as Terror: The Rwandan Genocide of 1994,30. 

71 See; Nigel Eltringham, Accounting For Horror. Post-Genocide Debates in Rwanda (London: Pluto 
Press, 2004), 160ff; Malkki, Purity and Exile: Violence, Memory, and National Cosmology among Hutu 
Refilgees in Tanzania, 54; Jean Comaroff, Body of Power, Spirit of Resistance: The Culture and History of a 
South African People (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1985) 17ff. 

72 See; Reni Lemarchand, Burundi: Ethnic Conflict and Genocide (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1996), 19; Eltringham, Accounting For Horror. Post-Genocide Debates in Rwanda, 161. 

73 Twa constitutes no more than one percent of the total Rwandan population. The Twa population does 
not play any significant role in this setting as they were neither main targets nor main perpetrators during the 
genocide. However, some Twa were killed; some Twa were killers. 
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groups? During the genocide, the point of view presented by Hutu Power leaders differed 

fundamentally from the one presented by Tutsi leaders. !n Hutu narratives, Tutsis were 

foreigners who deserved no future in the country. Hutu Power ideologue Leon Mugesera 

argued that "they [Tutsis] belong to Ethiopia".74 The RPF on the other hand, the rebel 

movement constituted of mainly Tutsis in exile, were fighting for the right to return home. A 

former RPF soldier told me that "Hutus and Tutsis are all Rwandans; the last five hundred 

years we shared the same culture".75 The Hutu and the Tutsi narratives correlate with two 

main directions among Rwanda specialists about pre-colonial origin. Much research in 

Rwanda is obviously conducted without political agenda, but still, academic theories are often 

understood to be either pro-Hutu or pro-Tutsi, especially by Rwandans. The migration 

hypothesis, understood to be pro-Hutu, is highlighting a different origin; Hutus settled in 

Rwanda before Tutsis. In Hutu Power narrative, this means that Tutsis are foreigners to the 

country. To the contrary, the same culture hypothesis is high lightening that Hutus and Tutsis 

share one single cultural community. This view does not automatically deny the possibility 

that Hutus might have settled in Rwanda before Tutsis, but it is more important to them to 

investigate the culture they shaped together.76 

Hutu Narrative - The Migration Hypothesis 

Arriving in the 1890s, the first German colonisers found a country inhabited by people with 

different physical traits. The Europeans saw that Twa were very short, Hutus were of medium 

height while Tutsis were very tall. Administrators and military personnel did not arrive alone; 

with them came cultural anthropologists. The anthropologist found a 12 centimetre difference 

in average height between Hutus and Tutsis.77 The Europeans were fascinated by the fact that 

people looked so different within the same small territory. Even today, scientific magazines 

print stories about the height of Tutsis, one of the tallest people on earth.78 

74 See Gerard Prunier, The Rwandan Crisis (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995), 171-2; parts of 
the original tone from the speech are available on CBC Documentary, The Spokesman of Hatred, Air Date 
22.01.200 1 http://archives.cbc.ca/lDC-I-71-1435-927l1conflict_ war/war _criminals/clip I O. 

75 Interview with Rene, Kigali, 22.09.2004. 

76 See Mahmood Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, Colonialism, Nativism and the Genocide in 
Rwanda (Cape Town: David Philip 2001) 50. 

77 Ibid, 44. 

78 Illustrert Vitenskap, Hvorfor er noenfolkeslag sma? (nr.1112004), 11. [Available online] 
http://www.illustrertvitenskap.comi.Crosslink.jsp?d= 169&a= 1217 &id=8584 _ 4 [10.09.2006]. 
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The early observation of difference in phenotype was the beginning of the migration 

hypothesis. But why did they look so different? The conclusion presented by the first 

anthropologists was just as simplistic as their commonsense observation of phenotype 

variations; since Rwandans looked different, their forefathers must be of different origin. 

European academics, explorers, missionaries and administrators soon came to the same 

conclusion. Hutu Power extremists emphasised the migration hypothesis in their genocidal 

ideology leading up to the 1994 genocide. 

Later anthropological and biological studies seeking to prove the migration hypothesis shifted 

their focus from phenotype to genotype.79 Over the last decades, there have been carried out a 

handful genotype studies in the region; studies about blood factors, sickle cells and lactose 

tolerance.8o In this setting are studies about lactose tolerance, the ability to effectively absorb 

milk products, especially fascinating. The migration hypothesis argues that Tutsis were cattle 

owners who moved into the country only from about the fifteenth century.81 The ability to 

digest lactose is generally much higher among milk dependent peoples compared to other 

populations. Just as expected by different origin scholars, Tutsis shows a high ability to 

absorb lactose. Studies of lactose tolerance in the region show, that three out of four Tutsis 

have a high tolerance towards milk products. However, the difference compared to Hutus is 

less convincing; one out of three Hutus show the same ability of high milk tolerance. In 

comparison, only five percent of the neighbouring Shi people in eastern Congo show the 

same high lactose tolerance. 82 This could indicate that the Hutu - Tutsi divide is less than 

absolute, that they are of same origin, or that intermarriage has erased earlier larger 

differences. The latter is more likely to be the case. 

Studies of phenotype and genotype show that there are statistical biological differences 

between people categorised as Hutus and Tutsis. However, many Hutus have Tutsi traits; 

79 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers. 43. 

80 Further reading; Laurent Excoffier et ai, "Genetics and History of Sub-Saharan Africa", Yearbook of 
Physical Anthropology 30, 1987, 151-194; Gebhard Flatz, "Genetics of Lactose Digestion in Humans." 
Advances in Human Genetics 1, 1987, 1-77. Melbourne Tapper, In the Blood: Sickle Cell Anemia and the 
Politics of Race (Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999). 

81 Bethwell Alan Ogot, 'The Great Lakes Region", In D.T. Niane, ed., UNESCO General History of 
Africa, vol. 4. (London: Heinemann, 1984). 

82 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 46. 
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many Tutsis have Hutu traits. Rwandans, especially Hutus, often argue that there is no 

problem in telling Hutus and Tutsis apart, only by looking at them. This is not true._Hutus 

were killed during the genocide because their killers were convinced that the victims looked 

too Tutsi to be Hutu. However, this does not out rule the possibility of different origin. 

According to Rwanda specialists, pastoralists became numerous only from the fifteenth 

century. The early pastoralists are believed to be the ancestors of contemporary Tutsis. But to 

say exactly where the different groups originally corne from is next to impossible. 

There are theories other than biological also favouring the "distinct difference" hypothesis. 

The Hamitic hypothesis is outdated but still played an important role during the genocide. 

Another is closer to nationalistic theories and is throwing some light on early Rwandan 

history. 

The racist Hamitic hypothesis claims that Tutsis are close to Europeans in origin and thus 

more intelligent than their Bantu neighbours, the Hutus. This theory was important in both 

Tutsi power and later Hutu Power narratives.83 The theory emerged in Europe during the 19th 

century. Academics, administrators, missionaries and explorers did not believe that real 

Africans were capable of creating such a well-organised society like the one they discovered 

in Rwanda. Could Rwanda's ruling elite be of different origin than other Africans? The racial 
--
Hamitic hypothesis became the answer. The European colonisers were convinced that 

"wherever in Africa there was evidence of organized state life, there the ruling groups must 

have corne from elsewhere. These groups were known as the Hamites, and the notion that 

they were the hidden hand behind every bit of civilization on the continent was known as the 

"Hamitic hypothesis.,,84 

As we shall see, the Hamitic hypothesis has its roots in Judaic and Christian tradition.85 The 

name Ham is first mentioned in Genesis, chapter 5 verse 32, of the Bible. According to the 

Bible, Ham was cursed by his father, Noah. 

83 I choose to write Tutsi power with small p since this was not an ideology but rather a political agenda, 
whereas Hutu Power was a genocidal ideology. 

84 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 80. 

85 Further reading; David M. Goldenberg, The Curse of Ham: Race and Slavery in early Judaism, 
Christianity, and Islam (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2003). 
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Noah began to be a man of the soil, and he planted a vineyard. He drank of the wine and 
became drunk and lay uncovered in his tent. And Ham, the father of Canaan, saw the 
nakedness of his father and told his two brothers outside. Then Shem and Japheth took a 
garment, laid it on both their shoulders, and walked backward and covered the 
nakedness of their father. Their faces were turned backward, and they did not see their 
father's nakedness. When Noah awoke from his wine and knew what his youngest son 
had done to him, he said, "Cursed be Canaan; a servant of servants shall he be to his 
brothers." He also said, "Blessed be the LORD, the God of Shem; and let Canaan be his 
servant. May God enlarge Japheth, and let him dwell in the tents of Shem, and let 
Canaan be his servant. ,,86 

Shem and Japheth did look away. Noah blessed their descendants. Ham did not. Noah cursed 

his descendants. According to the Babylonian Talmud, as a result of the curse, the ancestors 

of Ham "shall be born ugly and black,,87 and "it must be Canaan, your [Ham] firstborn, whom 

they [Shem and Japheth] enslave.88 This degradation of the "ancestors" of Ham (or the 

Hamites) was probably rather politically motivated. However, as Europeans discovered 

complex cultures in Africa and the Middle East, especially after Napoleon's invasion of 

Egypt in 1789, the previous understanding of the early Hamitic hypothesis needed to be 

revised.89 The once despised "Negroes" became admirable producers of civilisation, but this 

admiration was not for all Africans. The Hamitic hypothesis needed to be rethought. 

According to Joseph Arthur Comte de Gobineau, the mind behind race theories and racism in 

nineteenth-century Europe, Hamites are like Aryans, the direct successors of Noah. Thus, the 

cursed sons and daughters of Ham could no longer be seen as subhuman. They were 

Caucasians, just like Europeans. This does not mean they were equal to their Caucasian 

brothers in the north. But they did not belong to a different species anymore.90 The reason for 

these different positions in the race hierarchy was simple. As the Hamites moved southward, 

they did not manage to avoid mixing with their African neighbours, the real Negroes. The 

86 The Bible, Genesis 9, 20-27 [ Available Online] http://www.biblegateway.comlpassagel?search= 
Genesis%209,%2020-27;&version=47. [10.09.2006]. 

87 Nazi ideologue Alfred Rosenberg wrote in 1930 that race is the soul's outer surface. See Alfred 
Rosenberg, Der Mythos des 20. lahrhunderts (Miinchen, 1930). 

88 Further reading; Robert Graves and Raphael Patai, Hebrew Myths: The Book a/Genesis (New York: 
Doubleday, 1964): 121. 

89 Ibid. 

90 According to the theory, Hamites are sons of Ham, Aryans sons of Japeth. The Hamites were no longer 
as cursed as the Europeans first thought they were. After the previous understanding was revised, it was argued 
that only one son of Ham was cursed; Canaan. Ham, "Cush the Ethiopian, Mizrahmin the Egyptian, and Put" 
were not. See Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 83. 
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Hamites were corrupted and blackened. According to the Hamitic hypothesis, Tutsis in 

Rwanda were Hamites who first went to Ethiopia, from where they migrated southwards and 

some of them ended up in Rwanda.91 This was the historical background for Mugesera's wish 

to send Tutsis back to Ethiopia. According to the Europeans, the difference in origin made 

Tutsis qualitatively different from their Rwandan neighbours; the Tutsis were more intelligent 

and cultivated than Hutus.92 This was part of the reason why Tutsis and not Hutus were 

allowed to rule alongside the Belgian colonisers (who took over the colony after the First 

World War) during most of colonisation. 

The second group of theories seeking to explain the different origin hypothesis is closer to 

nationalistic theories. They claim that Tutsis are indeed of different origin from Hutus but not 

Caucasians or mentally "better" than Hutus. The theory is based on both biological and 

archaeological research. Jean Hiernaux, a prominent scholar of this theory, argues that Tutsis 

are more different from Europeans than Hutus, and that Tutsis are more similar to Masai of 

Kenya and the Fulani of West Africa than both Europeans and Hutus. The Tutsi gene pool 

does not indicate any close link to the Caucasus.93 Hiernaux refers to fossil records that tell of 

tall people with typical Tutsi traits who lived for thousands of years in East Africa. The 

physical anthropologist argues that people developed differently in Africa because of natural 

adaptation to different environments different places. This theory, which could very well be 

close to the truth, fits into Hutu Power ideology as it makes Tutsis foreigners. 

Walter Rodney, like Hiernaux, states that people look different in Rwanda as a result of their 

environments. But whereas Hiernaux argues that this difference is a result of adaptation to 

geographical environments, Rodney argues this is a result of social environments or 

developments. Rodney argues that Twa "wandered around in small bands, hunting and 

digging roots, thereby failing to assure themselves of plentiful or rich food"; thus, they are 

91 Taylor, Sacrifice as Terror, 58-67. 

92 There are still published historical accounts about Rwanda that are highly influenced by the Hamitic 
hypothesis. They often base their work on studies by Rwandan historian Alexis Kagame and the French 
academic Jean-Jacques Maquet. See Alexis Kagame Le Code des institutions politiques du Rwanda pre-colonial 
(lnstitut Royal Colonial Beige, Bruxelles, 1952); La notion de generation appliquee a la genealogie dynastique 
et a l'histoire du Rwanda des X-Xl siecles a nos jours, (Academie Royale des Sciences Coloniales, Bruxelles, 
1959); Jean-Jacques Maquet, The Premise of Inequality in Ruanda: A Study of Political Relations in a Central 
African Kingdom (London: Oxford University Press, 1961). 

93 See Jean Hiemaux, The People of Africa (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1974), 81ff. 
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pygmies. And that Hutus quality of food "fell short of the protein-rich Tutsi diet, thus Hutus 

are relatively short compared to Tutsis". Tutsis on the other hand, are very tall as they had 

constant access to a "rich diet on milk and meat".94 Others argue that this social selection 

probably has been reinforced by sexual selection. According to Abram de Swaan "there may 

be significant, inherited differences in physical appearance between social groups, that do not 

originate in different genetic stock, but in socially inherited differences in wealth, prestige 

and power. Through the social process of sexual selection, or selective mating, these social 

differences may in the end cause genetic divergence between the various endogamic groupS.95 

Rodney's book, How Europe Underdeveloped Africa, was standard reading for RPF rebels in 

the years leading up to the genocide.96 The RPF was fighting to come home. The Tutsi 

narrative is contesting what separate origin scholars and the Hutu narrative holds for fact, that 

Hutus and Tutsis are two different people. RPF Captain Haguma argued at a conference in 

Kigali 1995 that "science can account for the difference in physical traits which are explained 

in terms of diet and natural selection".97 

Also some regional pre colonial myths reinforce the migration hypothesis. One of the myths 

concerns the kingdom of Bunyoro. Located in contemporary western Uganda, the kingdom 

was led by the Bachwezi dynasty. According to the myth, the Bachwezi moved to the region 

from Ethiopia and Southern Somalia. They were pastoralists and brought their cattle with 

them. After some generations in western Uganda, the Bachwezi were chased out from their 

kingdom. According to Archie Mafeje, some of them moved to Rwanda where conditions for 

cattle were good. They are believed by some to be the forefathers of Rwandan Tutsis.98 

In Hutu narratives, the rapid rise in number of cattle holders and the creation of the Rwandan 

kingdom in the fifteenth century was a result of a violent invasion. Leading Hutu Power 

94 Walter Rodney, How Europe Underdeveloped Africa (Dar-es-Salaam: Tanzania Publishing House, 
1971),138. 

95 Abram de Swaan, The social construction of hate. Modern instruments at the service of genocide 
[A vailable Online] http://www.africansocieties.org/eng_giugno2002/eng_rwanda.htm. 

96 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 44. 

97 Captain Haguma in Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 45. 

98 Archie Mafeje, The theory and ethnography of African social formations: the case of the interlacustrine 
kingdoms (London: Codesria, 1991), 19 ff. 
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perpetrators argued that Tutsi kings did lead the country for some hundred years before 

colonisation. But that centralised kingdoms led by Hutu kings existed even before the Tutsis 

arrived, and that these kingdoms were violently taken over by Tutsi invaders.99 Hutu power 

extremists, like Bagosora, among the most prominent perpetrators during the genocide argues 

that the first Tutsis populating Rwanda killed the Hutu king, King Mashira, together with his 

whole family. King Mashira had his genitals cut off and they were hung on a drum by his 

Tutsi killers. I was told by several Rwandans that this is a proof of Tutsi evilness. How could 

normal people kill the whole royal family and cut off the King's genitals as a sign of victory? 

It is not possible to trust such people, was the ultimate answer presented to me. loo However, it 

is more likely that "the state of Rwanda emerged as did many a state in the region, through 

the amalgamation of several autonomous chiefdoms into a single nuclear kingdom, under the 

leadership of a royal clan."lol 

Tutsis Narrative - Same Culture, One People 

In Tutsi narrative, history before the merger of the different chiefdoms in the 15th century is 

of little relevance. Mr. Rutimburana, working at the unity and reconciliation office in Kigali, 

regards it impossible to establish the ultimate truth about genealogies in Rwanda. "People 

were moving around a lot in this part of Africa. The people who settled in Rwanda were also 

mixing".,o2 This Tutsi narrative is arguing that where Hutus and Tutsis originally came from 

is less relevant than the cultural community they shaped together. 

Allow me to state that the social classes that existed in Rwanda did not even qualify to 
be called ethnic groups in the first instance. All Rwandans had and still have the same 
culture, same language and same history. They shared the same religion and had one 
administrative structure under one head of state. Moreover, at the time when the 

99 See Melvern, A People Betrayed, 62. 

100 See Melvern, A People Betrayed, 62; Interview with Theo, Oslo, 30.08.2005. 

101 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 62; Jan Vansina, L 'evolution du royame Rwanda des origins 
a 1900. (Brussels: Arsom, 1961); Catharine Newbury. The Cohesion of Oppression: Clientship and Ethnicity in 
Rwanda, 1860-1960 (New York, Colombia University Press, 1989). 

102 Mr Rutimburana is a senior public affairs officer at the National Unity and Reconciliation Commission 
for Rwanda. The Rwandan National Unity and Reconciliation Commission is a result of the 1993 Arusha Peace 
Accords and the 1994 genocide. The accords considered a reconciliation process necessary for stabilising the 
country, the genocide made this even more decisive. The commission was instituted in March 1999. See i.e. 
information pamphlet from the National Unity and Reconciliation Commission, P.O. Box 174 - Kigali, Rwanda. 
Interview with Mr Rutimburana, Rwanda, 19 September 2004. 
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colonialists came to Africa, these people had changed classes so much due' to 
... mobility in socioeconomic status and had intermarried to the extent that neither of 
them could have remained a distinct ethnic group even if they were before. 1 03 

These words were gIVen by the executive Secretary of the Rwandan National Unity and 

Reconciliation Commission at an international conference in Berlin, 2003, this statement 

picks up central elements of the same culture hypothesis and fits into the Tutsi narrative. 

Fatuma Ndangiza states that Hutus and Tutsis can not be categorised as distinct ethnic groups 

and points at central elements of pre-colonial Rwandan society; a shared cultural, economical 

and political community. 

Rwandan royal myths go much further. They claim that all Rwandans are of same divine 

origin. According to one central Rwandan royal myth, Kazi ka Muntu was the last heaven 

descended king to rule the country.104 The king married Nyirarukangaga, who was earth 

born. lOS Together they gave birth to Gihanga, who was born in the north-eastern Rwandan 

town of Rweeya. Gihanga and Nyangobero got married and gave birth to three sons; Gatwa, 

Gahutu and Gatutsi. They are believed to be the ancestors of all Rwandans. Ga means small 

in Kinyarwanda. 106 Gihanga did not know who to leave his inheritance. He therefore gave his 

three sons a challenge. Each one was given a jug of milk to look after overnight. Gatwa, the 

father of all Twa, got thirsty during the night and drank all the milk before sunrise. He was 

103 Fatuma Ndangiza, Dealing with Genocide and its Effects. The Rwandan Case. Script presented at "The 
International Conference on 'Learning and Remembering: The Holocaust and Genocide in the Twentieth 
Century' "March Ith - 15 th, 2003 at the Federal Foreign Office, Berlin. [Available online] 
http://www.gei.de/deutschlaktuelles/pdflndanziga.pdf [21.05.2006]. 

104 According to the myth, Kazi ka Muntu (the Root of Man) was the last Ibimanuka (the Descents). 
Ibimanuka were heaven-descended kings who founded the Rwandan dynasty. Further reading Rose-Marie 
Mukarutabana, Gakondo [A vailable online] http://webspinners.comiGakondo/eniMyths/Gihanga.php [12.09. 
2005]. 

105 According to the myth, Nyirarukangaga was the daughter of Nyamigezi, the king of the 
Abasangwabutaka (Earth-Born or Found-on-the-Earth). The Ibimanuka found the Abasangwabutaka when they 
landed on planet Earth (Urwanda). Further reading The Royal Myths [Available online] 
http://webspinners.comiGakondo/eniMyths/Gihanga.php [12.09.2005]. 

106 Hutus and Tutsis speak the same Bantu language, Kinyarwanda. Kinyarwanda is one of the largest 
languages in the region. In fact, "the Banyarwanda - the speakers of the language Kinyarwanda- are spread all 
over Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda, Congo and Tanzania." Kinyarwanda was spoken in the region also before 
Rwanda was centralised into one state. However, not everyone agreed before the genocide that the Rwandan 
language should be called Kinyarwanda. In the early 1990s, the racist Hutu Power newspaper Kangura wrote 
that "Public opinion must know that the only language of the Hutu is Kihutu". Des Forges, Leave None to Tell 
the Story, 31 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers: 52, Jean-Pierre Chretien. Rwanda: Les Media du 
Genocide (Karthala, Paris 1995), 110-111. 
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immediately banished into the Rwandan forest. Gahutu, the father of all Hutus, knocked over 

his jug of milk while sleeping. 107 Gatutsi, the father of all Tutsis looked carefully after the jug 

and did not spill or drink the milk. For this, Gatutsi was well rewarded by being given the role 

of succeeding his father. Gatutsi inherited his power, the entire herd of Rwandan cows and 

was exempted from manual work. Gahutu was given the role of being Gatutsi's servant while 

Gatwa produced pottery for both Gatutsi and Gahutu in the deep forests of Rwanda. 

Similar to the Hamitic hypothesis, arguing that Hamitic Tutsis and Aryan Europeans are 

descendants of Noah, royal Rwandan myths claim that the forefathers of Hutus and Tutsis 

were brothers. Unlike the Hamitic hypothesis, claiming that Tutsis have Caucasian origin 

whereas Hutus are simple Negroes, Rwandan royal myths claim common ancestry of all 

Rwandans. However, the most important factor uniting the two myths is the notion that Hutus 

and Tutsis are of different value with Tutsis being regarded worthier than their Hutu 

neighbours. 

The Rwandan Kingdom - Centralisation, Expansion and Organisation 

Large parts of Rwanda were incorporated into one centralised kingdom several centuries 

before colonisation. Even though to a large extent they shared one common cultural 

community, not all Rwandans were given the same possibilities. The kingdom was 

increasingly ruled under the premise of politics of difference. This shows that the problem 

between Hutus and Tutsis did not arrive with the colonisers, like many Tutsis argue. 

However, it would be an exaggeration to say that Tutsis terrorised and deprived Hutus of all 

rights during the kingdom, like many Hutus argue. The different understanding of the past 

was one reason why the genocide could happen. 

There were three major steps in the centralisation, expansion and organisation of the 

Rwandan state from the 15th century until colonisation in the 1890s: the early period from the 

creation of the state until the reign of Rujugira (1756-65); the second period from the reign of 

Rujugira until that of Rwabugiri, the final period during the reign of Rwabugiri (1860-95). 

107 Some variants of the myth say that Gahutu spilled the milk during his sleep, other say he drank it. 
Further reading; Rene Lemarchand, Ethnicity as Myth: The View from the Central Africa (Centre of African 
Studies University of Copenhagen May 1999) [Available online] http://www.teol.ku.dk/cas/nyhomepage/ 
mapper/Occasional%20Papers/Occ _ Lemarchand%20netversion.doc [September 2005]; African Writers Index 
[Available online] http://www.geocities.comiafricanwriters/Myths_countries.html[September 2005]. 
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The Rwandan state most likely came into being after a fusion of several chiefdoms under one 

king. In the first centuries of the kingship, and even though the king always was Tutsi, power 

was relatively balanced between Hutus and Tutsis. This was to a large extent a result of 

different and complementary powers possessed by the groups; Hutu divine and Tutsi military. 

According to one account about cooperation between Hutus and Tutsis in the early Rwandan 

state, the allegedly founder of it, Cyilima Rugwe of the Abanyigina dynasty, went to seek 

advice by a Hutu diviner or a abiiru on how to get rid of rebels from his territory. The diviner 

would only give advice if the Tutsi king agreed to become his blood brother. At first, Rugwe 

declined the proposition, but after continuing hardship, the king agreed. The divine advice 

showed to be important for the settlement of an independent Rwandan state. Until the reign of 

Rujugira (1756-65), the Tutsi kings need of supernatural Hutu power limited their own 

authority. It was the "abiiru who set the rules of governance, but without themselves 
. ,,108 governmg. 

After Rujugira came to power, a dramatic shift happened to the important power-sharing 

institution. The ubiiru, the divine rituals earlier monopolised by the abiiru, lost political 

influence when the possession cult, the mandwa, was incorporated into the royal 

administration. This meant that the Tutsi king was no longer dependent on divine power from 

independent Hutu lineages. Thus, Hutus lost much influence and power. Under the reign of 

king R wabugiri, towards the end of the nineteenth century, the abiiru was weakened even 

further, and were practically left with no power. 

There existed a state wide clientship institution m pre colonial Rwanda. The pastoralist 

hierarchy was organised through a patron-client relationship. This was organised through 

family lineages. With regular intervals the clients had to give a cow to the chief of their 

delegate, the system was called umuheto. From the time of Rujugira, this changed. A new 

system was introduced, ubuhake. Whereas earlier only families with cows could partake, now 

every individual interested in access to cows, even without possessing any themselves, could 

do SO.109 However, the ubuhake patrons were mostly Tutsis. The ubuhake system meant that 

the patron owned the cow, but against goods and the obligation to work for the patron, 

108 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 62-3. 

109 Ubuhake was made possible by an important land reform taking away the control over land from the 
lineage to the king. The state was no longer ruled under the principle that land belonged to the lineage that 
cleared it; it belonged to the king. Ibid, 66. 
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individual clients could lend one, let it graze on the patron's land, and use and consume what 

the cow produced. This led to a close patron-client relationship. Rene Lemarchand argues that 

the ubuhake system was in many ways similar to the lord - vassal system in Feudal Europe 

during the Middle Ages. Whereas the client paid his patron with goods and services, the 

patron got access not only to cows but also military protection. I 10 

T~e loss of land by the Hutus as a result of land reforms led to the introduction of ubureetwa. 

Ubureetwa was a patron-clientship relation giving Hutus huge disadvantages. The ubureetwa 

system introduced by King Rwabugiri, was no less than exploitation. Whereas earlier Hutu 

lineages were owners of their own land and their leaders often hill-chiefs, now externally 

chosen hill-chiefs were administrators of the land, and Hutu families had to pay for the use of 

it through manual labour. Even though the patron was supposed to give his clients protection, 

the relationship was marked by very little reciprocity. III 

The organisation of Rwandan society became ever more centralised. In a threefold 

administrative system led by the king, each province was headed by an army chief. Several 

districts constituted one province. The districts were headed by two independent chiefs, the 

chief of landholding and the chief of pastures. As the name indicates, the chief of landholding 

was in charge of agricultural land and responsible for collecting agricultural levies in the 

district, just the same way as the chief of pastures was responsible for grazing land and 

collecting dues from stock. The districts were again divided into hills with every hill having 

its own hill chief. I 12 Chiefs at all levels were appointed by a superior, usually the king, but it 

could also be someone else in the hierarchy. In other words, they were bureaucrats. With a 

few exceptions the leaders of the provinces and districts were Tutsis. 113 The ubuhake system 

meant that the king could appoint "his closest subjects through the administrative 

appointment of chiefs"."4 This meant fewer Hutus in administrative positions. However, 

Hutu, Tutsi and Twa could all be hill chiefs, the local chief, making ordinary Rwandans day 

to day contact with the administration not as Tutsi dominated as one could be led to believe. 

110 Rene Lemarchand, Rwanda and Burundi (Pall Mall, London 1970), 36. 

III Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 66. 

112 Ibid, 68. 

113 Melvern, A People Betrayed, 8. 

114 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 66. 
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As we have seen, Hutus and Tutsis had different possibilities in Rwanda. The Tutsis occupied 

the highest political positions and were on average wealthier than the Hutu agriculturalists. 

The words Hutu and Tutsi actually owe their original meaning to the organisation of society. 

Translated from Kinyarwanda, Tutsi means "one rich in cattle", Hutu means "subordinate" or 

"follower".llS Generally speaking Tutsis were pastoralists, Hutus cultivators. Cattle and 

wealth were synonymous. Wealth and power, power and wealth followed each other. In the 

ubuhake system, patrons as well as their clients were usually Tutsis; thus, Tutsis were almost 

exclusively in the position of the most important status symbol; cattle ownership. The Hutu 

agriculturalists were in this asymmetric relationship inferior. Thus, it has often been argued 

that the best way to look at the Hutu - Tutsi division is to see them as purely socioeconomic 

classes. Even though Hutus in many ways were the underprivileged, there is no doubt that 

there were poor Tutsis in Rwanda as well. Many Tutsis were probably just as poor as their 

Hutu neighbours; some of them even lost their Tutsi identity and became Hutus. On the other 

hand, Hutus could through the position of cows become Tutsis. 116 A Hutu that became Tutsi 

went through a ritual called Kwihutura, meaning "cleansing of one's Hutuness".ll7 In other 

words, the border between Hutus and Tutsis was not definitive; Hutus and Tutsis did not 

belong to groups where members were either rich or poor, cultivators or pastoralists. 

Pre Colonial Rwanda; Narratives and Facts 

I have been pointing at four "different origin" theories striving to explain differences between 

Hutus and Tutsis in pre colonial Rwanda. The first three are all connected to the observation 

that Hutus and Tutsis look different. As we have seen, Rwandans show a vide variety in 

phenotype and genotype. These differences do more often than not correlate with the Twa, 

Hutu and Tutsi categorisation. The last theory is based on myths and narratives from the 

regIOn. 

Firstly, the Hamitic hypothesis claims that there is a closer kinship between "European 

Aryans" and "Hamitic Tutsis", than between "Hamitic Tutsis" and "Hutu Negroes". As we 

115 Ibid, 32. 

116 Further reading; Catherine Newbury, The Cohesion o/Oppression, 11-2; Prunier, The Rwandan Crisis, 
13; Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 56-8. 

117 Laurent Mbanda: Committed to Conflict. The destnlction 0/ the church in Rwanda (London: SPCK, 
1997),4. 
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have seen, this theory is little more than racist fiction. Tutsis are much more similar to Hutus 

than they are to Europeans, in phenotype as well as in genotype. Nevertheless, Belgian 

colonisers believed in the Hamitic hypothesis and based much of their cooperation with the 

Rwandans under the assumption that Hutus and Tutsis belong to different and unequal races. 

We shall come back to this later. This notion of difference played an important role in Hutu 

narrative during the 1994 genocide; Tutsis were seen as foreigners to Rwanda. In other 

words, the Hamitic hypothesis is not relevant as fact, but the function of it still is. 

Secondly, the reason for the differences between Hutus and Tutsis might very well be that 

they originally come from different places. Tutsis do look more similar to Masais and Fulanis 

than Hutus. All three groups, Tutsi, Masai and Fulani, are tall pastoralists; archaeological 

excavations show that they might have common ancestors in East Africa, but it is not 

necessarily so. 

Thirdly, it is not impossible that people coming from the same area developed differently. 

The reason for this could be different nutrition, social organisation and inbreeding. Tutsis 

might be taller than Hutus because it makes more sense for cattle farmers to be tall than for 

agriculturalists. Thus, natural selection might have made Tutsis different from Hutus over a 

long time span. It also makes more sense for cattle owners to marry pastoralists than 

agriculturalists for economical and political reasons. Even though it is possible that Hutus and 

Tutsis developed differently within the same area, this theory is not very likely to be true. 

Fourthly, some Rwandan myths argue that Hutus and Tutsis have common ancestry - some 

that they have different. Even though myths might say something true about the past, 

different myths in Rwandan memory must be viewed critically. Hutus and Tutsis tell different 

myths about the past. One myth fitting well into Hutu narrative tells the story about the 

kingdom of Bunyoro. It was allegedly attacked; the population fled to Rwanda and became 

Tutsis. On the other hand, Tutsi royal myths fit into Tutsi narratives and argue that Hutus and 

Tutsis are brothers. Even though myths can give us some clues about pre colonial Rwandan 

history, they are very much influenced by the political climate. 

Even though we cannot say for sure where Hutus and Tutsis come from, it is probable that the 
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first groups of people started moving into the region about two millenniums ago; waves of 

people continued to populate the fertile country until colonisation. They are the ancestors of 

today's Twa, Hutus and Tutsis. The consensus among Rwanda specialist today is that the first 

inhabitants of Rwanda probably were forest dwellers who lived from hunting and gathering. 

They are the forefathers of Twa. Later, Hutus and Tutsis moved into the country. Some 

groups of Bantu-speaking people, the forefathers of Hutus, started to cultivate the land. In the 

15th century, the number of pastoralists increased sharply. They are some of the forefathers 

oftoday's Tutsis. By that time, there probably existed several small chiefdoms within the area 

of Rwanda. 118 This would mean that there was no sudden change happening as a result of the 

increase of Tutsis. 119 Hutus and Tutsis probably have separate origin, narratives and theories 

about this period are important to grasp in order to understand motivations behind the 

perpetrators of the 1994 genocide. However, in order to gain more knowledge about the 

polarisation process crucial for making neighbours enemies and genocide possible, it is 

important to look at political developments in the country after the Rwandan state was born. 

From the fifteenth century on, Rwanda was gradually centralised and became increasingly a 

bureaucratic society. At the same time, Rwanda became gradually more polarised. Hutus lost 

power at the same time as many Tutsis became more powerful. I have pointed at two key 

factors leading towards this polarisation, the loss of the abiiru institution and the introduction 

of ubureetwa. 

Firstly, in pre-colonial Rwanda, Hutus and Tutsis spoke the same language and had the same 

set of beliefs. However, their belief system was closely connected to rituals that only some 

Hutu clans were able to execute, the abiiru. This gave Hutus much power even though the 

king always was Tutsi. However, power was gradually taken away from the Hutus through 

political reforms by Tutsi kings, first by king Rujugira and later king Rwabugiri. Rituals were 

no longer monopolised by the abiiru. 

Secondly, Hutus and Tutsis had different occupations with different status. Generally 

speaking, Hutus were agriculturalists, Tutsis were pastoralists. Through political reforms 

Hutus lost their rights over land and Ubureetwa was introduced. From then on, the king 

118 Further reading; Bethwell Ogot, "The Great Lakes Region". 

119 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 62. 
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owned the land and not family lineages that had "always" been there. The agriculturalists had 

to perform manual labour in return for using the land. As we shall see in the following 

chapters, the system of Ubureetwa was in similar forms adopted by the colonisers (Hutus 

were forced to build roads and churches), by President Habyarimana in the Second Republic 

(communal work was obligatory) and by Hutu Power leaders during the genocide (Hutus 

were gathered together and went out killing). 

So far we have looked at how, and to a lesser extent why, Hutus and Tutsis understand pre

colonial history the way they do. We have looked into biology, archaeology and myths to 

gain more knowledge about the period. To look for the "true" history of Rwanda is important. 

However, for understanding the perpetrators behind the Rwandan genocide, the more central 

topic is how Hutus and Tutsis understood history themselves and how a politics of difference 

developed in Rwanda. The Hutu Tutsi dichotomy with roots in pre-colonial Rwanda was 

made absolute during colonisation. 

3.2 Colonisation 

At the Berlin Conference in 1885, powerful European countries decided on how to split the 

African continent among them. Rwanda, together with Tanzania and Burundi, was made a 

German colony. The area was given the name German East Africa. Gustav Adolf von G5tzen 

was the first German official to arrive in Rwanda. King Rwabugiri of Rwanda first received 

von G5tzen at his court on the 4th of May 1894, exactly one hundred years before the 

genocide. The king of Rwanda was unaware of welcoming the first foreign governor of his 

country.120 Germany ruled Rwanda from Bujumbural21 until 1907, when Richard Kandt built 

the first colonial residence in Kigali. Germany tried to keep costs low and personnel few in 

the small colony. They chose to send only twenty-four military officers and six administrators 

to Rwanda. There were very few resources to explore in the small landlocked country. 122 As a 

result of this cautious use of resources, the German colonisers decided to rule through the 

already existing Rwandan bureaucracy, a system reminding about British passive rule. Even 

though the German presence in Rwanda was less than overwhelming, at least in numbers, the 

120 See Melvern, A People Betrayed, 7. 

121 Bujumbura is the capital of Burundi. 

122 See Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 12. 
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German influence was soon felt by its inhabitants through soldiers, mISSIOnarIeS and 

academics. As a direct result of the defeat in World War One, Germany lost all its colonies, 

and Belgium became the new ruler of Rwanda. Belgian soldiers first occupied the small 

country in 1916. They became the mandate to rule Rwanda from the League of Nations a few 

years later, in 1923. Even though the Belgians decided to use many of the traditional 

Rwandan institutions as instruments to rule the country, the politics of difference was 

radicalised. 

Europeans and Bakiga - New Influences 

The Europeans arrived in Rwanda at a time of centralisation and expansion, civil war and 

uprising. King Rwabugiri died in 1895; he belonged to the Abanyiginya clan. An armed 

conflict over his succession immediately broke out between the two Tutsi clans, Abanyiginya 

and Abeega, the civil war culminated into a coup where the Abeega took power. 123 

In the same period the Bakiga, living in contemporary Ruhengeri, Gisenyi and Byumba, 

became, if not totally integrated, at least officially part of the kingdom. Regions that were 

incorporated into the Rwandan kingdom shortly before or after colonisation, like the Bakiga, 

were organised differently from central Rwanda. North Rwanda was far less politically 

centralised than the Rwandan kingdom. 

The colonisers and the king soon wanted to extend their control over the peripheral parts of 

the kingdom. The inhabitants of the northern state of Bushiru were mainly Bakiga. Bushiru 

was the largest self-governed state within the kingdom at the beginning of the colonial 

area. 124 German Schutztruppen and Tutsi-Ied southern troops had defeated the northern Hutu 

between 1910 and 1912. Even though the northerners were incorporated into the Rwandan 

state, they had kept alive their differences from other Rwandans, both southern Hutus and 

Tutsis.125 Many ideologues during the Rwandan genocide were from the north of the country. 

President Habyarimana, first lady Kanziga, military and militia advisor during the genocide 

Bagosora and producer of genocidal propaganda N ahamana, were all from the area. It was the 

colonisers aiding the incorporation of the northern Bakiba into the kingdom that brought the 

notions of race and ethnicity there. However, the Bakiga did not even look upon themselves 

123 Mamdani: When Victims Become Killers. 

124 Des Forges: Leave None to Tell the Story, 32. 

125 Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 12. 
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as Hutu before the implementation into the Rwandan state; in other words, for many Hutus of 

Rwanda their Hutu identity is originally political. 

Tutsi Abanyiginya and Hutu Bakiga did during the first two decades of German presence 

fight together against the colonialists and Tutsi power. Until she was captured by British 

colonisers in west Uganda, one of Rwabugiri's wives led the fight against the new leaders of 

the country. She was based in the mountains of northern Rwanda. After the capture, her son 

took over. He was an important figure in the fight for a new Abanyiginya king and against 

forced labour, ubureetwa. Even though Ndungutse was a Tutsi himself, his "name became a 

symbol of anti-Tutsi sentiment, and by implication of anti-European sentiment as well".126 He 

was killed by German troops in 1912. The fight for power continued into Belgian rule. 

The German and later Belgian colonisation and the incorporation of Bakiba into the Rwandan 

kingdom were two important factors pawing the way towards genocide. The colonisers taught 

Rwandans new ways to think about differences between Hutus and Tutsis. They also played 

an important role in incorporating peripheral areas of the kingdom into the centralised state. 

Northerners, the Bakiga, became in this way not only Rwandans but also Hutu. The Bakiga 

only became categorised Hutu after becoming citizens of Rwanda. 127 This indicates that Hutu 

is a constructed identity. Bakiga were considerably overrepresented among leading 

perpetrators of the 1994 genocide. 

Racialisation of Difference 

A young Tanzanian with Rwandan parents studying in Kigali proudly told me that he was the 

great grandchild of a Rwandan chief. Privileged, James' grandfather was given education by 

the Belgians. Back in the 1920s, his grandfather had chosen to study linguistics in Europe. 

This opened many possibilities for him and his family, a fact that made James grateful to the 

Belgians. 128 However, the conditions for most Rwandans worsened during Belgian rule. 

Hutus usually had no access to higher education and were generally poor. A division of 

126 Lemarchand, Rwanda and Burundi, 100-101. 

127 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 52, 70. 

128 Interview with James, Kigali, 2l.09.2004. 
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society was enforced and made racial. 129 

The colonial administration and the influential Catholic Church preferred to work with Tutsis. 

In their view, Tutsis were literally born to rule Hutus; the Tutsis was a physically and 

mentally better "equipped" race. This theory was based on the Hamitic hypothesis, 

advocating the Tutsis to be fundamentally superior to Hutus. 

To justify his action, the colonialist preached the Hamitic theory, saying that the 
organized state and unique administrative system he had found in the country must have 
originated somewhere outside Africa. He viewed the Mututsi as an aristocrat with an 
inborn ability to rule. The Mututsi was used to further the indirect rule, appointed as 
chief and given special treatment both in administration and schools. The kind of social 
injustice created animosity, which has engendered the genocide we are dealing with 
today. 130 

Around 1920 the High Representative of Belgium, Pierre Ryckmans, stated, "The Tutsis were 

meant to reign. Their fine presence is in itself enough to give them a prestige vis-a.-vis the 

inferior races which surround [them]"131. This hypothesis was later rather forcefully adopted 

by the Rwandan population, by Hutus and Tutsis alike, and accepted as the true history of 

Rwanda by the population at large.132 At school, Rwandans learned about their different 

origin. Many of the schools were run by the Catholic Church. In 1939, the Roman Catholic 

missionary, Louis de Lacger argued; 

[The Tutsi are] a ruling minority. Their supremacy is not disputed [for three reasons, 
political, economic and racial], their superiority of physical type, a people of tall 
imposing appearance [which] to the simple and half-civilised ... generates prestige and 
influence. [The Tutsi] who are they and where do they come from? When we go from 
upper Egypt to the plateaux of Abyssinia to Rwanda, we recognise them as follows ... 
tall men, on average reaching 1.79m ... their limbs are long and lanky, with regular 
features, noble bearing, grave and haughty ... They are the Caucasian type like the 
Semite of Asia. 133 

129 Interview with Grandmother, Kigali, 20.09.2004. 

130 Fatuma Ndangiza, Dealing With Genocide and its Effects. The Rwandan Case. 

131 See Smith, A Time to Remember, 11. 

132 lame's grandmother did for instance believe that Hutus and Tutsis came from different places, 
however, she did not believe that Tutsis were more or less worthy than their Hutu neighbours. 

133 Louis de Lacger, Ruanda (Kigali: Kabgayi, 1939) 42-9 sited in Eltringham: 17. 
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De Lacger was not the only churchman to preach racism in Rwanda. The church, like the 

colonial administration, preferred to work with Tutsis over the Hutus. As soon as 1902, the 

future bishop Leon Classe, argued Tutsi were "great men, with fine and regular traits, with 

something of the Aryan and Semitic type".134 In 1930, bishop Classe declared: "The greatest 

/ mistake this government could make would be to suppress the Tutsi caste. We will have no 

better, more active and more intelligent chiefs than the Tutsi ... The government must work 

mainly with them.,,135 The catholic missionary, Fran90is Menard argued that the Tutsi is 

"closer to the White man than the Negro ... he is European under a black skin.,,136 The church 

not only became an important power in Rwanda but also contributed to the racialisation of the 

Hutu Tutsi division. The Church was a powerful educational force and taught the concept of 

racial superiority.137 

In 1929, the institution of land chiefs was brought to an end. These were the only 

administrative positions in the Rwandan political hierarchy occupied by Hutus and Tutsis. 138 

In the same period, the remaining Tutsi chiefs became more power through reforms in the 

Ubureetwa system. The Belgian colonisers needed people to build roads, clear forests and 

stop erosion. Additional obligatory Ubureetwa work for all without an ubuhake patron, in 

other words, for Hutus, became the solution. About half of an ordinary farmer's working 

week was spent doing Ubureetwa work. The system was organised and directed by Tutsi 

chiefs. The chiefs were also responsible for punishing workers who did not show up for work. 

After the colonisers introduced coffee and tea, the already exploitative system lost the little 

rest of reciprocity that used to be in it. Patrons no longer accumulated wealth through 

Ubureetwa work alone, for now they got paid by the Belgians. The Hutu farmers were still 

134 Leon Classe quoted in Mamdani: 30l. The first missionaries to Rwanda belonged to the French White 
Fathers. The politics of the German empire at the time prevented them from sending own missionaries to the 
colonies. As a result, when the Belgians took over Rwanda, it did not influence the work of the White Fathers 
decisively, as it probably would have done if they were Germans. Further reading, Mbonimana Gamaliel, 
Emmanuel Ntezimana and Gudrun Honke: WeiBe Vater und Bethelmission. Die Niederlassung der christlichen 
Missionen", In: Gudrun Honke, (Ed.): Als die Weij3en kamen. Ruanda und die Deutschen 1885-1919, 
(WuppertaI1990) 13l. 

135 Smith, A Time to Remember, 11. 

136 J Gahama (1983) Le Burundi sous administration beige: La Periode du mandat, 1919-1939 (Paris, 
Khartala; quoted in Eltringham: 16. 

137 For more about the church in Rwanda i.e. Laurent Mbanda, Committed to Conflict. The destruction of 
the church in Rwanda (London: SPCK, 1997). 

m See Prunier, The Rwandan Crisis, 26-7; Lemarchand, Rwanda and Bunmdi, 72. 
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obliged to carry out work for the chiefs, but the chiefs were no longer responsible for the 

security of their Hutu clients. 139 

In 1932, the Belgian colonisers decided to rigidly classify all Rwandans into the Hutu, Tutsi 

or Twa categories. 140 They also decided to provide every Rwandans with mandatory ID cards 
-

stating his or her race. 141 The official census was undertaken in 1933-34. In order to decide 

what category every individual Rwandan belonged to, the colonisers studied phenotype, 

church books and economic status. 142 It was impossible to classify people into racial or ethnic 

groups solely based on of physical appearance. 143 In the south people were often of mixed 

origin, most of them were classified as Hutu, even though many of them had "typical" Tutsi 

traits. 144 In the north, there were larger physical differences between the inhabitants since 

intermarriage was not common. Here it was "easier" to categorise the population according to 

the Belgian measures. Economical status was important as well, Rwandans were sometimes 

given Tutsi identity because of wealth alone, and physical appearance was suddenly 

insignificant. Possession of cows was the measure of wealth. 145 It has often been argued that 

only pastoralists with more than ten cows were identified as Tutsis. However, the Belgians 

139 Prunier, The Rwandan Crisis, 35 and Newbury, The Cohesion a/Oppression, 111-2, 142. 

140 Smith, A Time to Remember, 10. 

141 The categorisation into races was important in Europe as well. Holocaust is a gruesome example. 
Hitler was convinced and Nazi ideology is based upon the notion that there exist different races. The two most 
central races in Nazi ideology are Aryans and Jews. The difference between the races was believed to be 
biological in nature where the composition of people's blood played a decisive role. The idea of difference 
between Jews and Germans was no new thought in Nazi ideology, anti-Judaism drawing a line between Jews 
and other groups is possible to trace back to before Christianity. Anti-Judaism was made antisemitism after 
secularism took focus away from religion and turned its interest towards race theories during the 19th century.141 
Nazi ideology was to a large extent built upon racial antisemitism. Antisemitism was different from anti-Judaism 
in the way that it was no longer religion or culture that separated Jews and Germans, now it was their very being, 
their race. In Vienna, Hitler became convinced that Jews constituted "a people in themselves". Further reading 
on the history of antisemitism; Milton Shain, Antisemitism (London: Bowerdean); Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf 
(Miinchen, 1932). 

142 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 98-9. 

143 The Twa are pygmies and were easy to categorize. 60 years later, physical appearance could be lethal 
during the genocide, expressions like "go to the forest and shop down all the tall tress" were broadcasted by 
radio RTLM, addressing the human hunt of Tutsis hiding in the forest, interview Grandmother, Kigali, 
20.09.2004. 

144 25 % of the population Rwanda has both Hutu and Tutsi among their eight great-grandparents, still 
most people in Rwanda see themselves as either Hutu or Tutsi. See Michael Mann, The Dark Side 0/ 
Democracy. Explaining Ethnic Cleansing (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), 431. 

145 Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 6; for comparison see des Forges, Leave None to tell the Story, 37. 
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issued after the fonnalised categorisation about 15 percent or between 250- and 300 000 of 

the population with Tutsi ID. If all of them were in position of owning more than ten cows, 

even if we only take the male adult population into consideration, the number of cattle would 

widely surpass the number said to be in the country at the time, between 500 000 and 

600 000. This fits well together with the knowledge that many Tutsis were relatively poor. 146 

Most Tutsis were in possession of fewer than ten cows. After measuring, counting and 

looking into church books, it was concluded that 84 percent were to be provided with Hutu ID 

and 1 percent with Twa. 147 Thus, the colonisers did not only take the Hamitic hypothesis with 

them to Rwanda, but also rigidly categorised the people into races. The Hutu - Tutsi 

dichotomy was for the first time in Rwandan history absolute. 148 

The end of Colonial rule and Tutsi power 

Towards the end of colonial times, Tutsis lost power and a Hutu counter elite grew III 

strength. The once powerful racial Hamitic hypothesis, giving Tutsis large advantages III 

Rwandan society, faded in importance partly due to the church having reversed its previous 

strong support of the Tutsi leadership. Belgian priests were increasingly sympathetic to the 

Hutu masses since Belgium was divided along ethnic lines as well. Influenced by the fight for 

equal rights in the home country, many priests argued for freedom of speech and against 

ethnical discrimination in Rwanda. 149 Not only priests but also many Belgian administrators 

changed their previous position, from aiding elite rule to encourage representative democracy. 

This was mainly a result of political changes in Europe. The end of the Second World War 

and the making of the United Nation marked a change in colonial politics. Decolonisation 

became official policy. Belgium was obliged to change the social system and introduce 

146 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 98. 

147 Smith, A Time to Remember, 10. 

148 Ranger argues that the European co1onisers in Africa "set about inventing African tradition for 
Africans" when they arrived in the colonies. Ranger argues that whereas in pre-colonial Africa identities were 
multiple and fluid, in the colonial period, African identities became rigid and was restricted by the boundaries of 
invented tradition. Even though Rwandan history was indeed partly invented, we do know that there existed 
differences between different groups of people living in Rwanda also before colonisation. Ranger did later 
modify his view on invented tradition and substituted invented with Benedict Anderson's notion of imagined 
communities. See Terence Ranger. "The Invention of Tradition Revisited: The Case of Colonial Africa" in 
Terence Ranger and Olufemi Vaughan (eds), Legitimacy and the State in Twentieth-Century Africa (London, 
1993), pp. 62-111; Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities (New York, 1991); Eric Hobsbawm and Ranger 
Terence (eds), The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983). 

149 Melvern, A People Betrayed, 13. 
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democracy in Rwanda. The interpretation of the Hamitic hypothesis was once again changed 

as a result of a new political order. The Tutsis were no longer born to rule but rather were 

considered aliens to the country. If democracy and social change was to be taken seriously, 

the indigenous Hutu majority had to become a larger role in Rwandan society than the alien 

Tutsis. In 1949, ubureetwa was abolished and five years later the ubuhake system had ended. 

The first ever democratic local elections in Rwanda were held in 1953, the first general 

elections being held in 1956. The elections were indirect and elected councils who only 

advised chiefs and sub chiefs in their work. On the top of this, it was the same chiefs which 

obtained advice from the councils that chose the candidates for the elections. The result was 

devastating for those who wished reforms with real impact; 52 percent of the lower and 90.6 

of the national level posts were filled with Tutsi candidates. Three years later, a new reform 

introduced a system where elections on lower levels became direct while the old system was 

kept as it was on the higher. The result illustrated this unequal system: Hutus won the local 

elections, Tutsis the regiona1. 1so Once again, a reform showed the incapability of making any 

large impact on the inequality between Hutus and Tutsis. 

Reforms were often responses to UN trusteeships visiting the country. This did not stop the 

controlling UN body from being critical towards the democratic situation in the country all 

the way to Rwandan independence. In 1957, a trustee report said that there was "little hope 

for a rapprochement between the races".ISI The same year, an UN trusteeship delegation to 

Rwanda was presented two independent documents, the Mise au Point and the Bahutu 

Manifesto. The former was written by Tutsi elites the latter by dissatisfied Hutu, among them 

Gregoire Kayibanda, soon to become president of the country. Both documents were radical 

and pointed to two opposite directions. The Mise au Point program called for "a rapid transfer 

of power to the king and his council." This it was argued was important to end the tension 

between blacks and ~ites in the country.lS2 It was hardly new that Tutsis raised their voice, 

but m_~Ba_hutu manifesto on the other hand represented a dramatic shift in the Hutu struggle 

for political power. Whereas the Tutsis argued that the problems in Rwanda were mainly 

150 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 115-6, 125. 

151 Melvern, A People Betrayed, 13. 

152 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 116. 
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caused by black - white tension, the Hutus argued that the struggle was internal - between 

Hutus and Tutsis. Thus, the decolonisation was not only a result of political change in 

Europe; there was also growing opposition towards Tutsi power and colonisation internally in 

Rwanda. 

Different from the opposition towards colonisation and centralisation in the late eighteenth 

and early nineteenth centuries, Hutus and Tutsis were now fighting each other and the 

colonisers along the racial divisions as constructed by the colonisers. The Bakiga Hutus were 

during the first two decades of the nineteenth century fighting together with Abanyiginya 

Tutsis against the colonisers, Abeega Tutsis and southern and central Hutus. The late 

implementation of the Bakiga into the Rwandan kingdom was making their position in it 

different from most other Hutus in the country. The pre colonial Bakiga elite had not been 

erased in the 1950s. In the north of the country, there existed two parallel administrative 

systems during colonisation. The old hierarchy of the owners of the land, bakonde, and their 

clients, bagererwa, existed together with the ubuhake and ubureetwa system. In the north 

there already existed a small Hutu elite ready for change. 153 It was in the north of the country 

that Hutu Power was conceived. 

The 1950s was a decade of change economically as well as educationally. The ubuhake 

system had lost importance through political reforms and the introduction of cash crops 

(coffee and tea). The new cash economy made it increasingly difficult for the Tutsi elite, 

which still based their wealth on cattle, to keep their exclusive position. Cash crops and not 

cattle was the new way to gain wealth, this was part of Belgium's strategy to modernise 

Rwanda. In the new economical environment also Hutus were given the possibility to 

accumulate wealth. At the same time became education a key institution for the development 

of a Hutu counter elite in addition to the Bakiga elite. An expanding school system made it 

possible for Hutus to gain access to higher education. From the 1940s on, both the colonial 

state and missionaries offered education to Hutus and Tutsis. Tutsis were in absolute majority 

in the various educational institutions, but the Hutus who made it became an explosive force. 

In public schools, Hutus and Tutsis generally received different education. The Hamitic 

hypothesis was an important theme, there was an ideology of difference underpinning the 

system. But schools gave students studying the same subjects the same possibilities. They 

153 See Lemarchand, Rwanda and Burundi, 96-112; Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 107-9. 
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were not rewarded for who they were, but rather for how they preformed. Religious schools 

were also making a difference between Hutus and Tutsis, but at the same time, Christianity 

was preaching an ideology of egalitarianism. 154 In this way, the various schools were both 

teaching exclusion and equality, they were teaching according to the principles of the Hamitic 

hypothesis at the same time as they gave both Hutus and Tutsis access to similar or the same 

education, a dangerous mix. 

As we have seen, it was stated in the Mise au Point that Tutsis wanted the colonisers to 

withdraw from the country. It was not only Hutus that were fighting for more power. Many 

young Tutsis with higher education inspired by nationalistic movements in other African 

colonised countries started dreaming about independence. Tutsis studying and fighting 

alongside western colleagues and comrades realised that they were just as intelligent and felt 

"fear and anger just like themselves".155 There was no reason why Rwandans should not be 

capable of ruling themselves; they were not inferior to the Europeans. There was also a 

growing fear among the Tutsi elite that the Belgian colonisers would introduce a well 

working representative democracy to Rwanda. The colonisers had to leave before this was 

probable to happen; only by fighting democracy the Tutsi minority could keep their 

privileged position in the Rwandan society.156 

The Making of Races 

Colonisation had a disastrous effect on Hutu-Tutsi relations. There were three main reasons 

for this: the racialisation of the Rwandan society, the rigidly categorisation of all Rwandans 

and the privileged role of Tutsis. 

\. Firstly, for genocide to take place, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group must be 

\ targeted as such.157 Tutsis were privileged in pre colonial Rwanda; chiefs were usually Tutsis 

154 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 111-4. 

155 Interview with Mr Rutimburana in Kigali on the 19th of September 2004. According to Mr 
Rutimburana, Rwandans started seriously thinking about independence after their experiences from the Second 
World War. Rwandans were fighting alongside Europeans during the war and to their big surprise, they could 
see that "white people were feeling fear and anger just like themselves". There was no reason why "ordinary 
people should rule Rwandans that were just as ordinary". 

156 Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story, 38. 

157 United Nations, "Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide". 
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/ and Tutsis were exempted from communal work. However, it was possible to change group 

,belonging; the system was to a certain extent flexible. After the notion of race was introduced 

( to Rwanda, differences became absolute and neighbours became foreigners. The others, the 
" 

members of the foreign Tutsi race became in 1994 targets of genocide. 

Secondly, the supposedly racial differences between Hutus and Tutsis became absolute or 
\ 

made unconditional as every single Rwandan became classified as either Hutu, Tutsi or Twa. 

\ 

! 

Identity was inherited from the father, no matter how "mixed" the person was. Identity cards 

) made it easy for the 1994 perpetrators to single out their victims. Rwandans were either Hutu 
\, 

or Tutsi (one percent were Twa). They were either friends or foes. 

Thirdly, Tutsis were preferred as collaborators by the Belgian colonisers. Tutsis got the best 

education and occupied all higher political positions. Hutus became increasingly conscious 

about this unjust system. From the mid 1940s, Hutus, longing for more rights, were 

encouraged by democratic reforms, reforms that were introduced after pressure from the UN 

and the church. However, Rwanda was at this time so polarised that democracy never really 

had a chance, Hutus and Tutsis were not interested in ruling the country together. As Rwanda 

became a representative "democracy", Rwanda became a republic for the majority, the Hutus. 

3.3 The Hutu Revolution 

In July 1959, King Rudahigwa died under what many Rwandans still regard as mysterious 

circumstances. IS8 The king, a Tutsi, was only 46 years old when he allegedly died of an 

allergic reaction towards an antibiotic injection given by Belgian doctors. Segments of Tutsi 

extremists soon started reprisal killings of Hutu leaders. Many Tutsis believed that Belgians 

in cooperation with Hutus killed the late king. Tutsis felt that their privileged position was 

under attack; that Belgium was becoming increasingly anti Tutsi. It did not help the situation 

that Rudahigwa's successor, Kigeri Ndahindurwa was installed without referring with the 

Belgian colonisers first; it was common practice in Rwanda that all political questions were 

discussed with the colonisers. The installation of the new king was less an ordinary 

succession than a coup. The new king lacked political judgement and was heavily influenced 

158 "I think the king was given poison by someone" was told me several times by people I meet in 
Rwanda. King Mutara was king from 1931. In 1959 he was succeeded by Kigeri Ndahindurwa. The younger 
half-brother of the late King Mutara was heavily influenced by a conservative Tutsi group and did only make the 
situation in Rwanda worse than it already was. 
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by conservative Tutsi groupS.159 Violence erupted in the country. But it was only from 

November the same year that violence became widespread. This happened as a result of the 

attack on the local Party of the Hutu Emancipation Movement (P ARMEHUTU) leader, 

Dominique Mbonyumutwa by young Rwandese National Union (UNAR) militants. 16o At 

least 200 Tutsis were killed. 

Several political parties were established towards the end of the 1950s. UNAR was created 

only two months before the attack on Mbonyumutwa, in August 1959. The party was 

established by Tutsi monarchists and was mainly a Tutsi party. Its presidency was 

nevertheless held by a Hutu, Franc;ois Rukeba. The party combined nationalism with an aim 

to re-install the pre colonial political system in Rwanda. Even though UNAR argued that 

Tutsis, Hutus and Twa compromised one people, the system was closely linked to Tutsi 

power. The P ARMEHUTU party on the other hand, worked for an end to colonialism under " .. 
the condition that representative democracy was to be introduced first. 161 Both parties were 

essentially radical and exclusive. 

Before the making of the First Republic on 28 January 1961, the direction of the Hutu 

struggle against the Tutsi was not obvious. It was a hot topic whether the campaign for 

political power and social justice should be directed against all or only some segments of the 

Tutsi population. The politics of PARMEHUTU, based in relatively newly incorporated parts 

of the kingdom, like the Bakiga north, was coloured by the polarisation of the colonial era. 

The Association for Social Promotion of the Masses (APROSOMA)162, based in the centre of 

Rwanda, was influenced by a long history of Hutu - Tutsi cooperation in pre colonial times. 

The latter party saw a possibility in erasing the polarised and political constructed racial 

identities and in building one Rwandan nation. The former argued that there was a struggle 

between Hutus and Tutsis as such, and that the fight had to be fought with militarily means if 

necessary. APROSOMA wanted to fight for Hutus and poor Tutsis against the Tutsi 

159 Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story, 38; Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 123. 

160 Melvern, A People Betrayed: 14. 

161 Lemarchand, Rwanda and Burundi, 160. 

161 APROSOMA was a second mainly Hutu party, but differently from the PARMEHUTU, APROSOMA 
declared themselves a party for all Rwandans, especially for the poor. However, after the struggle for 
independence started, it became increasingly difficult to fight for the rights of both Hutus and poor Tutsis. 
Further reading Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 121-2. 
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aristocracy; this perspective lost political potency against the argument that all Tutsis were 

privileged as such, even the poor. 163 Hutus had to take over. 

For the Hutu population, the prospects of political change brightened considerably after an 

incredible political manoeuvre by Belgian Colonel B.E.M. Guy Logiest in 1960. The country 

was under his command to prevent further escalation of the conflict in the wake of the killing 

of 200 Tutsis towards the end of 1959. However, Logiest did not only protect the Rwandan 

population against internal chaos and violence, but also radically distorted the political 

situation in the country. Under the justification that Tutsi chiefs were causing the political 

problems, Logiest simply replaced them with Hutus. After four decades of Belgian rule, it 

was suddenly decided to deprive power from the previous local authorities. It was a shift 

taking on "the dimensions of a coup d' etat". 164 Many Tutsis fled Rwanda and went to 

neighbouring countries. 

Later the same year, in June and July 1960, there were held new elections in Rwanda. The 

elections reflected the political changes inflicted by the Belgians; the Tutsi elites could no 

longer control the results. PARMEHUTU got 70.4, APROSOMA 7.4, RADER 7.4 165 and 

UNAR 1.79 percent of the votes. This paved the way for the coup of Gitarama on 28 January 

1961. On that day, 3 162 communal councillors and mayors from all over the country met and 

decided to abolish the monarchy and establish a republic. The charismatic Hutu leader 

Kayibanda became prime minister. Both Tutsis and moderate Hutus opposed the coup. Even 

though the coup was arranged by P ARMEHUTU representatives, in parliamentary elections 

held few months later, in September 1961, PARMEHUTU got 78 percent of the votes, UNAR 

got 17. Kayibanda became president. PARMEHUTU was a Hutu party at its core, but the new 

president chose to build a multi party government together with UNAR and 

163 It added to the problem that many PARMEHUTU leaders, like Kayibanda, received their education at 
priest seminars which meant they lacked the formal papers graduates from higher education in Butare were in 
position off. For seminarists, a democratisation and consolidation process would make it difficult to get into 
higher political positions. Further reading; Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 122-3; Lemarchand, 
Rwanda and Burundi, 234. 

164 Mamdani: When Victims Become Killers, 124. 

165 Rwandese Democratic Rally. A second Tutsi party, it was founded a few weeks after UNAR. Different 
from UNAR, the RADER aimed to get rid of the old customs and keep the Belgians in the country. The party 
lead by Chief Bwanakweri was a moderate alternative with democratic ambitions. The party program was 
mainly appealing to university students and not to the population as whole. There was also a moderate Hutu 
alternative. See Lemarchand, Rwanda and Burundi, 154-60, Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 121. 
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APROSOMA. Tutsis in favour of a multi party democracy in Rwanda returned home from 

exile. 

In the same period as the multiparty government started their political work, armed Tutsi 

guerrillas, popularly known as inyenzi, started attacks on Hutu officials in boarder areas. 

Killing of Hutus by the exiled Tutsis led to reprisal killings of Tutsis. The storm of hatred 

building up to the strength of the 1994 genocide was again growing in power. At first, the 

attacks and the following reprisals were overshadowed by cooperation in the government. 

This changed with the Bugesera invasion of December 1963 as Tutsi guerrillas reached far 

into Rwanda. Hutu reprisals were as swift as they were harsh. In many ways a preview on 

what was to come in 1994, the killing started on initiation of official authorities and involved 

popular participation. Not only were thousands of ordinary Tutsis killed, but also Tutsi 

members of the government suffered the same faith.166 Lord Bertrand Russell, a British 

philosopher and peace advocate, argued that the massacres were "the most horrible and 

systematic extermination of a 'people' since the Nazi's extermination of the Jews".167 The 

Rwandan political system became a tool for Hutu power ideology. 

Rwanda became a one party state, a state for Hutus. Tutsis were sometimes targeted for being 

Tutsi. They were seen as enemies of the Hutu majority. Many Tutsis were forced to escape. 

Up to half of all Rwandan Tutsis are believed to have fled abroad in the 1960s. There was a 

further major expulsion in 1973. 168 Going to Uganda alone, the number of mainly Tutsi 

refugees was about two hundred thousand. 169 There were hundreds of thousands of more 

refugees going to Burundi, Tanzania and Zaire. 

Reforms and Coups 

The Hutu revolution came as a social and political answer to the historical suppression of the 

Hutu majority. The 1950s and 60s were marked by a series of "coups". As we have seen; the 

Tutsi aristocracy installed a new king without conferring with the colonisers first, the 

166 Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 129-30. 

167 Melvern, A People Betrayed: 17. 

16R G. Mthembu-Salter. Mediation and Genocide in Rwanda. Track Two. 5 (2002), 6. 

169 African Rights, Rwanda: Death, Despair and Defiance, Second Edition, 24. 
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Belgians introduced a new chief system, and P ARMEHUTU abolished the monarchy and 

installed a republic with Kayibanda as prime minister and later president. Many Tutsis and 

some Hutus were killed over the two decades. It became evident that Hutus and Tutsis were 

not able to govern the Rwandan society together. According to many of my Rwandan 

informants, from this period on there was no way back, and genocide was inevitable. 

3.4 The Second Republic 

President Kayibanda's rule was, except from the first few months, marked by favouritism and 

exclusion. Tutsis were totally excluded from the political arena. Also many Hutus felt 

neglected. The president preferred to work with politicians from his own home town, 

Gitarama. This had important consequences for the future of Kayibanda. Against the 

backdrop of the 1973 expulsion, Habyarimana, Kayibanda's Defence Minister, an army 

officer and a Northern Hutu from Bushiru in Gisenyi, seized power through a relatively 

peaceful coup d'etat. 170 At first, the political situation stabilised and Tutsis still residing in the 

country experienced less harassment. But President Habyarimana introduced an unfair new 

quota system. This system was supposed to provide all Rwandans the same educational and 

employment opportunities. In fact, it was a system giving Hutus and especially northern 

Hutus huge advantages. l7l Nevertheless, compared to the First Republic the political situation 

normalised after Habyarimana took power. 

In 1974, the year after President Habyarimana became president of the republic, obligatory 

voluntarily communal work with the name "umuganda" was introduced in Rwanda. 

Umuganda means "wood used for constructing houses". With reference to the ubureetwa, 

President Habyarimana argued that umuganda was a healthy part of pre colonial Rwandan 

culture which was corrupted by the Belgian colonisers. However, there is little doubt that the 

ubureetwa system was unbalanced and disadvantageous towards Hutu farmers as it was in pre 

colonial times. Nevertheless, umuganda became an important part of Rwandan everyday life 

in the Second Republic. In a seminar to mayors in 1975 Habyarimana told his audience: 

170 Taylor, Sacrifice as Terror, 45. 

171 ICTR documents case Ferdinand Nahimana, (ICTR-96-11). 
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The doctrine of our Movement172 is that Rwanda will only be developed by the sum of 
the efforts of its own sons and daughters; the product of their efforts belongs to them. 
That is why it has judged the Collective Works for Development [umuganda] a 
necessary obligation for all the inhabitants of the country.173 

Umuganda was one important institution in the well organised Rwandan society. 

Habyarimana kept the old Rwandan tradition of a complex organising structure alive 

throughout his administration. Despite being an underdeveloped country, Rwanda had a 

rigidly organised administration. There was a well organised bureaucracy where the 

government implemented its laws and controlled the society. The small country was 

organised into 11 prefectures174 directed by prefects. These prefectures were again divided 

into sub-prefectures and the sub-prefectures into communes. There were 145 communes in 

Rwanda, inhabited by between 30- and 100 000 people and led by mayors who had much 

immediate power. All mayors were officially under the supervision of the minister of interior 

but had often more to do with the president. The president usually appointed new mayors 

himself. The mayor had to report all births, deaths and people moving in or out of his 

jurisdiction to the government. In addition to this, the mayor was supposed to give reports to 

the secret service on suspicious inhabitants. The 145 communes were again divided into 

I 600 sectors, led by councilors who were elected. According to official rule, the councilors 

were supposed to advise the mayor, but the opposite was usually the case. Sectors were again 

divided into tens of thousands of cellules or cells, consisting of about 1 000 people. Each cell 

was led by a five person strong elected team. The cells were again divided into units of about 

ten huts. This group was led by the nyumbakumi.175 

Towards the end of the 1980s, economic problems grew and Habyarimana's popularity faded. 

International donors, states and NGOs, started requesting democratic change and economical 

accountability.176 The ruling northern Hutu elite answered the new challenges by tightening 

172 By the movement Habyarimana meant MRND, Mouvement Revolutionaire National pour Ie 
Development, which he installed as the only party in Rwanda in 1975. Every Rwandan was automatically 
member of MRND. 

173 Philip Verwimp, Development Ideology, the Peasantry and Genocide: Rwanda represented in 
Habyarimana 's speeches , [Available online] www.yale.edu/gsp/publications/Rwanda.pdf [08.09.2005]. 

174 Number of prefectures, communes and sectors as in 1991. An eleventh prefecture was established in 
1992, Kigali, and a twelfth, Mutara, was established in 1996. See Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story, 41. 

175 Des Forges, Leave Non to Tell the Story, 42. 

176 Smith, A Time to Remember, 15. 
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its grip on the country. The same leaders that stopped the worst harassments of Rwandan 

Tutsis committed by President Kaybanda in the First Republic started their Hutu Power 

campaign. 

3.5 Hutu Power, Tutsi Guerrilla and Peace Negotiations 

In the beginning of the 1990s it soon became evident that the Hutu dictatorship led by 

President Habyarimana was falling apart. The dictatorship was challenged by domestic as 

well as international actors, politically as well as militarily. 

One of the most significant challenges to the existing rule was the RPF attack launched from 

Uganda in October 1990. 177 The rebel army sought to overthrow the ruling Hutu elite and 

install a multiparty democracy. The RPF was fighting for equal rights for all Rwandans and 

the return of hundreds of thousands of Rwandans in exile. 178 At least this was what they 

said. 179 However, with the RPF attack, the Hutu Power elite, those who organised the 

genocide, found a scapegoat and an excuse to tum violently towards Tutsi civilians and Hutus 

not supporting their anti Tutsi campaign. 180 

177 Some of the RPF rebels had earlier fought for regime change in Uganda, and were instrumental in 
ousting Milton Obote. Yoweri Museveni later transformed Uganda into a democracy. Many of the Rwandans 
that fought alongside Museveni ended up in important positions in the Ugandan Army, many more Rwandans 
ended up as foot soldiers in the same army. On October I, 1990 Rwandan soldiers deserted the Ugandan army, 
still in their Ugandan uniforms and with their Ugandan guns RPF rebels attacked Rwanda. RPF was officially 
fighting for the return of Tutsi refugees, democratic rights for all Rwandans, abandonment of compulsory 
identity cards, establishment of social services and a stop to the ethnic divide. Further reading; Melvern, 
Conspiracy to Murder, 13-6. 

178 Between 1959 and 1973 some seven hundred thousand Tutsi were exiled. The Hutu government, both 
during the first and second republic, told that Rwanda was already overpopulated and would not except a return 
of Rwandan refugees. Rwanda was like a filled glass of water the government said, it was not possible to fit 
more people into the country, Interview with Pascal, Kigali, 24.09.2004. 

178 Ultimately, the RPF won the battle against the Hutu Power extremists. Today, there is a multiparty 
democracy in Rwanda. However, former RPF fighters and returned refugees are overrepresented in public 
offices and on political arenas. The former leader of the RPF, Paul Kegame is the president of Rwanda today. 
Kegame won an overwhelming victory with 95.1 percent of the votes in the first democratic election after the 
genocide on the 25th of August 2003. [Available online] Electionworld, Elections in Rwanda, 
www.electionworld.org/rwanda.htm[18.11.2005]. 

180 Thousands of civilian Tutsis were killed in the early 1990s. Some were murdered by killing squads. 
Mobile killing squads were driving around towns on motorbikes shooting opponents of the ruling elite in front of 
their own houses. Others were killed while in custody. Thousands of people, mostly Tutsi, were detained after 
the RPF attack for being accomplices of the rebels. The prisoners had usually no direct contact with the RPF. 
The detentions was a convenient way to put political active persons behind bars and make Tutsis and moderate 
Hutus scapegoats for the troubles in Rwanda. Interview with Chris, Rwanda, 10.09.2004. 
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In the wake of the RPF attack, thousands of Tutsis and Hutus under the suspicion of being 

opponents to MRND rule were jailed. 181 The attack provided a welcoming possibility for 

President Habyarimana to unify the people against one common enemy. This was desperately 

needed since Rwandans were increasingly negative toward Habyarimana's rule. The RPF and 

its accomplices became the enemy Habyarimana was looking for. When RPF pushed into the 

country in October 1990, Habyarimana arranged a fake attack within Kigali itself, and blamed 

the Tutsi inside the country for it. 182 Under "accomplices of the RPF" it soon became evident 

that Habyarimana understood all Tutsis and moderate Hutus, not only Rwandans that were 

actively supporting the RPF. Under these circumstances, thousands of Tutsis were jailed. 

Some of the detainees were killed and many more were only released after months in 

detention after experiencing horrendous conditions. 183 

In January the following year, the Habyarimana regIme massacred Bagogwe in northern 

Rwanda. This happened after another RPF offensive and a staged fake attack on a military 

camp. The massacres were organised by leading politicians, orders were given by local 

authorities and the killing was carried out by military and ordinary people, much like the 

1994 genocide. Ordinary people were told that the task of killing the enemy was to be 

considered special communal work. In other words, it was a special form of urn uganda. 184 

Nevertheless, the opposition from within Rwanda and from the international community 

towards MRND policies, together with the RPF attack, became a too strong pressure to bear 

for the existing rule. Thus, President Habyarimana saw no other solution than permitting the 

introduction of a multi party state. On 10 June 1991 a new constitution was adopted with new 

. 11 d 185 partIes a owe . 

The newly established opposition parties were at first reluctant to collaborate with the 

MRND. It was, therefore, almost exclusively MRND members taking part in the first 

181 ICTR documents case Nahimana, ICTR-96-11. 

IX2 Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story, 49-50. 

183 Ibid, 49. 

184 Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 17. 

185 ICTR documents case Nahimana, ICTR-96-11. 
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transitional government in 1991. 186 One year later this had changed. After huge 

demonstrations, especially in Kigali, and large political pressure, in April 1992 MRND 

became a minority party in the second transitional government. 187 "Only" nine out of 19 

minister posts were hosted by MRND members. 188 It was this transitional government that 

started negotiations with the RPF. 

The political parties involved in the Arusha process leading to the Arusha Peace Agreement 

decided to abstain from violence as well as inciting violence. 189 The total opposite was 

actually the case. Political parties in the newly established multi-party system saw an 

important potential in creating youth wings of their parties. It soon became obvious that these 

youth wings were not created for democratic purposes but rather as an effective force for 

implementing extremist policies. 19o Many of the members of these youth wings received 

military training. In effect these political organisations became militias. By the end of 1991, 

the youth of Habyarimana's party MRND, were organised into a militia known as the 

Interahamwe. The youth wing of CDR was also tuned into a militia, namely the 

Impuzamugambi. 191 Especially the Interahamwe were famous for their notorious killing 

during the genocide.192 The militias were financed, trained and led by important Rwandan 

civilian and military leaders belonging to the so-called Hutu-Power faction of the Rwandan 

society. Hutu Power was a relatively loosely defined group of people radically anti-Tutsi and 

committed to genocide. Many of the Hutu Power members were closely connected to 

President Habyarimana and his inner circle, namely the Akazu. Others were closer to the 

P ARMEHUTU fraction that led the country during the first republic. 

186 Ibid. 

187 Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story, 52. 

188 ICTR documents case Nahimana ICTR-96- 11. 

189 Ibid. 

190 Ibid. 

191 Ibid. 

192 The Interahamwe was well organised after a defined structure. The members became military training, 
sometimes by regular troops, and meetings were hold where important Hutu power issues like the otherness of 
the Tutsis was discussed. Massacres of Tutsi and other crimes by the Interahamwe went unpunished even before 
the genocide started. In the Murambi commune, east of Kigali Interahamwe is known to have taken part in 
organised killing as early as in November 1991. Attacks by other groups, like The Zero Network carrying out 
assassinations against the opposition, contributed to normalizing violence, See Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder. 
24-29. 
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In the early 1990s, there was an ongoing struggle between extremists and moderates, both 

among politicians and army officers. There was a fight between supporters of Hutu Power 

and a multiparty democracy. This conflict left Habyarimana in difficulty. The president did 

not know what to do. A decisive event in the development towards genocide was a meeting 

held in Kigali on 4 December 1991 where more than 100 army officers were assembled on 

invitation from President Habyarimana to discuss how to win the war against the RPF. A 

witness, one of the officers present at the meeting, said he could see Habyarimana's power 

eroding during the meeting. 193 Even though nothing was decided during the meeting itself, a 

commission was put together to address the issue. A ten man strong team of hardliners and 

moderates was told to work out a report: "What do we need to do in order to defeat the enemy 

militarily, in the media and politically?,,194 The leader of the Kanobe Military camp in Kigali, 

Colonel Bagosora, an outspoken Hutu Power extremist, took control and ended up writing 

most of the report. Some commission members even claim not to have seen the report, much 

less having taken part in developing it. 195 The outcome of the "report", or parts of it, was 

circulated among Hutu extremists; it said: 

[The main enemy is as follows]: The Tutsis from inside or outside the country, who are 
extremist and nostalgic for power, who do not recognize and have never recognized the 
realities of the Social Revolution of 1959, and are seeking to regain power in Rwanda 
by any means, including taking up arms. 

[The secondary enemy is as follows]: Anyone providing any kind of assistance to the 
main enemy. [It is further specified that the enemy was being recruited from some 
certain social groups, notably]: the Tutsis inside the country, Hutus who are dissatisfied 
with the present regime, foreigners married to Tutsi women. 196 

This report making all Tutsis and moderate Hutus enemies of Rwanda was mirrored in 

political speeches and in the media in the years that followed. Mugesera, the Vice-Chairman 

for the MRND in Gienyi prefecture, did for instance in a speech on 22 November 1992 call 

for the extermination of the Tutsi population and moderate Hutus, "why are we waiting to get 

193 Melvern A People Betrayed, 21. 

194 ICTR documents case Nahimana, ICTR-96-11. 

195 Melvern A People Betrayed, 21-2. 

196 ICTR documents case Nahimana, ICTR-96-11. 
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rid of these families ... We have to act. Wipe them all out. 197. The speech was also broadcast 

on Radio Rwanda. 198 

Even though the Hutu elite had no intention of sharing power, negotiations in Tanzania with 

the RPF resulted in the signing of the Arusha Accords on 4 August 1993. The accords sought 

to integrate all Rwandans into one multiparty democracy. The Arusha Peace Agreement was 

\ structured around five pillars: 

1) The establishment of the rule of law; 
2) Power-sharing 
3) Repatriation and resettlement of refugees and internally displaced people; 
4) The integration of armed forces 
5) Other miscellaneous provisions. 199 

The peace agreement sought to unite the two sides' armed forces. The joined force was not to 

exceed 13 000 men.200 However, in the beginning of the 1990s Rwanda saw a dramatic 

increase in the number of troops and militias. The Army increased their ranks from 9 335 

troops at the time of RPF invasion to 27 913 by the end of 1991.201 This development did not 

stop in 1991 and went parallel with the negotiations in Arusha. 

A free multiparty democracy was an important goal and agreed on in the Arusha Accords. It 

was decided to put together an interim government until Rwanda was ready for an elected 

government. The Arusha Accords also directed the number of representatives for the different 

political parties in the interim government. MRND was given five posts plus the Presidency, 

RPF five, MDR four, PSD three, PL three and PDC one.202 

The peace accords was seen as a big success by many observers; however, many others like 

197 See Gerard Prunier, The Rwandan Crisis 171-2; CBC Documentary, The Spokesman of Hatred. 

199 Ibid. 

199 See Republic of Rwanda, Official Website [Available online] www.gov.rw/. 

200 The FAR - RPF quotas for low rank soldiers were to be 60 - 40, commanding posts were to be equally 
shared. The number of Gendarmerie was limited to 6000 men and F AR-RPF quotas equally regulated as in the 
army. ICTR documents case Nahimana, ICTR-96-ll. 

201 Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 12-22. 

202ICTR documents case Nahimana, ICTR-96-ll. 
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Philippe Gaillard, who headed the International Committee on the Red Cross mIssIon III 

Rwanda at the time, understood the reality of the situation: 

I think I never read it [the Arusha Accords]. Maybe because I never believed in it, I 
don't know. A couple of weeks later, after the agreement was signed I had a talk with 
the President of the MRND [Mathieu Ngirumpatse), the government party, which is the 
only real party .... I will never forget what he told me: "In Africa, peace agreements are 
usually toilet papers." This was end of August, beginning of September '93. [This) gives 

'd b h 203 you some I ea a out t e context. 

Also Harald Skj0li who worked for a Norwegian NGO, Norwegian Church Aid, in the region 

during the genocide did see an escalation rather than signs of peace before the genocide 

started in Rwanda, the Interahamwe was growing in strength.204 Nevertheless, on paper the 

agreement looked promising. 

Hutu Power extremist Lieutenant Nsengiyuma in the Rwandan army was also negative about 

the negotiations. However, he was more concerned about the demoralising impact the 

negotiations had on his soldiers in their fight against the enemy, "The men are beginning to 

think that the cockroaches [Tutsis) are their kind brothers".205 In April 1994 it turned out that 

Nsengiyuma had no reason to worry about his men and their motivation to kill. 

Radicalisation and Hutu Power 

The ideology was growing in popularity at the beginning of the 1990s. As we have seen in 

previous sub chapters, the ideology has historical roots. However, international pressure, 

democratisation, and the RPF attack were important factors making the Hutu Tutsi dichotomy 

'd 1206 genocl a. 

203 See Interview with Philippe Gaillard [Available online] www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/ 
ghosts/interviews/ gaillard.h tml. 

204 Interview with Harald Skjoli, Kigali, 13 September 2004. 

205 Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 35. 

206 Holocaust scholars like Hans Mommsen argue that the mass annihilation of European Jews was more a 
result of a radicalization process in the German society as such than a direct order from above. Mommsen argues 
that this radicalization was caused by domestic (i.e. the young democracy, economical hardship) and 
international pressures (i.e. foreign recognitions of the Nazis). As we have seen, domestic and international 
pressures were also relevant during the Rwandan genocide. Further reading; Hans Mommsen."The Realization 
of the Unthinkable." In Gerhard Hirschfeld, ed., The Policies of Genocide: Jews and Soviet Prisoners of War in 
Nazi Germany (London: Allen Unwin, 1986) 93-144; Hans Mommsen. The Rise and Fall of Weimar Democracy 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1984). 
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Firstly, international pressure for democratic change grew in strength towards the end of the 

1980s. Foreign governments and organisations were forcing the two sides to the negotiation 

table in Arusha. These negations were seen as a success by many, but in reality they were 

used as a cover up for extremists. For many Hutus, the negotiations were understood as a 

deceit towards relatively newly won rights. 

Secondly, under the justification that they were only executing democratic rights, extremists 

were drawing up a genocidal scheme. Interahamwe was officially the youth wing of MRND; 

in fact they were trained as militia fighters. Political meetings were used to spread genocidal 

hatred. 

Thirdly, the RPF attack spread pamc among leaders and ordinary people. Hutu Power 

extremists told the population that the attack was not only aimed at the leaders of the country, 

but also ordinary people. 

As we have seen, the Rwandan kingdom became increasingly centralised towards the end of 

the pre-colonial period. In the same period, Hutus lost ever more political and social rights. 

However, royal myths were still highlighting common ancestry of Hutus and Tutsis. As the 

Europeans arrived with the notion of racial difference and the myth about separate ancestry 

(the Hamitic hypothesis), the Hutu - Tutsi divide was made absolute. In the Colonial era, 

these notions were adapted by the Rwandan population at large. However, through the 

involvement of the former Bakiga elite, education and external pressure, Hutus became 

increasingly critical of the notion about Tutsi supremacy. According to the growing Hutu 

elite, the Hamitic hypothesis gave Hutus the right to govern Rwanda; Hutus settled in 

Rwanda before the Tutsis, thus, they were the real Rwandans. The Hutu revolution showed 

that the divide between the two groups was so deep that any cooperation between them was 

next to impossible. Rwanda became a Hutu republic. In the 1990s, the social and political 

situation was radicalised through war and economical hardship and the introduction of 

democracy, allowing extremists to spread their lethal propaganda based on manipulation of 

history and the Hamitic hypothesis. 
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In summary, there is a historical tension between Hutus and Tutsis in Rwanda. This long 

history of political and social tension was reinforced by myths. The Hutu Tutsi dichotomy 

became ever more important for every historical epoch. The politics of distinction became 

more extreme, and the myths became more lethal. Thus, in 1994 there was both a potential for 

mass murder in real history and in the understanding of this history influences by myths. The 

political and social history along with myths was necessary for genocide to take place, but in 

no way sufficient to motivate Hutus of Rwanda to commit mass murder. 
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IV 

Ideology 
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Ideology can be lethal. It is necessary to take racial ideology into account when exploring 

motivations behind the Rwandan perpetrators. In this chapter, we shall look at my second 

hypothesis on motivations behind the Rwandan mass murderers: as a result of the Hutu 

Power ideology, the perpetrators of the Rwandan genocide looked upon themselves as 

qualitatively different from their victims. Thus, Tutsis were seen as legal targets of mass 

annihilation. 

When searching for reasons for the inexplicable, for genocide, one almost instinctly starts 

looking for an ideology, an ideology which can explain why seemingly ordinary people 

become killers. It is both usual and comforting to start searching for a "guilty" ideology, not 

guilty people. Ideology has been an important topic in Holocaust studies. When Daniel 

Goldhagen published Hitler's Willing Executioners in 1996, it immediately became a popular 

bestseller around the world. The young historian wrote what many people thought that 

Germans during the Second World War were mainly ideological in their actions against Jews. 

This resonated with a widely hold assumption that Germans were poisoned by an ideology of 

eliminationist antisemitism. In other words, Jews were killed because Germans were 

antisemites. Such a mono causal explanation has rightly been met by much criticism. 

However, ideology matters during mass murders. Ideology was lethal during the Rwandan 

genocide, as it was during the Holocaust. It is important to be critical to both downplaying 

and overemphasising the importance of ideology as the main reason for mass-murder. 

4.1 Racial Dichotomies 

The Hutu Power ideology, with its associated stereotypes, was influenced by myths and 

historical narratives. Based on the Hamitic hypothesis, the European colonisers established 

the "truth" about Tutsi racial superiority during colonisation. The theory was internalised by 

the population of Rwanda through education and the organisation of society. During the two 

Hutu republics following independence, the Hamitic hypothesis lost most of its original 

meaning without losing much meaning at all. From then on, the hypothesis was understood 

differently, at least by Hutus. The idea that Tutsis came from abroad and tricked the native 

Hutu population into becoming their servants became an important ideological backdrop in 

the Hutu Power ideology. Hutu Power ideologues led their people into genocide based on 

nega~ive stereotypes about Tutsis; Tutsis were regarded as foreign and dishonest aristocrats 

and invaders. 
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The single most important Hutu Power racial dichotomy was native - alien. Hutu extremists 

saw themselves as Rwandan, Tutsis as foreign. 207 Hutu Power sympathisers championed the 

past of the Hutu as a people distinct from other Rwandans. This distinction made Tutsi 

foreign. Tutsis had once colonised them, but they were defeated in the early 1960s, and now 

they tried to take the power back. In the early 1990s, the Rwandan military high command 

argued that Tutsis "refused to accept the [1960s] revolution and wanted to reconquer power 

by any means.,,208 The Tutsis had not yet realised the consequences of the Hutu Revolution. 

The Tutsis were regarded as dangerous elements within, and the Hutu extremists were 

determined to "wipe them all out".209 With a 500 years long history, the Hutu-Tutsi 

dichotomy was not a new phenomenon in Rwanda. But, as we have seen, the distinction 

between Hutus and Tutsis became ever more important in the Rwandan society for every 

historical period leading up to the genocide. An alienation of the enemy was necessary for 

genocide to happen; in 1994, Tutsis were defined out of the Rwandan society, historically as 

well as morally. 

Hutus are usually agriculturalists. Different heritage was the single most important 

component in Hutu Power ideology. According to Rwandan narratives, different heritage also 

meant different vocation. Hutu narratives exalted the nobility of fair and simple Hutu 

agriculturalists, the original Rwandans, compared to the foreign pastoralists. President 

Juvenal Habyarimana pointed at the importance of farming in his I.May speech in 1974, one 

year after taking power. The President argued that "manual labour, especially agricultural 

labour is the basis of our economy. We want to repeat that agriculture will stay the essential 

base of our economic system for the years to come.,,210 

In other words, the Hutu Power ideology was not only focusing upon race and different origin 

but also profession. Hutu ideologues developed the romantic concept of the noble farmer. The 

Rwandan genocide was in this way also motivated by peasant ideology. In the romanticising 

ideology of the Rwandan farmer there was room only for Hutus, since they were the only real 

107 Taylor, Sacrifice as Terror, 29 -32. 

108 Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story, 77. 

109 Gerard Prunier, The Rwandan Crisis 171-2; CBC Documentary, The Spokesman of Hatred. 

110 Philip Verwimp, Development Ideology. 
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peasants of Rwanda. At the same time, Tutsis were seen as petty bourgeois; they did not work 

for the common good of all Rwandans, Tutsis only exploited the hard working Hutu 

agriculturalists. The peasant ideology did not tolerate the existence of its enemy. This 

romanticising of the Hutu peasant combined with racism based on the Hamitic hypothesis 

were two interconnected ideological motivation factors paving the way for genocide. 

4.2 Cleaning the race - Cleansing its enemies 

Racial theory was brought to Rwanda by its colonisers and adopted by its population. Even 

though Hutus and Tutsis had lived side by side for centuries, Hutus were influenced by the 

Hamitic hypothesis to believe they were qualitatively different from their Tutsi neighbours -

that they, the native agriculturalists were worthier than their Tutsi neighbours.211 As a logical 

consequence of this, Hutus had to keep Rwanda clean from the Tutsi invaders. The Hutu 

Power ideology was made genocidal in the heart of the Rwandan ruling elite in the early 

1990s; it was important to the Hutu Power leaders to separate Hutus from Tutsis mentally as 

well as physically. 

This worldview, that people were responsible for keeping their own race clean, was inspired 

by racial academic theories combining natural and social sciences. In the 18th century, French 

academic Joseph Arthur Comte de Gobineau who introduced the first comprehensive racial 

theory, believed that inherent racial inequalities were the motivating force behind all 

historical development. According to de Gobineau, this development was led by the "Aryan 

master race". This view never became prominent, however. It was not before the British 

naturalist Charles Darwin developed his theory of natural selection that race became 

interesting to large numbers of political constituencies. The umbrella term Social Darwinism 

building upon Darwin's theories is used to describe the increasing number of scientists and 

politicians that argued that human beings should take charge of their own evolutionary 

process. Different Social Darwinists supported for the sake of keeping their race healthy the 

abandoning of the poor, sterilisation, and some even argued for the killing of mentally and 

physically defective people. Racial hygienist Alfred Ploetz even argued that medical 

specialists should determine who should marry and reproduce.212 Like Holocaust 

211 As we have seen, the Hamitic hypothesis originally regarded Tutsis worthier than Hutus. 

112 See Walter Laqueur, The Holocaust Encyclopaedia (Yale University Press, 2001),509-51. 
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leaders, leading Hutu Power ideologues took this ideology to its extreme, and sought to clean 

their race from unworthy elements, which meant killing Jews and Tutsis.213 

Both leaders and ordinary people were influenced by such ideas during the Rwandan 

genocide. MRND vice-chairman for Gisenyi prefecture and political science professor Leon 

Mugesera held a devastating speech at a local political meeting on 22 November 1992 which 

was broadcasted over the radio. 

Why are we waiting to get rid of these families? ... We have to take responsibility in 
our own hands and wipe out these hoodlums .... The fatal mistake we made in 1959 [the 
Hutu revolution] was to let them [Tutsis] get out. ... They belong to Ethiopia and we are 
going to find them a shortcut to get there by throwing them into the Nyabarongo River. 
I must insist on this point. We have to act. Wipe them all OUt.214 

The speech made explicit references to the Hamitic hypothesis (they belong to Ethiopia) and 

an ideology of annihilation (wipe them all out). Lauren Renzaho, a 50 year old Rwandan 

father of ten and Gitera Rwamuhizi, father of four, living from small patches of land, were 

among tens of thousands of Rwandans who made genocidal words into genocidal acts one 

and a half years later. At the massacre in Nyarubuye, the two fathers were motivated by this 

vicious brain-washing ideology: 

Renzaho: Of course we hated them [Tutsis]. The plan to kill them was ready. It had 
been finished. The hatred was deeply embedded so anyone who saw a Tutsi killed him. 
That is why we left our homes and went from one area to another. 

Rwamuhizi: And I had heard that they [Tutsis] used to be regarded as superior to Hutus. 
For example, a Hutu could only improve himself by serving in a Tutsi household 

Mugesera, Renzaho and Rwamuhizi were all perpetrators of genocide. However, they 

belonged to two different groups of perpetrators during the 1994 genocide. Mugesera was a 

213 According to Nazi ideology where the Aryan race was seen as worthier than the Jews, the Germans 
had a responsibility to keep the race clean. Hitler wrote in Mein Kampf'There is only one holiest human right, 
this right is at the same time the holiest of plights, namely to make sure that the blood is kept clean, in order to, 
through preserving the best of humanity, to give these beings the possibility of a nobler development". See 
Hitler, Mein Kampf, 444. 

214 Gerard Prunier, The Rwandan Crisis 171-2; CBC Documentary, The Spokesman of Hatred. 
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well educated politician and ideologue who was forced to leave Rwanda before the 

genocide.215 Renzaho and Rwamuhizi on the other hand, were ordinary farmers committing 

face to face killings together with the local Interahamwe.216 They belonged to the large group 

of ordinary people taking part in the genocide. 

Leaders 

The racial Hutu Power ideology was extreme to the core. But what motivated the leaders to 

organise the genocide? Was it first and foremost based upon a notion where power was 

important to achieve the deeper meaning of racial justice, or was ideology at the end of the 

day an instrument for serving personal interests? As usually is the case, there was something 

of both, but I shall argue that ideological motivations were important to the genocide leaders 

in Rwanda. 

Leaders in Rwanda felt responsible for keeping their country free from unhealthy elements. 

Ferdinand Nahimana, in many ways Rwanda's Goebbels,217 was a leading figure in creating 

propaganda directed against Tutsis, a central Hutu Power ideologue and cofounder of 

Kangura, an extremist newspaper that was distributed to local leaders around the country.218 

115 After the speech, the equivalent of an arrest warrant was issued against Mugesera for inciting hatred in 
the population. This shows that Hutu extremists could face serious difficulties when spreading anti Tutsi 
propaganda in the early 1990s. Still, the speech made an important impact on the population of Rwanda. In 
1993, he successfully applied for permanent residence in Canada where he worked as a social science professor 
until the past caught up with him and he was brought on trial for his role in the 1994 genocide. On the 28th of 
June 200S the Canadian high court decided that Mugesera should be deported to Rwanda See LexisNexis 
Canada Inc., mugesera v. canada (m.e.i.) [Available online] http://www.lexisnexis.caJdocuments/OSscj039.pdf 
[1O.1l.0S]; CBS Documentary, The Spokesman of Hatred. 

216 Both ended up in Rwandan prison immediately after the mass murder ended. His case is being tried in 
the Gacaca court. 

217 Joseph Goebbels, the Nazi Propaganda Minister. 

218 From the end of 1990, Nahimana was appointed director of the Rwandan National Information Office 
(ORIN FOR). Nahimana oversaw all media related activities in the country, including the activities of the state 
owned Radio Rwanda and all newspapers. In February 1992, Nahimana was dismissed from his position at 
ORIN FOR because of being Hutu power extremist. Later that year, he and other Hutu Power sympathisers, 
mainly members of the MRND, made plans to create the RTLM. During the genocide, in June 1994, Nahimana 
became advisor to the president of Rwanda, Theodore Sindikubwabo. See "The media trial" The Prosecutor v. 
Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, Hassan Ngeze and Ferdinand Nahimana. Case no ICTR-99-S2-T. 
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Nahimana was responsible for much of Kangura's content. In 1990, the "Hutu Ten 

Commandments", not unlike the Nuremberg Laws,219 were printed in the newspaper.220 The 

Hutu ten commandments were imposing a view where the need to maintain Hutu purity and 

to avoid contamination from the Tutsi was preached.22I The Hutu population had to keep the 

blood clean. It was argued that the Tutsis were dishonest and wanted supremacy for their 

group. The first and fourth commandment comments upon this; 

One: 
Every Muhutu should know that a Mututsi woman, wherever she is, works for the 
interest of her Tutsi ethnic group. As a result, we shall consider a traitor any Muhutu 
wilo: marries a Tutsi woman; befriends a Tutsi woman; employs a Tutsi woman as a 

, I t 1\ " . 
,~. ~secretary or a concubme . 

. ~. ~ , 

Four: 
Every Muhutu should know that every Mututsi is dishonest in business. His only aim is 
the supremacy of his ethnic group. As a result, any Muhutu who does the following is a 
traitor: makes a partnership with Batutsi in business; invests his money or the 
government's money in a Tutsi enterprise; lends or borrows money from a Mututsi; 
gives favours to a Batutsi in business (obtaining import licences, bank loans, 

. . bl' k ) 222 constructIOn sItes, pu IC mar ets .... 

Also Colonel Theoneste Bagosora, in many ways Rwanda's Himmler,223 who took control 

over much of the killings during the genocide, was extreme in his judgements of Tutsis living 

in Rwanda. He argued that Tutsis had come to Rwanda with "arrogance and pride" and 

219 Joseph Goebbels wrote in his diary after the meeting where the Nuremberg Laws were made official 
German policy in 1935, "if we do not fight the Jews, they will destroy us, it is a life and death struggle between 
the Aryan race and the Jewish bacillus" Ronnie S. Landau, The Nazi Holocaust (London and New York: 1.B. 
Tauris & Co Ltd 1992), 162. 

220 Laws like the Nuremberg Laws were implemented to reduce Jewish role in German society and to 
keep the Aryan race clean. In addition to defining the term "Jew", the Nuremberg Laws limited Jewish rights in 
German society. In the introduction to the laws especially concerning "Protection of German Blood and 
Honour" there is to read: "Moved by the understanding that purity of the German Blood is the essential 
condition for the continued existence of the German people, and inspired by the inflexible determination to 
ensure the existence of the German Nation for all time, the Reichstag has unanimously adopted the following 
Law ... " see Yad Vashem, Documents on the Holocaust (Jerusalem: Yad Vashem, 1981), 78-9; Laquer, The 
Holocaust Encyclopaedia, 451-55 and 509-11. 

221 Des Forges, Leave Non to Tell the Story, 83. 

m P. Twagiramutara, "Ethnicity and Genocide in Rwanda". In Okwudiba Nnoli, ed. Ethnic Conflicts in 
A/rica, (Dakar, Senegal, 1998), 119-120 

223 Heinrich Himmler was commander of SS and the Gestapo. He controlled much of the killings during 
the Holocaust. 
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imposed "their supremacy" on the good Hutus of Rwanda before colonisation.224 As a result 

of this, the Tutsis of Rwanda had to die. In the already mentioned 1992 military report on 

"how to defeat the enemy", Bagosora stated that all Tutsis are enemies of Rwanda. Bagosora 

probably dictated the "report" or racialist propaganda (which is a better way to describe it). 

The "report" stated that Tutsis and moderate Hutus are enemies of Rwanda: 

[The enemies of Rwanda are] the Tutsis from inside or outside the country, who are 
extremists and nostalgic for power, who do not recognize and have never recognized the 
realities of the Social Revolution [the Hutu Revolution], and are seeking to regain 
power in Rwanda by any means, including taking up arms, [this would include] Tutsis 
inside the country, Hutus who are dissatisfied with the present regime, foreigners 
married to Tutsi women ... 225 

Throughout the Rwandan genocide, Colonel Theoneste Bagosora always made his VOIce 

heard in every decision regarding the genocide. He was also controlling much of the 

genocide apparatus, including the militia.226 Bagosora argued that Tutsis in Rwanda were 

naturalised into the country despite the fact they did not belong there. The Tutsis had 

replaced all Hutu kings in the country and had taken over the country. Bagosora argued there 

were differences between Rwandans by pointing at moral differences of the Hutus and 

Tutsis, humble - self-important, honest - tricky, loyal- untrustworthy.227 

Another high ranking leader during the Rwandan genocide, Jean Kambanda, who became 

prime minister of the Rwandan interim government two days after President Habyarimana 

was killed, never hid his hatred towards the Tutsis. He was in strict opposition to make any 

deal with the Tutsi enemy during the Arusha peace negotiations. Kambanda was convinced 

that Tutsi were racial alien to Rwanda and acknowledged that the purpose of the genocide 

was to exterminate Tutsis.228 He was also convinced that there is no such thing as moderate 

Hutus, just Hutus. At the same time, Kambanda understood that the role of the Hutu Power 

fraction in Rwandan politics would be weakened as a result of successful peace negotiations 

224 Bagosora, as sited in Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 3. 

225 ICTR documents case (colonel) Theoneste Bagosora [ICTR-96-7] [Available online], 
http://65.18.216.88/ENGUSH/cases/Bagosora/index.htm [02.07 .2005]. 

226 Dallaire, Shake Hands with the Devil, 386. 

227 Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 1-3. 

228 Ibid, 1-2. 
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in Arusha. 

Most Hutu Power leaders held important positions in the Second Hutu Republic, which they 

most likely would have lost under a representative democracy. Mugesera had to leave the 

country, for inciting hatred in the population, before the genocide started. Personal interest, to 

keep their high positions in society, was probably important to the genocide leaders. In order 

to do so, the Hutu Power leaders had to gain popular support in the population. As political 

and economical problems increased towards 1994, the Tutsi minority became the scapegoat 

they needed to win the people (the Hutu masses) for their cause. Whereas moderate voices 

sought to solve the problems of Rwanda through dialogue and democracy, the Hutu Power 

extremists sought to solve the problems through confrontation and cleansing. Similar 

thoughts were noticeable in Nazi Germany. Hitler argued that his country had to be built as a 

unified, authoritarian state, without any outsiders or inner dispute. Therefore, any criticism of 

the state had to be silenced. Democratic control had to be brought to an end because freedom 

of thought and speech would weaken the ability to fight for the cause.229 Hitler argued that to 

achieve its goals, the Aryan race had to unite under one leader. 230 The man best suited for this 

job in Germany was according to Adolf Hitler, Adolf Hitler. Similarly, the Hutu Power 

leaders picked themselves to become responsible for the Rwandan genocide. 

However, even though personal interest probably did playa role for the leading perpetrators, 

one main goal behind their involvement in the genocide seems to have been ideological. A 

feeling of commitment for taking responsibility in a world where they saw themselves as the 

229 Georges Bataille wrote in 1933 an article about the rise of fascism in Italy. Bataille uses the notion 
homogeneous - heterogeneous to explain what happens when a society ends up in madness. In times of peace 
and order, the society is homogeneous. Everything fits together in a logical world order. The homogeneous 
society is productive and useful. Elements that do not fit into this order is oppressed and made an unconscious 
part of society. In times of crisis, in times of economical or political hardship, a large part of the homogenous 
society might loose comfort in the existing world order. They become members of the heterogeneous group, 
they are excluded and do not let themselves be assimilated. This group is organic and unites people from 
different classes in an emotional stage. When the homogeneous world order has lost its power, the 
heterogeneous group can be led into a stage of madness by strong leaders. Bataille argues that Hitler and 
Mussolini represented the immediate and different, the heterogeneous, while democratic politicians in the two 
countries represented the homogeneous society and its immanent power. An uprising based on heterogeneous 
powers ignores the normal order of society, and puts themselves above the people, parties and laws. See Georges 
Bataille "La structure psychologique du fascisme" Agora nr.3 2005 first published 1933 in La critique sociale. 

230 See, Harald Ofstad, Var foraktfor svakhet. En analyse av nazismens normer og vurderinger (Oslo: 
Pax forlag, 1991 [1971]). 
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most able to rule played a decisive role for this group of perpetrators.23I It was important for 

them to keep their privileged position in the Rwandan society, but also to defend their own 

race against "foreign intruders". 

Ordinary People 

With the Hamitic hypothesis, Europeans taught Rwandans new and racial ways to hate. It was 

next to impossible for ordinary Rwandans not to internalise the Hamitic hypothesis and its 

associated stereotype versions. During colonisation schools and churches taught it, and the 

country was governed by it. In this way, leading perpetrators and ordinary people became 

authors of their own tragedy. Stereotypes and dichotomies that followed these not only served 

as raw material for extremist ideology, but also made it plausible for ordinary people to take 

part.232 At the same time, leading perpetrators of the Rwandan genocide targeted ordinary 

Hutus with laws and propaganda making them increasingly vulnerable to the extremist 

ideology. 

As we have seen, value systems connected to the Hamitic hypothesis did not lose their 

importance after Hutus gained power in Rwanda. The history of Rwanda told by Rwandan 

official authorities and Rwandan academics before and after the genocide reflects upon this. 

In both cases traditional understanding of history and race is more or less invented.233 Many 

Rwandans trusted in what they heard from their leaders during the Hutu republics about 

racial differences. Alex, a Rwandan refugee of mixed origin became confused. Are Hutus 

and Tutsis really different races or were notions about difference exaggerated? 

... it is easy to see how history is changed ... in the [refugee] camp I went to after 
the genocide ... they told me - Tutsis told me something very else than history 
books [written during the two Hutu Republics] I had read told me ... I get very 
confused: the history books told me one version of history, the Tutsi another. Who 
. . h ?234 
IS ng t. 

History books read by Rwandans before the genocide told a long history of oppression by 

foreign Tutsis upon native Hutus. This understanding of history was often mentioned by 

231 We shall come back to the importance of self-gain in the next chapter. 

232 Taylor, Sacrifice as Terror, 29 -32. 

233 Further reading; Ernest Gelner, Nations and Nationalism (London: Basil Blackwell, 1983). 

234 Interview with Alex, Cape Town, 28.03.2004. 
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people I talked with in Rwanda as a probable motivation behind ordinary people that took 

part in the 1994 genocide. A 25 year old refugee living in Norway was highlighting 

differences between the groups existing from pre-colonial days; "during the kingdom, Tutsis 

sometimes killed Hutus, even babies, for no reason; no wonder that Hutus were scared of 

Tutsis".235 It was this version of history Alex referred to as he talked about history books. 

Others argued that there was no hostility between Hutus and Tutsis before the Europeans 

arrived. A lady in her eighties I visited in her house in Nyamirambo, Kigali, argued that the 

"difference between us only became important after the Europeans came".236 In her view, the 

categorisation of Hutu and Tutsi by the Belgian colonisers and the chaotic first years of 

independence made the importance of the Hutu Tutsi dichotomy gaining significance. This 

version of history is similar to what Alex was told in the refugee camp. 

However, discussions and interviews indicate that even though there was a notion of race and 

difference in the population, there was no general murderous hatred against Tutsis among 

Hutus. It was argued that leading perpetrators, who institutionalised the hatred, were 

responsible for making the imbedded notion of race lethal. The situation was similar during 

the Third Reich. It seems that antisemitic hatred against Jews, as a race, did not play any 

central role in German society as a whole during the 1930s and the Holocaust, but there 

existed a notion about different races much the same way as it did in Rwanda. An example: 

the majority of ordinary Germans (and Austrians) were shocked by the Kristallnacht. The 

well organised violent attack on Jewish property all across the German Reich on November 

1938, was not well received by the civilian population at large, not even in Vienna, known to 

be one of the most antisemitic cities in the German Reich.237 On the other hand, the 

population did not make much effort to stop the radicalisation process either. Even though 

235 Interview with Theo, Oslo, 30.08.2004. 

236 Compared to the average Rwandan, when the genocide started, grandmother was rather well off. She 
owned a three bedroom house. Even though her husband was dead, children and grandchildren often came 
visiting. When the genocide broke out, the whole family gathered together in her house. One of the first days of 
the genocide, the local Interahamwe came to the small house. Thy did not have to show their ID. It was well 
known in the area that they were Tutsis. Luckily most of the children got away in time. But grandmother and her 
oldest son were still in the house when the killers forced their way into the living room. One of the Interahamwe 
were told to do the killing, the rest of them continued their search for Tutsis. The grandmother told the man to 
kill her and leave her son alive. The killer looked nervously around before he killed the son, the mother he left 
alive. Interview in Kigali with grandmother in her eighties, 20.09.2004. 

237 Private conversation with eyewitness to the destructions caused by the Kritstallnacht 
in Vienna, May 2003. 
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Germans and Jews had been fellow German citizens for hundreds of years, very few Germans 

raised their voices against anti Jewish measurements such as the Nuremberg Laws, defining 

Jews out of the German society. The legal term "mischlinge" was introduced with the 

Nuremberg laws to categorize German citizens with racially mixed parentage. Later, German 

protesters were successful in preventing the killing of many so-called "mischlinge". Germans 

were ready to protect close family and friends, but not Jews they did not know. 

Similarly, a large percentage of ordinary Hutus in Rwanda probably did not look upon the 

Hutu Ten Commandments, explaining to Hutus how to protect themselves from the alien 

Tutsi race, as very controversial. But differently from Nazi Germany, there "existed" no 

"mischlinge" in Rwanda. Before the Rwandan genocide started, there were many cases of 

mixed marriages, but people of mixed origin were either defined Hutu or Tutsi. People of 

mixed origin with Hutu ID sometimes had to prove themselves worthy of their identity by 

acting more violently than others during the genocide. There were also examples of Hutu 

family fathers killing their Tutsi wives along with those of their children looking most Tutsi, 

despite the fact that children automatically inherited their father's categorisation. There are 

also examples from the genocide where Hutus showed great bravery and rescued Tutsis.238 

The Hamitic hypothesis, based on myths and racism constituted the ideological strata in the 

Hutu Power ideology. The original perception of the Hamitic hypothesis regarded Tutsis as 

worthier than their Hutu neighbours. The understanding of the Hamitic hypothesis was 

fundamentally changed to represent Hutu righteousness after Rwandan independence in the 

238 Marck Msabimana, a Hutu and former soldier in the Rwandan army, was nearly killed for being 
married to a Tutsi and for suspicion of hiding her and their Tutsi friends at home. To be married to or hide Tutsis 
was against the regime. However, Hutus who came looking for Tutsis in Msabimana's house could never find 
them. Since they could not prove their allegations, his neighbours decided they would pay someone to kill him. 
"I kept on telling Tutsis to come and hide in my house, especially the ones who were my wife's friends. I hid 
them under the bed, in the ceiling, in the cupboard. The first time the Hutus came looking, there were 40 people 
in my house. I was very scared hiding them, especially when I found out that outside, people were collecting 
money to pay someone to kill me because they suspected me. They had collected 26,000 Rwandan francs 
[almost 50S], but the killer wanted 30,000." Msabimana, his wife and her friends survived the genocide. Further 
reading; Paula Slier "Dark Continent" In The Jerusalem Report (February 7, 2005 Volum XV No. 21) 29. 
Sources on mixed marriage and killing; Interview with Amy, Kviteseid, 30.08.2004; Interview with Mr 
Rutimburana, Kigali, 19.09.2004; Laqueur, The Holocaust Encyclopedia, 420-5. 
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early 1960s and taken to the extreme by Hutu Power ideologues in the 1990s. Goldhagen 

writes that during the Holocaust, Jews were killed because Germans were antisemites, I 

believe that antisemitism and the Hutu Power ideology were important motivations behind 

the perpetrators during the two mass murders. But is this motivation enough to commit mass 

murder? Probably not. To grasp motivations behind the Rwandan perpetrators one must go 

one step further; we have to look into ordinary human psychological traits. 
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Beatha Uwazaninka survived the Rwandan genocide, she tells us that no one can really 

understand what happened in 1994. 

Don't expect an answer to the question, "Why?" No one can really understand 
genocide. It's like a different world with a different set of values and logic. Everyone 
thinks and behaves differently; people accept things that are unacceptable and do things 
that are unimaginable. That goes for everyone - perpetrators, bystanders and 

. 239 SUrvIVorS. 

Uwazaninka argues that there is no answer to the question "Why?" However, she probably 

has some of the answer in her explanation why there is not. History and ideology can not 

explain genocide alone. Leaders and ordinary people seem to lose their usual sense of right 

and wrong during genocides, and usual sets of values and logic lose ground to genocidal 

motivations. There can be no doubt that most perpetrators during mass murders would not 

have killed under other circumstances. But were the perpetrators psychologically different 

from those who did not let themselves become perpetrators? Did the perpetrators during the 

Rwandan genocide really loose their mind or were they rather acting nonnally under the 

given circumstances? Much of the literature related to these questions is found in connection 

to Holocaust studies. In this chapter I shall discuss questions about ordinary human traits and 

perpetrators during mass murders with empiric data from both the Rwandan genocide and the 

Holocaust. There will also be some references to the ethnic cleansing in Bosnia & 

Herzegovina. I shall investigate my third hypothesis on motivations behind mass murderers: 

Ordinary people have the capacity of committing mass murder; the Rwandan perpetrators 

were motivated by common human weaknesses. 

5.1 Personality and Situation 

Are mass murderers different from other people? In the first two decades following the 

Second World War, scholars argued that the men carrying out mass killing of civilians during 

the Holocaust had a potential of cruelty that not everybody possesses. That they were not 

ordinary men, was the consensus at the time. Steiner argued that Nazism was cruel because 

Nazis were cruel. In other words, cruel people picked themselves to become perpetrators. 

According to this theory, people with "sleeper traits" live ordinary lives under ordinary 

circumstances but tum into perpetrators of mass murder under extreme circumstances, such as 

239 Smith, Rwanda: The years after Genocide, 73. 
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National Socialism or Hutu Power.240 

Hitler during the Holocaust and Kambanda during the Rwandan genocide were certainly 

cruel. They orchestrated genocide by picking themselves to become perpetrators of mass 

murder. It would have been comforting if only bearers of certain "sleeper traits" 241 followed 

orders by architects of genocide; unfortunately this does not seem to be the case. During the 

Holocaust, reservists of Police Battalion 101, killing Jewish civilians in Poland, were 

according to Browning ordinary men.242 Still, the middle-aged family fathers of working

class and lower middle-class background from Hamburg turned into mass murderers.243 

During the Rwandan genocide, thousands of ordinary Rwandans became killers. Chris who 

survived the Rwandan genocide puts it this way, "it was my neighbours that tried to kill me. I 

did not expect them to want me dead. They were like everybody else.,,244 

In the famous Stanford Prison Experiment carried out in 1971, Philip Zimbardo showed that 

ordinary people could commit cruel deeds under the right circumstances. Zimbardo filtered 

out participants; they were students at Stanford, for his research that scored normal in a whole 

range of different psychological tests. This was important because scholars like Theodor W. 

Adorno argued that persons with "sleeper traits" were indeed overrepresented among the 

perpetrators during the Holocaust. In Zimbardo's experiment, the homogenous "normal" 

group was randomly divided into two, prisoners and guards. The project was stipulated to last 

two weeks. However, after only six days the guards became so sadistic and the prisoners 

became so depressed and stressed that the project had to end prematurely.245 Ordinary decent 

240 Further reading John M. Steiner, "The SS Yesterday and Today: A Sociopsychological View", in 
Survivors, Victims, Perpetrators: Essays on the Nazi Holocaust, ed. Joel E. Dimsdale, Washington, 1980. 

241 Adorno and colleagues investigated German perpetrators just after the Second World War. They 
argued that the perpetrators had a tendency to stereotyping, aggressiveness towards out groups and 
preoccupation with power. Further reading; Theodor W. Adorno et aI., The Authoritarian Personality (New 
York, 1950). 

242 See Christopher Browning, Ordinary Men. Reserve Police Battalion 101 and the Final Solution in 
Poland (London, Penguin Books, 2001 [1992]); Daniel Goldhagen, Hitler's Willing Executioners. Ordinary 
Germans and the Holocaust (London: Abacus, 1996). 

243. The 500 policemen in Battalion 10 1 were directly responsible for the shooting of 38 000 Jews, this is 
a conservative estimate. In addition, they deported at least another 45 200 Jews to the gas chambers of 
Treblinka. See Browning, OrdinaryMen, 191-2. 

244 Interview with Chris, Kigali, 10.09.2004. 

245 Philip G. Zimbardo The Stanford Prison Experiment [Available online] www.prisonexp.org/ 
[13.1l.2005]. 
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students had turned evil against fellow students. 

In 1992, Christopher Browning published a groundbreaking study of Reserve Police Battalion 

101 operating in Poland during the Holocaust. 246 In Ordinary Men, Browning argues that the 

policemen did not display any qualities at all that would make them obvious mass murderers. 

They were ordinary men committing great evil. This is in strong contrast to theories about 

"sleeper" traits prevalent in the 1950s. Most of the drafted policemen ended up taking part in 

face to face killing of tens of thousands of civilian Jews, despite offers made by their 

commander not to do SO.247 Browning points at some striking similarities between his own 

findings from Reserve Police Battalion 101 and those of Zimbardo' s project. Most of the 

ordinary men of the police battalion became killers in Poland; most of the ordinary Stanford 

students acted cruelly during the experiment. Even though it was possible to say no, very few 

did.248 

More than thirty years after Zimbardo presented his theory that most good people have the 

potential to tum bad in an evil place, American guards acted cruelly against their Iraqi 

prisoners at the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq. This was no experiment but a real life tragedy that 

showed the same tendencies as Zimbardo's project did. American soldiers working on night 

shift in the prison under horrific conditions started to abuse their prisoners. The Pentagon 

called the soldiers bad apples while Zimbardo argues that they were not. "It's not the bad 

apples; it's the bad barrels that corrupt good people".249 Situations make people kill, but the 

situation did not kill for them. 

246 In Zentrale Stelle der Landesjustizverwaltungen, in Ludwigsburg near Stuttgart, there is an extensive 
collection of indictments and judgments for German trials of Nazi crimes. It is here Browning (1992) and 
Goldhagen (1996) found the sources for their analysis of the mass murder carried out by Reserve Police 
Battalion 101 in Poland during the Second World War. The different conclusions presented by the two 
Holocaust scholars after investigating the same data, clearly shows the importance of being critical when 
analysing secondary sources. 

247 See Browning, OrdinaryMen. 2. 

24~ In the prisoner-guard experiment only two out of eleven guards, or less than 20 percent, were acting as 
"good guards". They did not punish the prisoners and even did them small favours. Two thirds of the guards 
were "tough but fair" one third "cruel and tough". In Police Battalion 101 there was between 10 and 20 percent 
who did not kill, a relatively small group was enthusiastic about the killing and policemen belonging to a larger 
group killed but were not actively seeking opportunities to do so. In other words, most members of the battalion 
joined the killing. See Browning, Ordinary Men; Zimbardo The Stanford Prison Experiment. 

249 You Can't Be a Sweet Cucumber in a Vinegar Barrel: A Talk with Philip Zimbardo in Edge, January 
19,2005 [Available online] www.prisonexp.org/edge/[23.11.2005]. 
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In Rwanda, the bigger massacres were joint operations between police, army, militia and 

civilians. Not all police and army units did take part in the genocide, nor did all militias or 

civilians kill either. Some were trying to hold back. Daniel, a student in his mid 20s, told me 

that not all Hutus sought to kill during the genocide, but there were far more followers than 

resisters of genocide.250 Presidential Guards and the militias were the most notorious killers, 

at least the first few days. On the first day of genocide 1 500 to 2 000 mainly elite troops, 

especially Presidential Guards together with about 2 000 militias, carried out killings of 

unarmed civilians in and around Kigali.251 Many of the Presidential Guards were recruited 

from the Hutu Power strongholds in the north of the country, the home of President 

Habyarimana. People from the north were generally more committed to Hutu Power ideology 

than other Rwandans, for historical reasons. However, there is no reason to believe that the 

percentage of Rwandans with cruel personalities was accumulated in that area. Presidential 

Guards were first and foremost there to protect the President who came from the same area as 

they did. Later during the genocide, popular participation in the killing reached high numbers. 

It was not only people with tight connection to the Hutu Power ideology that took part in the 

killing. 

Ervin Staub argues that both conditions and personality are important in making people 

perpetrators during genocides. He argues that under the right circumstances, some human 

beings become capable of killing. In fact, most human beings have the traits that make 

participation in genocide possible. The percentage of "sleepers" is thus so high that it is of no 

good use in explaining genocide. Staub argues that "ordinary psychological processes and 

normal, common human motivations and certain basic but not inevitable tendencies in human 

thought and feeling (such as the devaluation of others) are the primary sources of evil".252 

According to Staub, not all people are equally likely to become perpetrators. Differences in 

socialisation and experiences shape people differently, and they have the potential to be either 

altruistic or aggressive. Security is in this sense important, both psychologically and 

physiologically.253 Many Rwandans lacked this sense of security. The economic situation was 

for most people extremely difficult, and they experienced fear and insecurity as a result of the 

250 Interview with Daniel, Kigali, 16.09.2004. 

251 Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story, 21. 

252 Ervin Staub, The Roots of Evil (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992) 26. 

253 Ibid 27. 
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war and political suppression. 

Let us first take a brief look at how economIC insecurity influenced people to become 

members of the Interahamwe. They became some of the most notorious killers during the 

genocide. Interahamwe were recruited among mainly poor men and farmers with few signs of 

ever accumulating any wealth at all. They lacked economic security and were easy targets of 

propaganda. The militias were well organised and paid with food, clothes and small amounts 

of cash. Sometimes members of the Interahamwe were even promised future seizure of Tutsi 

goods. The men experienced some kind of economic safety in an insecure world while they 

were being prepared for killing.254 

If many Interahamwe members found some kind of security III becoming part of the 

movement, this was destroyed by the killing of the President. "After our President died, 

Tutsis were hated. Renzaho from Nyarubuye argued "We didn't want to go back to the old 

days, so we had to kill every Tutsi wherever they were. That's the truth".255 The insecurity 

was cobbled with historical tensions between Hutus and Tutsis. According to Renzaho, 

ordinary Hutus did not want to go back to the time when Tutsis were having all the privileges 

and Hutus were their servants.256 

Many Rwandans were after the death of President Habyarimana afraid of Tutsi tyranny. The 

interim government of Hutu Power extremists instigated on the 8th of April told Hutus that 

their President had been killed by Tutsis of the RPF. Fear is a powerful emotion that the 

extremists knew how to take advantage of. Lack of security spread in the population. In 

Nyarubuye, Rwamuhizi argues that: We thought that if they had managed to kill the leader of 

the country, how were ordinary people supposed to survive?257 Some were also moved by the 

loss of a respected leader. Rwandans told me that even though the President had many 

problems at the time, his death was deeply traumatic to the Hutu majority.258 Some even told 

154 We shall come back to economic motivations behind the Rwandan perpetrators later. 

255 Steve Bradshaw and Ben Loeterman, "The Triumph of Evil". 

156 Ibid. 

157 Ibid. 

m Interview with Theo, Oslo, 30.08.2005; Interview with Shaffy, Kigali, 23.09.2004. 
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me that the genocide was the result of a vendetta.259 It is obvious that the genocide was not a 

result of a vendetta alone. However, some of the perpetrators could very well have been 

motivated by anger after the killing of their president. 260 

The Impact of War 

Rwandan history, especially since independence in the early 1960s, was troubled by much 

violence. As we have seen, Tutsis were victims of several murderous campaigns during the 

decades leading up to the 1994 mass murder. There were three waves of killing and expulsion 

campaigns during the two Hutu republics; the first in the wake of the Hutu revolution; the 

second during the mid 1970s, and the last one started with the 1990 RPF attack. Even though 

many Rwandans were involved in these campaigns and that Rwandans in general were "used" 

to violence, during the 1994 genocide a large majority of the perpetrators had never before 

been involved in killing. Ordinary people like Renzaho, in jail today for taking part in the 

Nyarubuye massacre, told that before the genocide "I'd never killed anyone .. .1 wonder how it 

came into my mind".261 

The war in Rwanda made people insecure. Alex, a well educated Hutu of mixed origin was 

before the genocide afraid that Tutsis were going to launch an attack on all Hutus in Kigali as 

a result of the war. 

This is a Hutu ... this is a Tutsi ... it was a fight. The war didn't start in 1994 ... it was a 
fight from 90 ... I think the genocide started 1990 ... Hutus killed Tutsis ... Tutsis killed 
Hutus in the war. When I was at the University of Kigali soldiers who came back from 
battle even said that they killed Tutsis ... the genocide started by two sides with the 

h . h h 262 war. .. t ey were targetmg eac ot er. 

Even though many of the men that carried out the massacres during the Rwandan genocide 

259 Interview with Alex, Cape Town, 28.03.2004. 

260 Hutu Power leaders were not motivated by a trauma and anger caused by the death of president 
Habyarimana when launching their killing campaign in April 1994. When the message of the president's death 
was confirmed during a meeting between high rank Hutu leaders and UN General Dallaire, the messenger could 
not avoid smiling at the fact that the plane had crashed in the garden of the presidential compound. Sometimes 
showing an emotion tells more than thousand words, he was certainly not very sad about the loss. In fact, Hutu 
Power extremists were waiting for an excuse to launch their attack. Through the killing of the president they had 
one. This is not to say that Hutu Power sympathisers killed the president, however, it is not impossible they did. 
Further reading, Dallaire, Shake Hands with the Devil. 

261 Steve Bradshaw and Ben Loeterman, "The Triumph of Evil". 

262 Interview with Alex, Cape Town, 28.03.2004. 
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had previously not fought in battle themselves, a climate of fear and hardship was very real in 

the country. This climate was highlighting difference. Even though war experiences did not 

cause the face to face killing in itself,263 an implementation of mass murder or a program of 

annihilation was more likely to be successful in an environment of war than peace.264 It was 

us or them. Alex continues: 

They told us ... the leaders ... they told us that all Hutus were to be killed. It's not about 
believing ... its facts ... my father is Hutu my mother is Tutsi ... so I'm neutral. Let me 
give an example: before RPF attacked [the killing of president Habyarimana] Tutsis had 
been digging holes in their gardens ... in every garden. I don't know if it was the 
purpose but it was told us that these holes were supposed to be used to hide weapons to 
kill Hutu. All Tutsi made holes in their gardens ... I saw it myself... but the ones who 
ended up in the holes were the Tutsis during the genocide ... We were all ready to kill, 
on both sides. People were made parts of the leaders' thoughts. All were ready to 
fight,265 

It is very unlikely that many Tutsis were digging holes in their gardens to hide weapons. 

There is no record of Tutsis digging such holes before the genocide started. This rumour was 

one out of many lies presented to make the Hutu - Tutsi dichotomy lethal. There were also 

rumours in Rwanda before the genocide started about pits being dug by the RPF to serve as 

Hutu mass graves. Some extremists even claimed that Tutsis had prepared holes in the dirt 

floors in their own homes to bury Hutus. This is unthinkable because of the health hazard and 

psychological burden it would cause.266 In the already tense wartime situation, lies were 

spread in the population to cause fear and anger; they were spread to motivate Hutus to 

become killers. 

Returning to Word War Two, we can observe that the reservists of Police Battalion 101 were 

163 Wartime brutalization can cause massacres, however. One example of this is the killing of civilian 
Vietnamese by American soldiers at My Lai during the Vietnam War. The soldiers were not acting upon orders 
but were rather motivated by wartime brutalization; like the loss of comrades in previous battles, the normality 
of taking lives and a regard of the enemy as inhuman. 

164 Also the Armenian catastrophe that started in 1915 was happening in an environment of war and 
hardship. See Ervin Staub, The Roots of Evil, 173-5. 

165 Interview with Alex, Cape Town, 28.03.2004. 

266 To bury victims into house floors has never been any common practice, however, after the king of 
Ethiopia Haile Selassie died in capture under suspicious circumstances in 1975, he was buried into the cement 
floor of the royal castle, right under the toilet. Further reading, BBC, Haile Selassie laid to rest, [Available 
online] http://news.bbc.co.ukfllhi/worldJafricall007736.stm. [14.11.2005]. According to other rumors, Haile 
Selassie was buried under the desk of the new president. 
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indeed influenced by the wartime situation, maybe not so much by wartime brutalisation 

before the killing started but more by wartime stereotyping. Most of the policemen came from 

Hamburg, a city spared from the worst violence and destruction at the time. However, the 

neighbouring city of Lubeck was bombed in March 1942. Without making any direct link 

between the killing of civilians in Germany and the policemen's murderous task in Poland, 

Major Trapp told his men that if it would make the regrettable task of murdering civilian Jews 

in Jozefow any easier for them, they should think about the bombings in Germany.267 If this 

made the killing any easier is dubious. Furthermore, only very few of the reservists of 

battalion 101 had previously experienced battle. Some of the oldest men had fought during 

the First World War.268 A few had witnessed or taken part in fighting and killing in Eastern 

Europe before the summer of 1942.269 

In other words, the men of Reserve Police Battalion 101 were hardly motivated by violent 

experiences from before their assignment in Poland, but more importantly, after some time in 

Eastern Europe many of them were getting attuned to the killing. But the Nazi leaders saw a 

potential in the war. Joseph Goebbels described in his diary on the 27th of March 1942 that 

"No other government and no other regime would have the strength for such a global solution 

as this [the Holocaust] ... Fortunately a whole series of possibilities presents itself to us in 

wartime which would be denied us in peace. We shall have to profit by this. ,,270 During an 

environment of war; people feel unsafe, previous unimaginable attacks on civilians suddenly 

seem to become acceptable, even right. 

267 Ibid, 2. 

268 Some of the victims of Reserve Police Battalion 101 had also fought during World War One. One 101 
policeman remembered after the Holocaust that his first victim of face to face shooting was a Jew from the 
neighboring city of Bremen who was a decorated World War One veteran. See Browning, Ordinary Men, 67. 

269 At no point before departure to Poland the policemen were made aware of the murderous task waiting 
for them there. Even the leading officers were probably not aware of the enormity and cruelty of their task 
before heading for Poland. The men of battalion 101 were led to believe that they would perform guard duty in 
Poland. It was still quite dark as the men [of Reserve Police Battalion 101] climbed into the waiting trucks. 
Each policeman had been given extra ammunition, and additional boxes had been loaded onto the trucks as well. 
They were headed for their first major action [since they arrived in Poland some three weeks earlier], though the 
men had not yet been told what to expect. ... Just as the sky was beginning to lighten, the convoy halted outside 
J6zef6w. It was a typical Polish village of modest white houses with thatched straw roofs. Among its inhabitants 
were 1,800 Jews .... He [Commander Major Wilhelm Trapp] turned to the matter at hand .... The male Jews of 
working age were to be separated and taken to a work camp. The remaining Jews - the women, children, and 
elderly-were to be shot on the spot by the battalion. Further reading; Browning, Ordinary Men, 1-2,38-48. 

270 Louis Lochner, The Goebbels Diaries (1942-1943) (Hamish Hamilton, 1948) 103. 
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War makes mass murder more likely to take place. Some massacres are results of wartime 

brutalisation. Others like those happening during genocides are influenced by a climate of 

war. War is an extreme situation. The whole complexity of a given situation is important for 

how people act. In cases where embedded negative racial stereotypes (us against them and 

good against evil) are added to a wartime situation, the psychological distancing between two 

groups seems to motivate people to become mass murderers. As we have seen, stereotypes 

and dichotomies existed before the war started in Rwanda. 271 In Rwanda, at least after 

independence from Belgium, being Hutu or Tutsi was decisive in many situations. There were 

many narratives in Rwanda that descended from the Hamitic hypothesis. These narratives 

were building upon dichotomies of difference. War is brutal. People experiencing wars - both 

policemen, soldiers, militias and civilians - are exposed to extreme violence. Lengthy 

exposure to violence can often lead to brutalisation, a brutalisation that can cause atrocities or 

at least makes it more likely that one's own usual values are corrupted. There are numerous 

examples of massacres of civilians during wars, massacres that are not result of policies but 

rather wartime brutalisation. American soldiers killing hundreds of Vietnamese civilians at 

the My Lai Massacre is just one example of this. Thus, wartime brutalisation can cause 

atrocities and mass murders. However, massacres of civilians are not always the unwanted 

result of wars. The mass murder of civilian Tutsis during the Rwandan genocide did not 

happen by chance. The genocide was not part of the war but was influenced by it. More 

importantly than brutalisation, there were polarising and stereotyping processes going on 

during the wars, stereotyping that reinforced racial importance. This racial stereotyping 

regarded the enemy less worthy than themselves.272 Mass murder was a policy during the 

271 Before the wars and ethnic cleansings splitting up Yugoslavia started, many pupils in Bosnian schools 
did not know what ethnic group to associate with, during the ethnic cleansing everybody knew. Further reading 
Tone Bringa, Being Muslim the Bosnian Way: identity and community in a central Bosnian village 
(Princeton,NJ. : Princeton University Press, 1994). 

172 In a private conversation with Steven Katz, he argued that war was necessary for the Holocaust 
because it provided the right environment for Hitler and the Nazi leaders to do what they really wanted to do, to 
annihilate the Jews of Europe. In the 1990s an important debate in Holocaust studies between Functionalists and 
Intentionalists was at its peak. Steven Katz is a moderate Intentionalist, arguing that there always was a plan to 
kill Jews in Nazi policy but the right moment had to be there for executing it. Functionalist are highlighting a 
series of events ended with the Final Solution and argue that there was never a master plan of annihilation from 
the beginning on and that it was more a result of the circumstances at the time. Further reading Katz The 
Holocaust in Historical Context. Vol. 1; Richard Breitman The Architect of Genocide: Himmler and the Final 
Solution (University Press of New England, 2006) ; Christopher Browning "The Decision Concerning the Final 
Solution," in Christopher Browning, Fateful Months: Essays on the Emergence of The Final Solution (1985); 
Christopher Browning "Beyond 'Intentionalism' and 'Functionalism': The Decision for the Final Solution 
Reconsidered," in Christopher Browning The Path to Genocide: Essays on Launsching the Final Solution 86-
121; Ian Kershaw Hitler 1936-1945: Nemisis. 
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Rwandan genocide; this does not automatically make wartime brutalisation less important. 

However, many perpetrators carrying out face to face killing during the Rwandan genocide 

had previously little wartime experience. 

Democratisation and the Media 

In newspapers and speeches, ideologues and Rwandan leaders were inciting hatred by 

introducing rumours in the population. Hutu extremists were presenting news about RPF 

plans to commit genocide against the Hutu of Rwanda. Propagandists did by mid 1993 assert 

that "We know that they have attacked us with the intention of massacring and exterminating 

4.5 million Hutu and especially those who have gone to school.,,273 This statement carne after 

democracy was reinstalled in 1991 and peace negotiations with the RPF had been going on 

since July 1992. However, this did not mean that there actually was a time of reconciliation in 

Rwanda, the peace negotiations and democratisation process was worrying to Hutu 

extremists. Lieutenant N sengiyumva was complaining that the process towards democracy 

was demoralising his troops. "The men are beginning to think that the cockroaches [Tutsis] 

are their kind brothers who want to return and we will live together in peace", Nsengiyumva 

warned that the RPF was working through political channels to gain control of Rwanda.274 

Other Hutu Power leaders saw a great potential in the newly introduced democracy. It became 

possible to spread propaganda that even the MRND dictatorship would not have allowed. It is 

a fact that Hutu Power hardliner Mugesera was expelled from Rwanda after inciting hatred 

between Hutu and Tutsi in the early 1990s. This did not stop other Hutu extremists from 

spreading the words of a speech given by Mugesera in which he said what extremists 

generally thought. He argued that Hutus must not let themselves be invaded by the Tutsi 

enemy. He said that it was a mistake that some of the Tutsis were allowed to get away during 

the liberation towards the end of the 1950s and the beginning of the 1960s.275 Under the 

excuse that it was done in the name of free press, extreme anti-Tutsi propaganda was spread 

all across the country. 

273 Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story, 78-9. 

274 Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 35. 

275 See CBS Documentary, The Spokesman of Hatred; Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 85. 
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In Kangum, a newspaper controlled by Hutu Pov.er ideologue;; like own~r Hassan Ngez~ and 

co wriler Ferdinand l\ahimana. this caricarnrc wa, pn-,ellled in July 1993. The <;oldler althe 

front is pot1raying RPF leader Paul Kagamc, prcsid~nt of Rwanda today, <;aying "!nyetl/j, 

eminent lnkotan)i (the tough figll1crs) lel' ~ gol \lie arc <:oming to ilve by lor<;c with those 

from whom we have robbed everything"."" "Illyend', a "ord l1~ed to descri~ Tul,i 

guerrillas attacking Rwanda from abroad in the 1960s, was "nen 118ed to de;;<;ribc Tl1l;;i;; in 

the carl) 1990s. It was meant to tkhumanize the enemy. Has,an "Igezc. later wrote lhal 

"We ... say to the Inycnzi that if they lift lip their head again. it wiil no longer be necessary to 

go fight the enemy i1l1hc bush. We will __ ,[art by elirrnnating the inkrnal enemy __ They will 

disappcar"m Thi~ fierce propaganda wa, not only a verual alla<;k on Tlll,; rehel~ or 

guerrillas: It wa, meal\l t"r an Tut~i;; o!'Rwanda, 

Cya~a Habilnana, the lo<;al Interaharnwe leader in "Iyarubllye. argue, that "Ordinary people 

tend to believe whatever the radio say,; be<;allse the radio i8 the main 8our~e of mformation_ 

You want to tcillics to lh~ people, just u~e the radio_"m In a mOlll\lainou~ ~Olll\lry with bad 

, •• Sieve lJnui,haw and ficn L<>Clcmlan. "The Triumph of Fvil"_ 
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roJds Jild ~ high percentage of illiteracy the radiu wa, a jX>pular s0ur~e of infornlation and 

entertainment Thi,;;; also why the leader of Ih", UN mission to RWHndu, Licutcilunt-Cicncrai 

Romeo Dallmr~, asked for th~ necessary permission and gem to put lip a radio ,lalilln in 

Rwanda. Oalluirc understood (he large importance of Radio hroadcasts m (he COl1nll) :" The 

lorce commander of the Ul'\ m;"ion (0 Rwanda wanled to give the POPUiut101l an allernative 

to Hutu Power radio, \0 provide them with llbjech\'e news instead ofhmcflll propaganda. L3ut 

as <,() many limes in the build up am! during the 1994 genocide. l)albirc did not receive the 

ll~essmy orders Of matenallO prote<:l the population of Rwanda. 

'Ihe liutu Power extremists had u p<J\\ierful weapon in the media which did inllllence the 

perpetrators to commit genocide. Ngendahimana, also a member of the interahamwe in 

Nyurubuye, blames the mediu for his hatred again<'! the Tiltsis; "They kept on saying that (he 

rebds. the cockrouches, ure now the R?!", and Ihat they are all Tutsis. That is when the hatred 

staned, Jnd when you met a Tlll,i, you would ;;ay il';; your relatiws who are trying to kill 

• .:!RO Th us. c propaganda was worsenmg the general climal~ helwe~ll Hulu;; and TUl;;;;; in 

Rwundu. It was also pan of the reason why so many ordinary pel>fJlejoined (he pollce, amly 

and militias in their killing during the genocide, or at leasl did nothing II) stop it when 

genocide broke om. 

During the ethnic cleansing in Bo,nia-Her.<egoyina in the early 1990s, similar (hough\s were 

appurent . There were spread false rumours ahOlll the enemy throngh (he media. Two Serb 

women living in a former "Mu;; lim apartment·· in Banja Luka mglle;;: 

. .. no, there was no fighting between 'vlus1ims and Serhs In the village··, she said. ··Then 
"hy were the Muslims an-",;;ted?" "R~caus~ th",y wne pbnning to tuh oyer Ih~ village. 
rhey had already drawn up lists. The numes of the Serb women had been splil imo 
harems for the 'vln;;lim men."" "Harems'!"· "Yes, harems. Their Bible says men can have 
har~m;;. and that·;; whallh",y wn", planning to do once th~y hud kilkd our men. n,ank 
God they were Jrresled firsl.'· She wiped her brow. "How do you know thm they were 
planning 10 kill the Serb men and creale harems fiy themsdyes'!" "It was on the radio. 
Our military had unco\'er~d their plan;;. It was announc~d on the radio." How do you 
know the radio was (elling the trolh?"' I ashd. "Why'·. sh", (kmand~d to know. "would 
the radIO li~,!",2gl . 

'" Dalla"". Share Hand, ~'i'iI ,h., n",.il, 

' ''" SLew Ilr""h~aw aTId Ren Loc!emlan . ' "T~c TTiumr~ of E ... il ". 
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Both in Rwanda and in the fonTIer Yugosluvia, peoplc did not believe their leaders were lying 

to them. And why should they? The answer is as ,impic as it is bndal: (he leaders wanted 

muss murdcl' to procecd, rhe logic of ,tatc, taking eare or their population was turned upside 

down, Banja Luka wa, no longer a pla~e lor both [l..lushms [md Serbs: RW[lllda was no longer 

a place fi)r both HUlu, and Tut,,>_ 

Different Races - Different Rights 

rutsi, were not killed by chance, Ihr the Rwandan genocide was a ",>ult of an active policy 

of mas> murder_ Thi:, meant that laws usually protecting all citizens wcrc c[llIccllcd as they 

wer~ under Hitler. Th~ men or Poh~e Rattalion 101 like the Rv,[[llIdatl police, mmy and 

militia, were acting uron orders to annihilate, Laws and rulc> govcrning ,ocicty usually 

protect human li\'e" hut these we", turned upside down during thc Rwand,m genocide. In 

addition, in giving orders of annihilation. thc ncw la\vs offered the "righteous' civilian 

population the po~>lbiljty of gallllng some extra wealth. In Rwanda, people were not hold 

reSjXlllsihle Illr harassing or killing Tutsis even whcn thc object wa, purdy self gain_ 

Impunity i~ a motivation fador that \Vas mcntioncd quite frequcntly during private talks and 

IIltef\' leWS conduded by me in Rv,[anda, rhcrc were people in Rwanda that definitely took 

advantage of u legal ,y,tem (hat virllHilly ~oll[lpscd and was cmruptcd by lJutu PO\VCI' 

Ideologues at the beglllning ofthc 1990s. 

There were numerou, politi<:al attacks during 1992 and 1993, attacks that were mcunt to 

destroy the merglllg demo~r;lcy and to c",ute un atmosphere of fear in the ~ountry, Opponents 

to Hahyarimanu and his supporters were atta~ked by killing squads dressed 111 hiuck on 

motorhikc,_ Civilian' were victims of bw; and market bomblllgs_ In a press release hy the 

gen~ml am,y ,tarf or Rwanda, the,e attacks were hl:nned on tl"" RPF and their 

"accomplice,'", meaning Tutsis. 

So-called se~unty Illrces were driving motorbike, uround to\vn [Kigali ] shooting at 
opponents to the existing 1111e1'S, Thcrc \VCI'C two men on the motorbikcs ... onc driver 
[Illd one killer. rhey both worc all-black helmcts, rhey would drivc to thc homcs of 
l)pponcnts to Hahyarimana __ and kill them in front ortlwir hOlL~e~_ \Vive, ami chddren 

'e' could ,e~ evcrythlllg,-" 

,.., Inlerview wilh Chri" Kigali, 27,M.2(~)4, 
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['he International Commi,sion of Investigation on Human R'ghb Violatlon~ in Rwanda. did 

atlcr an indcpcndcnt in,, ~stigahon of th~ viol~nt situatlOn. ascribe thc attack<; to the "Lcro 

I\Clwork"I!J, Thi~ n~t\vork stood in close relation to the leadc~ of the country or the /\bZll 

and [JUlLl Power-1M ['he attacks were in othcr word, ,uppoTled - even organi~ed by th~ wr) 

same people who were blaming their enCmlCs for doing it. Th~ nlt'mlJt,r' of the "7ew 

tsel\',ork" Were not made aecoumabl~ lor their cnm~s, j his could be l'eg,lI'ded a classic 

example of impuniIy_ Howev~r. theft' i~ little doubt that thes~ attacks were the result of a 

poli~y of terror. Also massacre~ and other crimes hv the Intemhatnwe went unpuni>hcd 

bel()r~ the g~noc)(1e started, In the mmmune of Mummbi. east of Kigali. Intemhamwe was 

known to have taken pan in organi>ed killing a~ early as in '\Jovemhcr 1\191 21,' In thi, way, 

Rwandan authorities not only let criminal attacks happen, but were also involved in 

organIsing them. Ihus. Rwanda became a country oflCrror, 

Impunity as a result of the war and genocide gave pnor Hum 1!lJ'mers a hi~toric oppormnity to 

ohwin more land, However. they hoo to kill their neighbours fir,L'''' For many Rwandans, 

thi> pos~ibility wa~ only too tempting: all too many ended up killing fnrmer Iriends. The 

fanner, killing their neighbours Were not brought to COurt accuscd for killing or ,tcaling their 

vicllms' land: they were mther encouraged to do so, In other words, this horrcndous practice 

seems to have been the result of a willing policy atld not impunity alone. Habimana from 

Nyambuye explains. "['hey [the lnterahamwe] werc taken by soldier, for tl'3ining. and were 

given unilorm~ and ,ome were given military boots". After receiving these rewards "they also 

started acting a~ soldiers."'" L3Ier. during the genocide, perpetrators were even promised the 

' " TI,. namo '-Zoro ","o(work" wa.' 1,,..( used by Cbristoph. Mti zi "hen dono'Jnoing rhoir adi"il",' in 
Augu>t 1'192, Tho "Zero l'ctwofk" consist.,l of poop!e bolonging to 11" bYflrim" ",,', innor ci.d. or "'>HUlots and 
trio",], main!;· from his ond Mr, _ j Iab~",imflna ' , hume region. Se~ De, forges , Lc~",' NOli,' 10 Tell/he Swe,,, 44. 
,e 

'" Seo ,Urica Watoh. TnTcm,ltiomd Fcdcmti'><1 of Human Riglll_' I.e,,!!,,,, , , InlLmfric,uo L ni'~l fi..- Hwn:m 
and PC'oplo', Rights and lhe Inlemaliuna! Conlcr fur !luman Righi' and ikrllOccd lic [k,'c I""mcnl, /I.'pOl't 0/ 'he 
inlernalional Crlmmi,uion of Investigation em 1iuman R'gh,,\' Violalio,,-, in Rwanda _,iIK'e O('W/X,- i_ 1990 
{!.larch 1 '193) ~3 

,., IClR OOcun>.:nl' case (culund) lhC""",,\c Hag",;ora. ICTR_W>-7_ 

, .. Inler,iow '" ilh Juseph in Ki~,Lli, n.II'I_2W 4 

'" Slc,'o &mhhaw and Ron Loctorrnan, "Tll< Triumph of Fvil "_ 
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land and belongings of their \' ietim~_ ,~~ ()n the 14 Apri l, the mllyor of the R I.I-~I.I-mo commune, 

Sylvc_;;trc (iacl.I-mhil<;, ordered comml.lnlll poli~e and mllitias ill Nyabitarc >edor to kill all 

TutS1S ill th~ regllMl by nightfall. Whocver killed a Tutsi could keep his hclongings.m In 

oth",r word" many mtrll<:wd to dle Interahamwe for economic protection werc not satisfied hy 

obtaining only new hoots and other small paymenl~, hl.lt thcy wanted more, and th", genocid", 

providcd themthi~ pmsibility_ As mention",d earher. Slias Ngendahimana from RU>llmo welll 

to loot during lhe gcnr><;idc. He found a woman alone in her house. He looked upon kilhng 

her as lc~s crimmal lhan sl~almg a sa~k of milk powder: " ... j thought th31 if I let her live, J 

was very >cared lhat she wOlild lestify againslme for breaking into dlC huilding. lhat is why 

T look her llUtsid", and killed her.·,29<l 

Th~re was also all economic dimension of the Holocaust. For most ordinary people living in 

G",rmany in the years leading up to dle 1J010canst racial antisemitism sccms to ha,"C becn less 

important than economic self interest. Evcn though organiscd hoycotts of shops and 

vandalism on propt:rty made evcryday life increasingly difficult for the Jews of (icrmany,l'Jl 

<'i\ryan" Gcnnans continued to do husincss with and huy goot1~ Irom Jcwi~h enlerpl'1sc~ I"r 

year> after Hitler lOok power. SciI' interest alongside wi<k<;pread pas~i\'ity and enl!,tionles~ 

accepl3ncc was a normal reaction in (iemmny_ A ~hortage of housing, deportalion made 

houscs available ,2'l! At the same timc a~ pcople knew ahmu thc ma~s deport3lion of lLws, 31 

least 100 000 rcsidcnts of Hamhurg were allowed to bl.l: "Jewish good~" in al.l-clion~ 

b<:ginnmg in 1941, 

'" inkn'ie" "ilh J<>s<:p h in Kipli, 22.m .21~l4. 

"" l{ TR ,iO<lLmenb C,1SC Gacumhil,i IlCTR -200 1-641, 

,.., Sle,'e Rrodsh"w and lien Lo<lerm"n, "11,. T"iumph of E,'il"_ 

,.., I\,,,i policy tow,1rds tl,. 500 000 Je" , li_ing in Germany "hen !Jille" <"me 10 PO"c!' was incre,,,ingly 
hoslile In lhe 1 ~.1Ck, Jews Were illllncd~1tdy targets uf bllmS;;lllCnl ,,00 P,,,.,,cculions "fler lIi'kr look p.,wer III 
1933, An example i, "-l<>bcl Pri,e "mncr Alber< l;,ins\clll wh., lu'l hi;; Gellltan cilizen;;!llp j u,1 , hort ly "flc" j lilh 
calll~ t., powe". In 1935, nol unl)' lhe ~ur~'nf><-'"'l Law, "ue inlrodoced hul al", an anli .Ie" ish campaib'll having 
1"'0 [ealure,. 1x»),,,,,H of Jowi>ih ,hoI" and a high ji-cquency of phy,i<;al altoc" on .I e"" and their p"vcrly. The 
""" t major ,tq' in r\azi p<)lic), again" the Je", wa, Kri,taltnacht ~_ I (I r\ovemher I ~3g, "hen .I .wish b<l,i ll<'-"" 
and iIC<;I,tullo"'" in a ll (ientk1n Rcich Wcre aHacked. In 1 ~3~ Ihe 1,.-:;1 Uhello, werc o[lCncd. Furlher rc,~lm~; S,1ul 
~ri<Jlander Naoi Germany and tlw ,Ii","" rol I, The Yea", of Pa,ecution, 1933_1 ~3~, (Ne" Y mk, I 997); Ian 
Ker.ilaw 1110 PcrSCCUIKln or lhe .lew, ,1nd German Popular Opmion in lhe Third Rcich, T n: i_~() R=,,1: inwitut(> 
Ymrho()J: (I ~H I); Ian KeT>haw GennciJ,,/ ,\i~ntaliti~,,_ Remembering for the F UlUT< in,1uyural Lecluc< (London, 
21 Januar)' 2(02); Ulrich HL,bert, Ne" An,we," and QLJe,lion, ahout t1>< Hi,tory of the '-Hoi""" " ,\,, in Gennan 
lIlSluriography. In Ullrich lkrberl , cd., ,v"tl(m,,1 Sodali.l'1 h'~nnin"tion Polides: Conlemp<iI'my Gel'ltJan 
fh"'{J<'uil'c" and Con"'!>'"rsi~.' (2(~~1) 
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Such auctions ""ere held throughout \Vest~m Eu rop<:. 2'Il The wom~n III Banja Luka were also 

Sluing ill their newly confiscated apartment talking warmly about the ir fonner \luslim 

neighbours ii'om whom they had taken everything. 

Even though poveny in itself hardly was a reason for the gClIod<Jc, po\'erly was probahly a 

motivating factor for many of the Rwandan killers to let them'elves become parl of a 

genoci<lal system, Al kast the kadmg flt'rrwotrators were hdped by pov-eay to sP<'cd lip their 

campaign. In Rwanda. poverty, bck of land, poor health care and limited schooling were 

evel)'uay problems. "Ihings went bad especially after the cotIee prices dropped dramatically 

on the intemational market at the end of the 19~0s. The number of illiterates was high, 

probably about sixty percent. There was al,o a lack of land, many yOlmg people \\ ere 

frustrated about their future ami were desperately fighting for a octter standard of living, This 

situation made peoplc mOrC vulncrable for gcnoci(la l idea,_ Tlllsi, oceamc scapegoat, in a 

difficult situation_ 

5.2 Collective and Individual Evil 

Obedience 

Rwand.an pn ,on, ar~ oV~lnow,kd . Th~r~ are st ill kn~ or thousands or pri~oru:r' waiting to 

hav~ th~ir ~as~> trk,l. Giv~n th~ high num""'r or pmoru:rs, th~ s~~urity is very relaxcd_ It is 

very easy to c'~upc_ Groups or plisoners arc doing ~ommunal work during thc day by 

huilding road, an,l digging ~hannc1s. They arc guankd hy vcry few personneL It is ,ommon 

to sce groups 01'20 plisoncrs working along a road in their runny looking pink drc:;sc<; only 

\\akhcd ovcr hy two guanls. It i, ea,y to c,~ape, both Ii-om jail and dlll'ing work. HO\\ ever, 

Rwandan prisoncrs do nOi es~a~_ I was l1."flCatedly told that Rwandans arC ooc,licnL During 

thc gcno..-i,k Ihcy WCrC lold to ~ilI; thus. thcy killed_ 1\ow in prison, \~h i lc cs<:ape is ,imple, 

thcy do not eseapc_ N4 

It is alway~ ~onvcniclllto blamc olher, lor ol'm wTongdoings_ A ~omll\on "ex~use" produced 

by perpetrators of mass murder is rcar or harsh punishmcnL Perpelrators or gcnoeide often 

0.1 See UI1'ich lIerbert, Nutim",! &Kiuli.-t Lxt('cmjnutilm l'oli('ie~ Contemporary G"cmul1 l'er>pedi ,'('. 
and Comrover"ie,. 29, 

,.,.. Interview " .. ilb A bcl"l. Kigali. 2 t J)<),2004, 
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bla111e their munierou~ behaviour on orders from high ranking iea(iers. During the Rwandan 

genocid~ it wa~ an order frUlll above to kill Tutsis. To protect Tubls wa~ not pennitled: HutlL, 

\\W~ som~times kilkd for doing so. However, j,)!" many Hums it wa, probably notnece,sary 

to kill in order to sllrv iv~ the genocide, blil th~ fear for dire punishmem was mo,t certainfy 

\ L>fy reaL 

In the suuth~m pro\in<:e of ButHre. the prde<:t Jean-Baptiste llabYHhmHna w~s Tulsl and 

nHturHlly opposed the genocide. The regIOn re~isted the genocide as long H~ he govem<Xl the 

prefect. Ilowever. on the 17 of April J JabyalimanH was replaced and later exeellled. 295 

Kambanda installed personally th~ new prefecture; at th~ sam~ tim~ he flew in presidemiHI 

guards and the Interahamw~, and the killing ,tarted, It was then passiw [Jutus within the 

prefecmre were woken up. One~ Hutu extr~mists got power, the population stopped reSlstmg 

the genocide, probably partly out off~ar for their own lives. Hnd many joined the kliling. 

Out ofth~ twenty cOimnunes in th~ Butare prd~clllre, eighteen haw genocid~ sites with more 

than 5 O{)O peopk kill~d, In churches, health C~nlre,. seminaries, communal offices, playing 

liel(is, markd, and school, around lh~ pref~cture people were killed ."·'" In the :\lutundH 

,ector, a massacre look place at the ,radium on April 25. The residents of .\llIlunda woke up 

at 5,JO in th~ morning fnxn gunshots fired at the stadium. Soldiers and communal policcmen 

had ~lart~d the annih il ation of ddencd~<;s children, women. men and elders seekIng refug~e 

therc. In the atlcrnoon, after a long day of killing there WHS no more ammunition letL Th~ 

suhli~,-,; and policcmen wcnt out to call for reinforcem~nt from th~ civil ians \i\',ng ,nthc ar~a. 

N~ighhours were order~d to th~ stadium. and thdr job wa~ to fini,h otl' tho,c who remain~d 

alivc. Franqois Nyangai was one of them .. \lost of the 5000 to 7000 pwrk a~sembled at 

~llItlinda ,mdium w~r~ kilkd on that day.m 

w~ w~r~ forc~d to go wi th th~ other killers, Th~ strongest one~ fon:~(i liS 10 al,o go and 
kill the Tutsi~. They said lhat they were go ing to cI~an up alllh~ Tutsis. rh~y used th~ 
word 'Gusafisha' whkh means to ckan up ~arefully. The mayor was pres~nt during all 
ofthi, and I n~wr heard him say thatlhcy ,hould nut kdLm 

,., Melvem. Cotlspil"(Jcy to -,l1urd~r, 224 

OJ. Afri<:an Rights. R~'""d,,: n"mh, n" 'l'oil' and ne/ia","", 21. 

''' Ibid,21. 
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Je~n 13aprislC MUfanga. a confess.ed killer, simi l ~rly (db that h~ was forced to kill during the 

genocide. 

The first tim~ 1 killed someone \Va, hecall'>e ~ 1m litw commander came to my hOllse in 
,earcli of my wife, who was T lItsi. This person told m~ lhal I had (0 kliJ. If not. he 
would ]'~rurn to my hOll>~ and kill my "ife and children.m 

III Rrr.;nia Her"eg"v;ll~. smne perpdrator> were also forc~d to kill. 

One ~ommon method u,ed was fa]' a group of S~rh fighters to en ter a vlllage. go to a 
S~rb h01I'>e, and order the man il vmg lhere to ~Ol11e WIth them to the hOllS~ of his 
Mw;lim nelghbnllr. A, other villagers watched, he v.a, marched over and the Viusiim 
brollght out. 'lhcll the Serb v.ould be handed a Kala,hnikov a"al11t rille Of a knife
kmfes "ere heller - and llfdered to kill the .Y!u,lim. !fhe did so. he had wken that step 
a~rllS, the line the Chctniks had becn aimin~ for , But if he r~fus~d, a, many did, th~ 
solutioo was simple. You shot him On th~ ,pm_ TIlen you rep~~ted the pro~e>s with the 
n~xt S~rh hou8~hold~r. [I' he re/u,ed. you ,hot him. Th~ Chetniks rardy had to kill a 
third Serh:1OO 

There can be nO doubt that l\yan~ezi, Muran~a and th~ S~rh villag~rs w~r~ under ~xtr~l11e 

presslU'~ to kill, Howev~r, to judge what people , ay after cmnmiUmg murder 18 Jlways 

probkmatic. Gcrman perpetrators aikr the S~cond World War argu~d they w~r~ forced to 

kill, Howcvcr, this has not be~n possibl~ to prove in anv CaSe where Ord~r Pollee, like Police 

Uatt~lion 101. wcrc involved in shooting civilian,. Accnruing to Brownin~ (i9'f2), after 

invcsllgating hundreds of post war trials, thc dcfene~ attorney ha, n~v~r ever b~en ahle to 

docul11~nt onc singk case where rclusal to ob~y Grders to kill unarmed civilian, reslilted in 

dire pUlllshmenl. It could be argued thou~h, that perp~trator, mi~ht have heli~\'ed that th~y 

would be severely punished if they did not follov. ordcr,_ That could have play~d a role in 

,ome cnses but th~ argllment is hnrdly applicabk on th~ men of Re,erve Police Battalion 101, 

they wer~ told on thc first morning in lozef6w that th~ men not ready for th~ ta,k v.ould be 

c1::cused from taking directly pan.:~" Howev~r, m~ny of the policemen prnhahly \~ant~d to 

show that thcy werc up for the la,k, and wanted 10 ,hO\~ strength. not \\eakne>s_"" l-rllkr the 

given cir~umstalKes usual moral swnci.1rds v.cr~ put asid~. it was w~ak not to kilL 

,.,. Ph,. H()I'" on tllf hnriznn r IIvailahho onl ill . 1 ,,;ww.pbs,org,'})"!"""-'" ando/transcript,hlm! [12, 11 .200~]. 

"" David Ri.fl: SI"ugh/c"/lOuse, Bosn;" ~,0 Ih,' F"j/UI'e u/ I/k W~'l (Lundu,,: Virago_ t ')i)~) 1 t 0_ 

"" flT(l"ning, Q,'din"ry Mfn, 2, t70, 

"" lhid,241. 
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Milgram did several famou, and groundbr~aking psydlOlogical '>tudi~s of obedi~ncc at Yalc 

University in the ~arly 1970s. l ie was inve,tigming whether p<:ople were ob<:ying ordcrs that 

nomlally would be morally unacceptable without fear or har,h punishment. When evaluating 

the experiment, lhe conclusion wa'> yes. Milgram made explicit compari><10 he!we~n hi,> 

project and aCl'> cani~d oul hy (;~t1\1an'> during the S~cond World \VaT. During lhe 

expenm~nt. Milgram wanled to ,ee how Elr the leachcr, would "proc~ed in a concrete and 

measurable ,itumion m which he is onkr~d to inllict increa ,>ing pain on a protesting 

victim".lOJ The amI wa, to ,ee "when and how peopk wOlild dcfy authority in the face of a 

dear moral Imperative,,3<)4 The ,1Ibjed was put 10 a lC'>1 wh~n hc had to choose between 

feedback from authority and hi, ,uppo,edly fell ow naive suhj~ct. Th~ result was as 

unexpected a, It was dl,turbing. 'J wo thirds or the nai've ,uhJeds wcnt all th~ way to inflict 

extrerrn: pain on the leamer. The ordinary Americans were ready 10 inflict peopk with painful 

dectric ,hocks In an environment where fear 01" dire punishment did nOl play any role at all. 

"lhe subjects acted crudly. mu~h more ~ru~lIy lhan 'v!ilgram c~pcded them to during the 

e~pt:limenb. 

Milgram argues that people have a ten[kn~y to comply with directive, Irom people ahovc on 

the hierarch ical ladder not a, a re , ult offear of (lire pum,hment hul a, a re,>ull or ,>ocialisation 

and evolution. EvolutJOn i, important becau,e p<:ople confomling 10 authorily adapt more 

ea,l ly 10 ditlt:r~nl ,ituallOn, in socIety. Socialisation teache, people that obedkncc rcwards 

the subject; thi, i, int~mah,ed and made relevanl aho olIl"de lIsmll situalions (like mass 

.'" Iilere were ,hre" l"" boo' imolvc'il m e"ery 'ingle step of Milgmm', initial o~r<Timent. the 
e~pcrimenWr. one n"" 'e suhjeel and lhe victim. T"o ptc.pie arri"ed Ihe Illbomlory allhe "amolime. A "iemit" 
.uth<.ily lold ohc nahe ,uhjc'd ,ha' he "a, mx.lmlll)" ch"",n 10 become w«:her. lbe olher ptrson belle,·ed to b< 
• nah·e ,ubject~· the genuine n.f,e ,uhject oceame the learner. The kaeheT Ii!>l hlld 10 'ee how lhe learner "as 
'trapped '0 ~ ,haiT and g(}l.n elc"wde "nached 10 hi, wri,1. The leameT "a, lold lhal he ",as going to learn a 
11 " of ",onl fl"i". like hlue ho<. nice da)" .nd wild dud. eWTY time I~e leameT made "n ermr in lJ<Jlling Ihe 
word' toge,~eT. ~e would To;;ei'e an in"e.,ingly inlen,e electTic ,hock. The leader wa, lold lhal lhe 
exp<ri nl<nt was eoncemod ,,·ith lhe offect of puni,hment on 10amin1:. TIl< te""heT wa, taken into anolher H"Hn 
",here I", ",·a, "'Jic'il in fronl of" gener"tor. On the impre;;,i.-e gonerator. there were thirty ,wit,h" in 15_volt 
tncremt't1i; oo a hori"onlJI line fUnging from 15 lO 450 ;011,. The,e were also ,erbal designation,. ,,,,-yin!: rrom 
"'light shock" - "moderate shock" - "mong shock" - ",·ery ,trong , ~ock" '"ink,,,e '~ock" "e'ITeme 
tntensity shock" - "danger: so\Ore ,hock" to ,imply but horrihly "XXX". DUTin!: the <,periment. the leameT 
complained mOrO and more loudly ahow ,he pain he "'as inflicted when he wa, not ahle '0 matc ~ ' he correct 
"ord,. "fler" while Ihe learner "a, crying oul on agony. Ewry time 'he naI.-e , ubieC1 """'tod 10 abort tm: 
eXperinlenl afkr repeatedly reque'ls rrom lhe bm",r to lop it. ,he scientific authority a,ked him to ,on1inuo t~e 
e~ptriment. Stanley '\lilgmm. Obedience 10 AUlhoJ"i(.'. An Expnimema' View (Harpen;ollin,. I ~74) 10·24. 

""~ Milgr"m. Okdien('e II! Aulhl!rily: An Lxperimenla/ Vie,.·. 3 - 4. 
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w murder). ~ :-<ot only p<!r>ollal n;;ward 1, lmportiillt ill making peopk follow their ka(kr,. 

People tend 10 believe that authoritative kackrs arc good: due to tIllS goodne", th"y fed 

ohligcd to follow ordcTh, ).()(' 

Mayor Gacurnh itsi, R USIlmo commune, wa~ a respected leader heron:: the Rwandan genoc ide 

started. P~nd" UwmHma, i! Tut,i, did seck prokdion allh~ Catholic Church in l\yaruhuyc 

"lie [G~cumbilsil was so lX,welful. Everythmg he ordered would k done mlnl<!dii!1~ly. You 

could sc~ he was vcry powcrfu],,,30' ~otab jy, f~ar of harsh puni,hnlCllI W3, not nlcntiol1<!u by 

lJVi~mana as a possihk motivation behind (he neighbours trying to kill him, hm rc>pcct [Ol" 

the mayor Waf •. P~oplc move away 11"0111 usual norms as a r~spons~ to wish~s fronl lX"ple 

hehe\-ed to hav~ amhori!y, like the major in I\yarubuye, Milgrmn vari~d the expo;;riment 

,eyeral times ami found that ditTercnt situations produced differem results For in,tan~e, it 

was impOltant for toc subject that the lead~r of the ~xpcriln~nt was ,ll] authority tigure, 

Confonllity droprcd to almmt zero when the leader of the project did not look s~riol\S alxlut 

trnc task. The ,tlIdy dill tell something crucial about the importance of normal psychological 

processe, in ,illiation where cruel ordcrs arc givcn. 

The men orthe Interahamwe could hav~ chosen not to become members of the militia III the 

lir" place. After becoming militias, th~y became part of a system designed for gel1o~ide. In 

thi, ,YSICTll, there was a re131ively ,trict linc of orders. Th~l"c were meetings hdd on dltferent 

perpetrating level, Vi~thlllth~ militia before and during toc g~noci<k. I was told by Tharei:.se 

Mukama, an elderly man c!os~ 10 ~yamata, that the local lnwrahamwe met on~e a week in 

the months before the g~nocide. Lik~ th~ Gwnan policemen in I{esen-e Police Battalion 10 I, 

the militias must thercfore hav~ felt they were und~r politic,ll authority, ,ll] authority they 

believed in or at least respected. There must hav~ e,isted some form of extreme loyalty to the 

leaders orsociety.~ 

III Rwanda, perpetrator, oltell had the chance to kiU only once, In many cases there were 

more perpetrator~ than Victims. Dil'lerent from I\'a/. i Germany, in Rwanda it was seen as 

~" flTOwning, Ol'dmary .-lien, 172 173 

"'" I>till:'-"111, Obedie",,, ro Aurho";ty: An Exp,,,.imeHtai Vi",,,,, 7. 

'(l ' Steve Hl1~khaw aTliI Hen l.o",,,nTllln, "The Triumph of h 'll" 

"" This w" menlioned in ,eveml inlerviews. nn,1 nOlahly hy \ tr Rullmhurana, Kigali, I 9.m.20~).1 
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Imponant that as many pcopk a, p"",ible b~eome perpetrators. Ilowe\'er, the cost of rdusmg 

to takc jXln In th~ killing could be high in R'Wanda. In l\azi Germany. the emcial poim in th~ 

extermination campaib'll was to kill. not who killed, E\'~n though mm.t memb~r, of Iteserve 

Police Battalion 10] did kill dUring th~ Holocaust. the poh~cm~n thal reluscd 10 do ,0, were 

allo'Wed to take eare of le", emotional "work" as long as tbcrc were enough pt:opk who fdt 

up for the ta<,k. 

Bun:allUa.::y and ()rgal1i~ali()n 

]( i, not po~sible too look at motivations and genocide without takillg bureaucracy mto 

account. Since the heginning of the 1960 this has been a central model for explaining 

motivations behind the Holocaust perpetrators. Even though ]994 Rwanda was not as well 

organised as l\azi (krnmny, we shall see that hureaueraey did playa role also during thc 

Rwandan genocidc, 

In I % I, RaullIilberg"'" publi,hed a monumental I'>ork on the 1I0locam,L The central idea in 

The Des/me/ion of Ihe European .Inu i, th~ a"urnplion thm m(><krn bureau~raey made 

Holocaust possihle, Bureaucrats. who telt no guilt. I'>ere but small pawns in thc machinery of 

annihi lation. According to Hilberg killing is "not as diffknh as it used to be. The modcrn 

administrative appararus has faeilitks for rapid. concerted movements and for cfficient 

killings":'HI Very tew of the Rl'>andan perpetrator, I'>ere (k,k murderers or "pawns" in the 

kiHing machinery. The killing took place all across the country - it was close to impossible 

not to sec the killing personally. Thus, the bureaucracy in Rwanda was diftcrent from the onc 

1I1 Gcrtllany: bowe\cr. th~re ~xistcd onc, 

Even thougb 1994 Itwanda was not as thoroughly organised as Hitkr G~nl1any, it wa, not a 

country of wild tribesmen fighting an uncjvjli~ed I'>ar. Dc,pitc bad infrastruernre and limited 

cconomic resourccs. Rwanda was a relatively well strucrured society experiencing a well 

organiscd genocidc, Existing social and politicalmstitution, were made pans of a genocidal 

,y,tcrn m Rwanda. At Nyarubuy~, Habirnuna. th ~ local Inkrahaml'>c kadcr. took pan in 

many m~dings with higher r .. nk~d Inkr .. harnw~ and pohtical kad~rs bdor~ lh~ genocllk 

"" Raul HilocTg, The Tkstru('/imT 0/ the r:;,""""an Jf"1<',. 

110 Ibid, lin. 
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,taned. They di,cll;;,ed how to creale hatred "between llfdinar), re<Jple" , II At meeting, near 

Nyaruhuye orden, were given tn local cornrnamler;; IrllTn Ihe ,.cry lOp or government Such 

meetmgs were taking rb~e ~ 1l over Rw~nd~, The mtri~~te old orgams~tion of [he country wa:; 

cffcdlve for ,pre~ding gemlCid~1 instrudiol1s. Ihe mformatlOn w~s brought to the common 

Interahamwe member through meetings at the locallcveL 

Interim pre,idenl Thl-'odore Sindikuhwabo told the populaunn of Rwanda on April 19 1994 

thilllhey were a government nl',avinur:l_ They would come to the people "tn tell you what il 

e.\peets of you". The aumini;;lrali\' e head olmirH;;IT)' oi" ln(erinr and communal development 

Calli.\le Kalimanziril tokl hIs ;;uoordinale, in the Rwanlbn bureaucracy tn "aleJ1 the 

population to the ne~es,ity of continuing to tra~k the enemy wherever he 1, to he l;lUnd and 

wherever he hides hIs ~llll"'. In Rwand~. orders trom the government were given 10 the 

prefect, and the preted, pa"ed the new, to the m~yvr,. The mayors then held mecrings 

where standardIsed mtvllllation wa, gl\'en throughout the commune,. Aller meeting with 

Kalimanzir~, mayors \Hote 10 <:oun~i llvr;; and ~ell head, in their commune;; and lold them to 

gather the iulmbiumts to ,cheduJed meeting, 10 ,pread Hutu Power propagauda.'" 

Ou the spons field in K ibungo in the d"trict of Ny amala. ahout -'0 kllometres south of Kigali. 

the mayor. the leader 01' he ,uh-prerecmre. and the mumcipal councillor, were coordiuming 

the lirs. ~tta~h on the Tut,is In the region. Among the attackers were Interahamwe, soldIer" 

retired poi> cemen and civi lian Hums Ii-om the area. According to one perpetrator. Pan~r,,~e 

I Jakinlmlmg,ji, on the lir;;1 day or the auacks. "a mes,enger Ii:mn the municipal judge went 

hou,e 10 hou;;e ,urnmomng u, to a meeting righl away, There the judge ~nnoun~ed th~. the 

re,I><Jn tvr the meeting wa, the kllhng 01' every Tutsi without exception, It w~, simply said, 

and it wa, ,imply to understand" ,'" '"Rule numhcr one was to kil!, There w~s no nI le number 

two, It wa, ~n organization without complicat i on~,"' " Lmer. official leaders did not ru.ve 10 

tell the killer, in the dimict of l'yamata whm 10 do. "Later on the bravest young guy, he~~me 

, ) De, f orges. L,,{we S one 10 Tdllhp o5lmy, 23 1_4, 

JlJ b ill J Jatzfeld , Jf<Khele o5"asoll, The Killers in R"'''''da 051'''(11;, t t, 

)J< Ibid, 10 
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lea,lers, the ones who ga"" orders without he~itation and strode eagerly along.1" 

\Ieeting~ and communal work were nO! new in the Rwandan society hut were rather 

m<;tltutional part, 01" everyday life. Umuganda ohligation was, as 111 prevlOUS years, taken 

<;erious ly during the Rwandan genocide. Mayors together with councillors and cell leadcrs 

were organising gencl<:l(ie, These leaders often gathered people [<)r umuganda and u<;ed them 

to work for the authorities, to repair road,;, to ~l1t do"n tree, and to patml their village 

together. llut this time thc ohjective was to find, hunt and kIll Tul>i, whi~h they did in 

~ooper .. tion with the aml)' and, or poh~e, In Gaftnwe fore~t for instan~e, do,e to Butare, the 

~el1 committee of Tonga, ,\cei,le<lthat ali llutu~ 111 the arca should go out there the next 

morning to ~ut dO\\l1 "had branche,",31 ! To ~ut ,Iown unwanted hushes and tree, they were 

u~ed to: thi~ time they were to "~ut down Tutsis", often refclTed to as tall trees dUflng the 

genocide, )1' Well-known institution, 111 Rwandan society were ma,1e lethal structure, of 

anncllllation; this ,,~, Important for making the geno~lde po~,ihJe. Even though Interahamwe 

in itself was a new in~titutlOn In the Rw~nd~n \-IJClety; patrolling and other communal work 

wa<; not 

Bureaucracy and Moralily 

During the Rwandan genocIde, the victims "ere looked upon as alien to Ihelr ,-,ount!)'. Ouring 

the Holocaust Jews were abo looked upon as allen enemies within. According to Zygmunt 

Hauman, the Hol!Kaust cannot find reason without ~ons i dering mnr~hty in modernity. 

M'.Idernity believes in human rationality that guarantee<; a cenain moral world order which 

might become genocidaL The decisive error in the cognitive ethical order of modemism is, 

according to Uauman, inter-human distance. There will always be one or more groups [ailing 

outside the ethical houndarie<;. )" 11m<;, the others or the ali en~, become poten tI al enemies. 

The Tutsis of Rwanda did indeed rall o\lt<;idc the ethical boundarie<; 01" the Hutu Power 

extremists , According to [.lauman, hureaucrmi<;ation makes it po<;sihle to hlame the <;y<;tem for 

one's own wrongdoings, while morality is distancing perpetrmors Irom vict ims fln a 

p,ychologkal level, To follow his argument, lor hundreds of year<;, groups 01" people with 

m Ibid, Il. 

". Dc' F()'l!c'S, Leave Nnn to Tell the S"'ry, 54, _H. 

' l' lnle",icw "'Hi> Dc,iTC, Kigali. l'iJl'I .2005. 

'" Sec LygmlmL Hauman, ,Hodel'nit)' and Hol()('(1I1S1 (C.mbridg<: P" li ty p,«" I qNql. 
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more or less (htferem world, iews liv~d closely tog~ther in RWilDda. Th" ,ocial ,pacing made 

t~ other neighbour. At the same time, the other continueu to b~ il str~nger ~nd disregarded. 

Bauman argues that thlS lead, to "miss-meeting", people meet each other wIthout m~ting 

each other. The phy,ical space ends up not being a social space. People that liv~u comwntly 

togeth~r lJl the s~me community continued to be strangers, despite intermarriages and daily 

interaction. One or more grolIp8 c(lllid m thi8 way fall outside lhe ethical order of society. 

Tutsis were defined as "out" of society. 

The notion of difference hetween j lutus and TutS1S WilS stronger ill the north or the cOlIn!ry. 

where the Bakiga lived, than in the south. llutus ~Ild Tutsis ill the norlh or Rwanda did nm 

really interact with each mher, intermarriages were rare. MilDY llutus (origina ll y Bakiga) in 

that region were embittered oyer losing theIr own go\'ernillg structure lD !he heginning of the 

20th century. Peopk from the north ran milDy centwl posts in the cOlintry, among them 

pre,ident Hahyarimana. Nonhern Rwanda was a iIuhl Power strollghold. In the ,outh. there 

WilS ~ higher percentage of intermarriage and social mlxlllg w·hlch made the Hlitu Tutsi 

divi8ion almost insignificant. Through social interaction, people got !o know each other and 

~ame familiar faces. Even though laws were le~ving Tlitsis wIth lar less riglus thanllutu" 

the prci"eC! of the southern region of Butare was T utsi. iIU!lI Power did not play any big role 

in this region oflhe country. Tmsi were m~1Il1y looked upon a, lellow citizens. In the south il 

took time lor the genocide ]() stan, extremist leaders hild to force their wil1 through. However. 

,mne weeks into Ihe genocide popular p~rticlpilti on became prominent also in the south. 

Hanna Arendt, a leading figure ~mong The growing number of Holocaust schol~l'S in the 

191iOs, also argues that bureilucr~ti siltion was an lmporlallt ractor making genocide pos,ible. 

Arendt took much interest ill the EichmilDn triaL)'" The trial forced Arendt to rethink her 

fonner ideas about evil. She expected to see il mon,ter motivated hv deep-felt hatred. She did 

not. Eichmann appeared Juring the Jeru,alem ttial to be an "ordinaf}" man. It W~8 no! 

possible to recognize any "sleeper tr~its" in his pcr,onality: he dtd not seem to sufTer from 

any psychological "uefect" or mildlleS8. One or the most impol1ant orgallisers of the Final 

Solution testifku th~t he only 1"lJnwed orders and gave detailed accounts 01' dilte" Ilumbers 

\" Eichmann wa, 1(\TmcT SS-Ohc-r.,(um,brumfilhl'er 10ld h<i>d of tl'" D'partnlen( h ... kwish A Irai" n( lhe 
(jc"'tapo hc1I<l4""Tlc,-,; in lrn,( Knilenbrulll"", Rei<hs;i<h .. rl",i"amt during the <;cmnd Wmkl W"L Kic",d" 
Kl<",ent, thi, w,,", Fiehmanu', emeT nam~ "hite on hIding "fkr th .. W"', was kidnaPl"d in Huon,,, ,\iTC", "no 
tran'I'(H1cd to Jerusale", n ... em,rt hy bradi M'''SM "g .. m, in t%O. Fco- tiH1hcT Je(ail , Hannah AT~lldl. 

EiCh"k"'" iH Je .. "wJ!em . .1 Rel'()Ft ()J the Hallalily u/L-,'il (l( ,'" y",k: Penguin, 19'J4). 
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and reports without showing any sign of b<:mg insan~, H~ rathcr lookcd and hehaved 

ordinari ly_ His motivation for leading the killing of six million J~ws did not sccm to be ;n 

proportion to tht:e r~;;uh at aiL Hc only wanted to carlY out his work thoroughly and 

consd~ntiously. Th~ banality nI" cvi l became cvidcnt to Arendt who developed a th~ory on th~ 

Holocaust where bnreancra~y and mod~mlly b<:camc important ingrcdicnts. Eichmann was, at 

least according to himself. a ~areerist who by accident endcd up in the position he held:\2~ 

Arendt argncs that thi< "new" kind ofn-i! does not n~ed ev il motivc,; on thc pers.onal lc,-el. 

Rather the opposite is the case: acts of ~vll ar~ most ~ Ilectivc when carricd out by individuals 

])!l! influcnccd by ,trong pers.onal emotions l>r motivations but by rulcs and bureaucra~y. 

Ar~ndt con eludes that Eichmann was quite <imply tl)!lUght!ess: "Wickednc,s may be caused 

by an ab;;cnce or though!".''' This of course did not mah th~ acts ks,; cyi l, but it says 

something about the motivation behind the acts, 

A thoughtlcs,; wlckcdnc,;s as motivation for committing gcnocide i, wcll illustrated by 

EIchmann', pathctic act of friendship towards Kommerzialrat Bcrthold Storfel'. Storfcr was a 

pr<'minent repr~;;cn t ative for the Jewish society in Vi~ ]JIla, Through his work, Eichmann 

worked clo,;c ly with Storfcr and regarded him as a I i- l ~nd_ Storli:r sought to escape when h~ 

saw no lillure in Nazi Europe but failcd and enlkd up m Auwhwitz. Storfer ashd camp 

commander Rudolf iibss to arrange a meding betwecn himsdf and Eichmann. a meding was 

organi,;cd. In Jerusalem almost two de<:ild~s l at~r. Eichmann argued that: 

With Storl"cr atlenvard, well. it was nonTIal and human_ He told me all his grief and 
SOITOW, I said "Well. my dcar o ld friend, w~ cert<nnly gOI it' \\-1\<11 rotten luck ... And 
then j said to H0ss: '"Work_ Starl"cr won't have to work!" But H0s,; ,aid: "!:,vcryone 
works hcre." So i said: OX., I' ll mah OUl a chitto the effect that Storfn ha,; to kcep 
tl", gravcl paths in order with a broom. and that h~ hw; lhc right to si t down with his 
hroom on one of the bencrlC,,_'" 

Arendt asks herself after listening to this ~xtrcmdy out of touch with til<' real li re kstimony 

whClher th is was a "textbook case of bad ralth, 01' lying wlf-deccption ClllTIbir""d with 

0UtragcollS snlpidity" ."2-' Fichmann does ;;ccm 10 be out of touch with the evilncs,; he i" 

." Ar.Ddt. F.ichmwm in J""'.I'iliem, 50_I 

\)\ Ibid. 51. 
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creatmg and sUlTounded by; after all he is heading the ex tenninatlOfl of Jews and is asking lOr 

~askr conditions for one of them - III one of the ~amps under his autho.-ity_ 

Peopk also lost contact with reality in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Rwanda, The two women 

at BanJa L"b se~m not to grasp the ev il th~y were witne'>s to and even supponive of. When 

they were asked whether any orthe Muslims Ifltheir village ,,'>ed to harm them. the answer 

was a clear "00", One of them ~nswered that "My re1~tions with \1uslims in thi s village w~re 

always very good. They 1/.-~re very nice peopl~_·,J24 Al the ,ame tim~, the two women were 

residing in an apartment that was formerly owned by Muslims_ The righteous owners had 

~en dcfhlrted and likely killed, In Rwanda many perpetrators seem nol to haw fully 

u]}(lerstood the ~vilncss ofthcir actions. llley only did what they were suppm,ed to do, In this 

way they could distance them>elves from the evlines> or theIr wrongdomgs, Close to 

Nyambuye, Ngendahimana killed a wom~n even though ,he begged lor mercy, bm "mercy 

wasn-t part of the deal. l2; lie had been told, and he h~d learned that '>he was not a human 

bemg like him>elf. Ngendahiman~ did not feel any relation to the woman because she was 

Tut,; and argu~d that he was more afraid of getting caught tilr stealing a sack of food th~n 

kil ling th~ person. 

The different llutu - rutsi dl~hot0T\11es W<->fe looked upon as collective and absolute; you are 

I ., ' J26 , · b· your group am your group IS your uestmy_ _evmas puts II t IS \vay. 

What characterizes violent action. what ~haracterizes tyranny, is that one does not tace 
"hat the action is being app l i~d to . One does not see the El~e orthe oth~r, one sees the 
other freedoJII ~s a tOr~e, savage; one identifies the absolute chara~ter of the other with 
his forc~, ... Violence consists in ignoring the opposition of the face, ignoring the la~e 
of th~ bemg, avoiding the gaze. and ~atching sight an angle wh~reby the no inscribed on 
a lilce by the very fact that it is a face becomes ~ hostile or s"bmi,siw forc e. 

'" Sleve Urad,haw aOO Ben Loelorm on. ''The T riLJmph of h il" 

'" S<hiil< ""I\ue, lMl uur kTluwled~. UNn>l lhe "",Id su rroundi11g u, i, 'lralif~d inlu differentlaye", 
layen. uf illSi ghl' ulld knuw~ge tll<ll ure c'-'IlllO'Cted to ,iLuaLion,_ The "",ial wu.-ld """ ""curdill~ 10 s..; hiitz. ,,." 
be un<i<,,,loc<i lu b. a .. ,"11 uf un indi\ idu.!", l"'1"]Xl'''' ,"d ac litH1<, OUT kr~)W "dl\e i, cunnecl«i to , ituati()",_ 
fkrger and Lud.Illallll k1k., Ih;, log;c furthe r "n{! ,oow how realily i, ,ho ped lhruugh illl e'p remtion, of lile 
world which are go;ninl\ ,u l,]>ut1 frum I .. m""e" T"" realily i, 'harcd lhrough illleJ-pr.r.tion, of om 
SllTrtlunuing' lMl arc "'-'Cial in 1M"' •. lhe group s'.1,e the .",,,,, undeTOlallui111\ of realil)' which sun-..t;me, are 
lak en Ii" I\,"nl.d_ Fut1»;,r reading Af' id AIo<l."en, "A itred S<hiil~ o~ molel med den a",cr;hnske ,o;iolog;" in 
So,lio/(;gi.\'k arimO; (1986): PNel' Uerger fl!ld T]lDmas Luckma1111, The -,oda/ N1n<irudion I,r realif,,- A Iremlse ill 
Socio/o;;y of Kmm'ledge (New Y orl: AnchuJ [juols, 1967), 
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Violen~e, whidl seem~ 10 be the direcl application of force 10 a bemg, m lac'l denies lhal 
being a ll its individuality, by taking it as an clement of its calculus. and as ~ p~rti cular 
~a,e of a ~on~epl. ))7 

To the mass murderers in Rwanda, Bosnia lIerzegovina and Germany, the face of the other 

lost its ethical appeaL But there were no changes in the faces as ~Lleh. The laces of Jewish 

vidims in roland killed hy lhe ordinary poli~emen, the I~lces of the Mu~lim vlcl ims in Ao~nia 

HerzegO\"lna kJlled by lhelr Serh neighbours, ~nd lhe faces of the Tuts] vKtims in Rwanda 

killed by fOmlef fnends, were robbed of their cthical appeal. The f,ll'c of the victim was 

~rying for help; it asked for mercy. but the perpetr.ltor did not s~e It; lhere was somelhing 

blocking the usual sense of right and wrong. ThIS blocking was in Rwand~ l~rgdy ~aused by 

the absolutIsm of the IILltU - Tutsis divide. hy ~ worldview or Ideology wh~re llutus were 

lookcd upon as righteous native Rwandan,. It was not a question about mc and you; it was a 

qucstion about u, and thcm. 

Atta<:kcd by the Devil 

."t lhe Calholi~ Chur~h in NyaruhLlye, Lauren Ren/~ho fell a~ ifhe w~, l~ken over by Sal~n 

I'd nevcr killed anyone before. All of this came like madncss. rd ne,-er had any mental 
problems before_ We planned lO kill Tut,i~ and it wa~ in our mind lO kill Tul~i~_ .,I,/ler 
all that killing at the ~hurch. it felt like we'd done something terrible. I wond~red how it 
got into my mind ... ll was ~s if we wcre taken o,'Cr by Satan. When Satan is using you. 
you lose your mind. We were nO( our,el\,es_ Starting wilh me, I don'l lhink I was 
normal You ~ouldn'l he normal and slart bUlchenng people for no reason. We'd beell 
attacked by the dcvil. There's nothing I c~n say. Even when I dream, my body changes 
in a way I cannot explain_ These people were my ne i ghbour~_ The pldure of lheir dealh, 
may ne\'er lea \'e me. Evel)'lhlllg ebe r can get out of my he~d, hut that picture never 

lli leavcs. 

The 1994 genrx: ide i~ explained hy many Rwandan~ by the i nlluen~e of lhe dev il upon lhe 

population_ Rwandans I talked with lOld me lhal many of lhe pt:rpetralOr~ were laken over hy 

the dcvil. Other Rwandan, lOld ~ that people lelllng me thi~ probably were perpelrator' 

lhenl,el\'e~_ Fulgen~e w~, k1lling neighbour, in the dislri~t of Ny~mat~, he argued after the 

gcnocide that: '"God prescrved us fmm genocide untIl lhe crash of lhe pres i denl'~ plane; 

aftcrv.mrd He allowed Satan to win the match .. it was Salan who pLl,hed u~ inlo thi~ 

'" Emmanuel Levina,. Cvlle['/,'J l'hilu.wphicall'ajNrs (Doni"'ch1: Kiuwcr Acodemic 
Publish.". j '193 ) 19f. 

"" SIC' e Ur..Jsilow ami U~[] LockrmaTl, 'The Triumph of E\'ij"_ 
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pr!!uicam~nt:·J 20 In a counlr)' wh!!l<' p<!rpetralors fdl lhal they were laken over by Salan. 

lnany probably felt they fought against evil \vhen killing. A Norwegian psychologist working 

for the lJ~ in Rwanda just after lhe genocide was surprised by Ihe way some rerpctrator~ 

explained their motivations.)>'() He mel schoolteaehcr~ lhal only some few months earlier tried 

to kill th!!1T pupils. On!! of th!! teachers said that he apologised to th~ pupils every lnommg. 

and asked theln for und!!rstanding that it was the lkvil which had made him !!vil. butllOw the 

devi l was gone so now they could be friends. 

A missionary who len Rwanda durmg the g~nllCide wId journalists "There are no devil~ len 

in lkll. lru;,y arc ~II III Rwanda."·'31 On the 15 of April 1'I'l4. the killers at the Catholic church 

of \lyarllbuye w!!r~ exhaust!!u after a long day of killing: howewr. lhere were stil l som!! 

!lulus aliv!!. Ille pt'rpetrators d!!cid!!d to kill them the next day. j herefore. the kilkrs cut the 

Achilks t~ll\lons of the survivors so th!!y could not run away during the nighl. I h!!n Ihe 

perpetrators went behind the church to feast They were roasting cattle they had stolen from 

their victims.J.1l The devils in .... yarubuye were ordinary people. many of whom wer~ fmh!!rs. 

"lost of the perpetrators were small scale furm!!rs and not violent criminals. In the w<!ll 

organised Rwandan society, under difficult circumstances and with an extr~mist leau~rship 

using the media as a powerful weapon genocide could happen. Old notions of differenc~ 

between Hums and TUlSis became a crucial part of Hlllu identity allo\ving the p~rpetrJt()fs to 

dctinc their viclims out of human obligation. 

". Jean Hat7teld. 142 

'" Personal talk, with Magne Rflulldakn in tIjartdat. Juty 2006. 

1.\1 Time. Vol. 14.1 No 20 May I G. 1994. [rool page. 57. 

;)) Philip Gourevilch. We Wish 10 byo,.m You nwr Tomormw We Will be Killed WiTh 0,," F",,,me, 
(Picador. 2(00) 18. 
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The Rwan(lan gcnochk wa'> a ma'>s ivc catastrophe. Thc perpetrators wcrc committing b'Tt'at 

~v il againsl fellow R w an(latK Today, perpetrators, ,nrvi,-ors and bystanders ask how it could 

happen. \II'hat motivated tell~ of thou><lllds of ~pparen tly ordinary Rwandan, lO kill during 

lon days of g~llocidc"? There can k no ~1l\lpk allswer to the question. The act, ~re too 

~omph~alcd and too evil to ~olllemplate an understanding_ Very few peopk would Ilonnally 

wallt to kill, but (luring genocide many do. An overwhclming majority of the Rwalldall 

perpt'trators had Iln~r killed Ixfor~ alld they have n~wr killed aller /\pril. May aJl(l June of 

199..1. In this thesis, we have illvestigated why tens of lhousan(ls of Rwan(lans kilkd in 1994, 

and pointed at differcnt motivational factors that tog~ther made the Rwandan genocld~ 

possihlc. ln this thesis wc havc s~cn that historical ~vents togethcr with myths constituted a 

dangCrtlllS ideological backdrop, the war and unstahle political situation a dangcrous \enu~ 

and the human psyche a vulncrahle targd of evillhoughts and id~as. 

In lhe illlroduclion lO thi'> lhe,is, 1 pm forward thr~c hypothesiscs about motivatiolls Ixhllld 

thc Rwandan genocide. In the second chapwr, thcs~ were objects of a preliminary analysi,_ 

The aim wa, 10 lind out whdher hislory, ideology and ordinary psychological traits were 

m~ntioned as motivalional factor, hy perpetrators behind one massacre, the killing of>n~ral 

lhousand Tutsis at lhe Calholic Church in l\'yal1lhuyc. This first analysi~ gave th~ clear 

impre,sion that the hypothesc, w~rc r~k1.-ant as a basis for further investigalion'> of 

nwti\aliom. behind the Rwandan killer,_ 

lIistorklll llpprtJlld,- The perpelralo,..I' of the Rwandan genocide were motivated by a long 

his/ory"filislindion 

In Rw~ndan hi,tory, itl, po>sible to delccl tilllr hi,lorical periods kading up 10 gCIlOCl(le: the 

cenu'alisatioll of the Rwalldan kmgdom, the ~on,lrw;lion of racial distinction during 

colonisation, the !lulu rnolution followed by tv-:o llutu Repuhl ics, and the cxtremist anti

Tut,i politi~ , and prop~ganda of the early 199(» Thc'>c four periods, or evcnts have one 

crL1~ial clcmelll in common: the pol1lics of distinctioll. Likc a tomad<.> hllildlllg up. the 

di,tinction betwecn HUlUS and Tutsis hccam~ for cvcry inlponant politIcal ~hangc morc 

lethaL ln rctrospect, it seems ohvious that thes~ rurnillg points were imporlallt ,tCPS towards 

gcnocide. Hownw, it was only from the early 19'XJs thm it Ixcame apparenl thaI the 
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hlstori~al ~hrom~ l e of ~vents could lead towards a stat~ sronsor~d and countrywide geno~lde_ 

It is likely that Tutsi was onc cthnic group in pre colonial Rv,'anda, However. it is lUll ikcly 

that Hum wa~ one beforc th~ rise ofthc Rwandan state. 'I here existed several ~malll3anm 

chiefdoms where Rwanda came to he. It was prohably a r~su lt of the statc building th~tlhI1Us 

bec,mle liunls, Ilowe\cr. ~ven though I ac~ep t that Rwandans acrua ll y arc of different origin, 

(h is does oot mean thm the shapmg of one common cultural wmmunity in Rwanda was Icss 

important. Just th~ oppositc is th e ~ase : there existed one common ~ulmre in Rwanda, It was 

th~ politics of difference and not historical difkrl.-'Ilccs as such that caused the polarisation in 

Rwanda_ Even though thcr~ had ~.'l.istcd Ilurus and Tutsis in Rwanda for a long tune, the 1994 

Rwandan genoc1(le was not a cont inuation of pre colonial tribe V'lars betv,'een the I;v.'o group~_ 

The community of Ranyarwanda seldom fought aga inst each other. There w~re more ]adon 

uniting than separating Hums and Tutsi, in Rwanda bdore colonisation, And still. many 

pcople I met in Rwanda argu~d thal pre-~o lonial history was important in moti\'atmg people 

to become perpelrator~ during Ihe genocid~, I'reud's ootion about th e narcIssIsm of ~m311 

diff~r~nccs could \'ery ", ell de~nibe thi~ siruation; groups or individuals that were wry 

similar to cach other. in this ~a~e Hutus and T uhis, exerted th~mselves to makc the differen~e 

betwcen Ihcm relcvant and Impol1ant. 

It was not histo!), as bet that mOllvaled lhe perpetrator:< but mther myths abont the distant 

pasl influenced by the present, and lhe Hamitic hypothesis brought to Rwanda during 

colonisation. Misconceptions and polili~al manipulation of hislory, th~ notion thm TUlS 1S and 

Hum, arc qual itativcly different and Ihat T ul~i, were foreign invaders that suppressed I I utu~. 

the original Rwandans. were aiding kading perpelralors in their genocida l projC{;1. The e\'il 

Tursi played an important role m I lul.u narrative_ It " argued that Tutsis were mIstreating and 

killing Hums throughout the ~enl.uries.ln Ihe 1990s, usual und~rsmndings of time and space 

lost much of its relevance as group belonging was underslood 10 be absolute and timele,,_ 

The supposedly violent attacks on Rwanda by TulS" m the fifteenth ccnnl!)" and Ilutus 

supposedly tmgic faiths as sla\'es in the pre colonial kingdoms suddcnly became of greal 

relevance in thc present. Ilundreds of yean were 00 longcr a long time. In this en\, lronm~nt 

of historically ba'ed haired e\'crything b~cal1lC fillcd with m~aning: nothing and no one was 
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indifferent, n~",lral or un\ouchctl.JJJ Everybody wa, either Butu or lUI , I, good or bad, tilcnd 

()I' foc. 

In ,hort, hi-;lory is imporlanllo Rwandan" For toc perpetrator> behind Ihe 1994 genocide, 

hi,tory Wi!, i! reasoll to kill. both directly and indirectly both as a I'c<;ult ofachml or fictive 

hi<;!Orica i even!, ,mu as u re,ult of being HulLL The perpetrators appealed to history and myths 

in dleir murderous campaign, the organisers more exphcitly ,md COll';cl()u,ly <;0 (han the 

ordinary ki ll ers. HI,lory wa, llsed as 11 rca<;oll \0 draw distinction. In public ,pceclic<; amI 

through (lie media, leading members of the Hum Power fraction called 11ltSl~ foreign 

JnYild~r,,_JJ4 Ortlinary Hutus looked upon TlIlSi, as different from themselve,. it Wi!' Hutu, 

'lgains\ Tul"is, it \Va" good agaln,;l evil. T u!<;;<;, by being TmsL were he ld respon,iblc for th~lr 

forefathers' "ev!luO!ng~n hunureu, of yeaTS earl ieT. The Hutu T msi distinction was imperative 

fur the genocide 10 take pbce. Genocit1e ;mplic, lhat a dcfined group i<; wrgeteu as such: 

Tutsis ",crc in R",anda targetcu a, , uch by their uwn govcrnment and Hutll neighbour,. 

ldl!%giC'U/ upproudl: As a ri',mit "r th e 11,,/11 J'OIrer ideologr, the ret?,el!"alo!"s 'if Ihe 

Rwandan genocide looked "pon Ih~m,elw:s as 'Iual ilUlil'eiy diffi'ren' jrom rheir "i"lim.\'. Thus, 

T ul.\'i,\' were se<'n a.\' lega! /argets or maSs annihilation 

rhe categorisation of Hums and TUI," m Rwanda could theoretically have been 

unproblemalic. lIowever, nution, abom racial diff.::rcnce (biological e,sentiilli,m). and 

hclonging (hisloI)' and mYlhs), were mOliYating perpelrators during the Rwanuan genociue tu 

commit alrociuu, killing" They were nol kil ling b~cau<;e of the existence ofTiutus ,lllU Tu!';is 

alone but because the perpetrator, saw their uwn race a, righteous and their mcmic, a, ~\,11. 

The Hum perpetrators were mOliyated by a ~et Of l(kas ahol1l Tm,i<; that markcd them as le,~ 

valuable than them,dves, lUl>is were ullworthy and evil and thus legitimate targets of 

annihilation, ['here were ,imilarilies in extreme nlc lal motivations among leading perpetrators 

and to a lesser extcnt ordlllary people dunng the genocide. 

' " V "I",.n arrlie' ,imjlar words t" (k,,,ribe the hi'lm;cal liinl<'n,;on ofth. Etlmic clo"n,ing in l(nmer 
Y"£o,1"" ia, Se. Arno J("'"n V<t"'<en, Akmle.,kelwd Of! ()lId.,·k"p (0,10: G),uenua1 Isorsk Forlag, 20051, 270. 

'" s.e., i.e. Mug".", ' I",ocb , ited in (i,'rard Pruuier, lhe Rwandan Cr;;;" ! 71_2; CBC Documenl,r)'. Tl\c 
Spokesm"n "f H,lr.d. 
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'Ihe leading perpetrJlor, lxhind lhe Rwandan gcnocidc wcr~ motivated by an anti-Tutsi 

worldview Browning argue, that during th~ I !olocallst leadeTS like Himmkr and Goebbels 

were "i(kologlcal an\isemites who sought to transform th~lr beliefs into action;;, their words 

into d~eds",m Thi, i, a g(xx:\ de;;cription of ho\v things \Vcre in RWJnda as wel l. Rago,ora 

and NahimanJ wer~ to a 1<u-ge extern molivated by ideological idcas, The systematic and 

deliberatc evil these men preached wa, presented as ,omcthing ncccssary. ev~n guod. 

Through secret plans and official speech~, th~ leaders played the ideological card, 

To b\: Hutu and to kill TutSJ;; was not rcgardcd as wrong by the perpetrators of lhe Rwandan 

g~nocide - it wa;; rather looked upon as good and right. Mo,t perpetrator, or the 1<)<)4 

Rwandan genocide did not necessarily walllthcir Tutsi ncighbuurs. friend, <..>r relatives dead 

1\ was the colleclive non-optional Hum Tutsi divide that mark Ill<;: killing p""ible. It \Vas 

notion;; about dltTerent race and ditTerclll belonging that made Tutsis v]ctim,. In other words, 

the ideolugi~al ba'" or HutlL Power was motivatmg Hums to become perpdra\<..>r' . The 

ideolob'Y <..>r llutu narrative wa., deci,i ve for how they lookcd upon Tutsis. Tn IllltlL narralive 

Hutus were good - Tut,is ba<:L HutlL' native Tut"s forei gn. 

It is not unly the racialls,u~s lha\ have this potential of marking other groups kss valuable. 

There can be diffi::rent n::ason, like nationalism, political ideals116 or specialised knowledge 

\vhy groups rcgard themselve, a, more worthy than others, During the Rwandan g~noc i de 

and dIe Holocaust. odl~r ideologIcal motivation factors did impal1 along with racial 

motivations. like fanner ideology in Rwanda. However, thc bonom-line of this argument is 

that motivatiun> for committing mas;; murder are bascd upon thc idca that "we are worUner 

than you are"; th~ rea>on ",hy the perpetrator [cels this way is unly of >t:cundary Inleresl as 

thcsc could be dilferent and ,tiil lead 10 \he , moc result. Il is nC'"Crthek,s illl~r~,t i ng to , ee 

that the Rwandan genocide and \he Ho1t.cau,t are more similar than just shanng the same 

mCllla lity; they abo ,hare the racial aspect. 

OJ, Chri'hl'her R. lJru"ning, "IIulocmlSt PerpeTrMocs: Ideologues. Manage". OnJinory ~teJl", Speech 
g"en a( \I.S. Hoio"a",( Memorial Jl.luseum. cun1l11i!!e. OIl Cooscien" •. MaTCh 6. :>IXI:>. [AYail"bl, ulllineJ 
www .B..hmm.mg/cml ... icncc/ analy.i~ .. deLail./2002 -0 3-06 ·browning.pdfr06.1I2 . 21 X 15 J. 

)." One example OLL( oj' Ill,ally w", doe ",os, "" Ll'Jer in C<lmbo<iia of the economic anJ acaocllli< eliL~s in 
order 10 "chie;c a sociali" 'OClely. 
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P.I;I'CIIO/OXical approach: ordinal), people 11(1)'(' Ih~ ':apudly 'if (:()mmilling mass murder; Ih" 

Rwandan perpelra/ors were mOliwled liy common human weaknesses. 

ract;; and myth, about the past influ~llccJ by a plllitKS of diff~rell<:e did motivate Hlllll:o; to 

hll T lll,j,>. The lllcology (hal developed m, a result of notions about histof)' arKl race w~s 

lmpllrtUIlt m tumillg nelghbllurs in to enemie,_ However, (here exist ditTcrcnt groups living 

side by side arounu th~ world. It is Ilol uncommon (0 rcgurd members of other groups as less 

valuable or worthy than memhers of the own group. hut u'>ually, people do not st,U1 

hlIlchering each other on a rnm,sivc scale. III some siruatiolls murderllW; ld ~lliogie, CaTlllnUer 

olha dn:wm,(unces he totally hannie" and regarded acceptable c.-ell 111 dem<J~rulic ,>oeieli~,>. 

10 n:gard OIl~S~ If as worthier than memhers of other group, docs not USUJlly lead to violen~e; 

it is nllher ac~epl~d and common.))' So why did genocide hJppcll ill Rwund~ in 1994'; Wbat 

was il ~hOUl the ,ituation in lhe eountry and what \Vas it about the p<;:oplc of Rwundu thaI 

made genu<;ide re~lity there and not here, in Norway 01' South Africa? 

lhen: wus a war go ing on in Rwund~ in the early 1991b. Genc~:idalleaders, b<;:lievillg ill tIl<;: 

Hutu Powa <:~use und lTltheir own ,>uprcmacy, u,ed violence to ,pread fCJr, Ridfputs il lhis 

w~y when discu,sing motivations heh ind the pcrp.:lrator,> during the ~tlmk cleallsing in 

Bo'>nia Her~.egovina: "What animated him rth~ p<;!rpetrator] was fear. ~Ild wh~t made hm, able 

10 respect him,df was the belief that everything he had done had b<;:cn ill ,elf dd'cIKe ... 3' 8 

Feur wa, very real al'>o in the Rwandan population: the n:sponsibility for the ki lling WU, pUI 

upon the vlclims themselves ~nd not the re'>pon,ihle perpetrators, This feJr was shaped hy 

Rwandan Hutu Power leader'> ~nd ideologues when blaming Tutsis for pr~paling we~poll'. 

for allu~klTlg villages at the border, for auaeking targets in,ide Kiga li, for atkmptillg 

genl><:i(k. e lC Thu,. the I (X) day,> of killing in 1994. wa, by many pcrp<::trators n:garded as u 

'.j) There i, for in""",e m lWLny "estern ""i~Lic" 'oday a lCOOcney lOward, repnJing rotllllalions In 
roorer c(.\lnlne, I"" ",ILLahle th"n their own, E,'en th(~jgh ""her ':<)\l1\Irie, do nol <1clj"dy ",ek lO k ill the poor. 
lhere i, a eerlain atlillLoc in richer cmlntTie, lh aL poor u~mIT~' Jc"CT\~ th eir P"" 'o!,ly alld I"op~ Ii\,ing the,'o! 
"gel' "'h,,, llkoy Jc,,~,,'~". IL l11u>l he unOCr li ocd thaL lh" di,regard" in many wa)" ~lh"L howe",r. there is 1I0 
"ct1\' e policy in richer countri e, Lo kill the I"~''- DuriT>\l lh~ 1{',,"dnWn genoeilk. Elllo~an ,md AmerK all 
lIa tionals " ere evacu"ted by " 'ell tmined elite trOOf'S, T('ll~Llkor ""th lh-o U,' 1T(~1f>' <1 1",. J), ,tabor-..d in 1M 
country, rh e elite wldieT> ","ould prob<lbly h"v~ be"n "apah le ofhaiLlng the gemcide aoo , a," man)" ",an), Ii, e" 
See D"lbire, Shak .. Hands H'i!!' ,h .. [ini!, 284, 

.'" D",is Ri~ff, SJaughte,h"uJe, B""ni~ "',,} lhe }i'il,.,. .. o,!Th .. We5 1 (l.onOOn; Vimgo. 1~~5). lit. 
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"lh~ kil lers m KWJndJ w~r~ not spur~d from rcalizing the ~ruelty "f th~lT ucti0ns through 

phy,icul di;;!ancing or depersonJJizHtion ofth~ tu;;k , Thc Rwandan killers \\ere face to fuce 

with th~lT "ldims_ Smnctimes they were under pres,ur~ of dir~ puni;;luncnt Jnd sometmlt's 

they did it voluntarily_ A, W~ ha\'c se~n, ci\iliHn Serb, killing !h~ir n~ighb0ul's in Uosma 

HerzegovinJ were undn ~x!r~me pre<;;;ul'~ to do so. To SHY no o!'kn m~ant death_ The 

polieemcn of Reserve Pohce Battaliclfl 10 1 operating in PolJnd killed their vIctims withollt 

t",ar 0fdal'~ punishmcnt: they killed their "ellt'mies" (civihan J~w,) in round up shootmg,. In 

R",anda, 1:l0,nia ~kl'zcgovinJ ,md Nazi occup l ~d t~nitory. no mal1~1' if the killmg wus 

" "Iumanlv 01' nm, thc p~rpetl'mors probJbly kit that und~ 1' the giv~n cil'cumstJoces their 

victims tOl'ced th~m to kill; it WHS us or them. This wa, a w;uit ofthc violent, but Jiso th~ 

l(kologicul environment at the !im~, 

It s~~m;; that many perpetrators during the genocIde kn~w Ih~ Hutu Tutsi dichotomies better 

thun th~ir own Tutsi ncighholll's. These didJOtc'lIme, (.kilned TulSis 0U! 0f society. J 

s~parati0n Ihal alkr ycal's of misgovermng unu unu~r the guidunce of g~nocidal ieackrs 

b<:~am~ fataL Th~l'~ i;; a dang~r thHt too mu~h emphasis is put on human ralimlJlity (or 

lITutlOnalily) and!oo lillie on humJn emotions aml p~rsonal moraL Ifpe0ple l'egJl'd others JS 

objects unu not fellow human being;; Ih~l'e is a higher risk of evil. 

In Rwanda, un,kl' phy,ical and psychological pressure Ii-om !lutu Power kad~rs and the WJr. 

thn~ ",as an ~1'3ilicalion of the me - us distinction, in othn words coiknivismioo. At the 

,am~ !inlt'. th~ uS lh~m polarisation grew in strength. To 1111 x extr\:m~ c0lketivismion with 

~ xtr~m~ polari,a!iml i, a!I'~lncly dangerous, Under th~s~ circum,rance" Hutus lost personal 

r~ spon;;ib i l i !y for evil act, committed JgJinst 'Jmsis. At th~ sume time, Tutsi;; lost thei r 

~m0tlOnal in lluencc on thc Hums. At the SJme tim~ as HUIlI narrative about thc evi l Tmsis 

(innu~need hy histmy. myths. racist ideology urrU propaganda) was blocking l lutus 

und~rstanding of the ~vil they were inf1i~ting on Tut,i,. Hutu;; werc nm held personJlly 

r~spon,ibk fm their ~vil aClS aga inst 'Jutsis. During the g~n",::id~ . th~rc li\'~d not eight 

mllhon Rwandans in Rwanda: therc lived Hulus Jnu Tut"" Hu\u, "erc supposed to kill 

Tut;;i,: far too many did. 
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Prohahly ahout 75 percent or all Tut;; i, hvmg in Rwanda On the sixth of Apri l 19\14 w~r~ d~ad 

100 days later. They were ki lled hy neighlXlllrs motivated hy tilcwrs di,cusscd in thi, the,,,

In the mtroduction, I told the swry about Chris and his friends enjoying life at the hest dub in 

Kigali the night President HabyarimaJla was ki lled and how the genocide stal1ed, In a matter 

of minutes, a de lightful night mrned into a nightmarc. rhis mghl changed their lives forever. 

ehri, and hi, fiiel\(l~ hecame targcts of ma% murder. Miracu lously, Chris surVlv~d, whether 

hIs friend;; w~rc as lucky. wc do not know. Chri,', story is one out of far too few storks ahout 

rescue from the Rwandan genocl(ic, 

Kigali Nighr was almosl empty whell Chris and his jYiellds arrived, ollly a ji'w UN soldiers 

were Ihere, II was sli/l ollly nine 0 'dod Ihough, Valelllille ~?lew olle o/rhe Ghalla UN 

soldiers in rhe eluh, Kaikam, He houghr rhe Jive o/Ihem drinks and SIIm'ks, They had ('hip,\, 

and hn", .. hel/es, Life was good 

Clo,,'e 10 eleven, after ahour flw hours in Ihe elub, ilhappened The music' sudden/I- Mopped 

UN soldiers in uniforms ('Ome /1/shing i" - Ihey looked scared 10 dealh Chao.\' erupled. and 

everyhody rail oul o/rhe dub. fr was IOld Ihat pre"ident Hahyarimana 's plane had crashed 

No one knew e:W('rll- whar was going oil. The .I'lreeis oul"ide were dead quid. Somelime.I' 

",hol.\ broke rhe silellce, hul nol more Iha" u,mal Ihey Ihoughl, Howe\'a, I he quieillen of Ihe 

,\'Ireel and rhe/ew rushing cars made Ihem a/raid 

Marcel was driving some orher people home whell Ihe UN soldiers came with Ihe new.\'. Chris 

and Ihe Ihree girl., were leji wilh 110 lran'porl All flmr o/them wanted 10 go home They ,,'ere 

sta"dillg in rhe s/reel "'orried, nor knowing whlll 10 do. They d,'dded {O wail and see if 

Marcel wa" mming h{1{k He was nol, Kalkara, had already left in a hurry 

Luckily Kalkara returned /0 Kigali Nighl 10 look for his friends, He did Ihis oil hi" way 10 

Hotel Des Mi/le Co/lines, He ,mnted 10 give themaliflhome.bw jirst he had 10 go 10 Ihe 

hOlel oflhe thollsalld hills. ('hris and his jriends did nOI Wailt 10 ,mil illjro/1/ of KiRali .NiRht 

IImil he came hack jrom Ihe hotel, so Ihey wem with him Ihere. Kalk(Jr(J wid them Ihe 
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sima/ion W<II' dungerous: he did nOl KnoW more, ffe and mun\' other UN ",Idie)'s were 

orderl'..J 10 go 10 Ihe Hotel Des iv/ille Coflines, When they arr"'l'd allhe hold it was obvious 

rhat Ihings were se)'iou.'. !lad Ihinf{.I' were KOing to happen'" the people oj'Rwanda. There 

wt're mWly people inside the hotel compound i't'oplt' looked .I'wred; Ihe UN soldiers Wt'J't' 

ali·aid. Ihe R".-andan so/die)'s oUlside Ihe gales loolwd scand as we"- Pe()p/e were talking 

loudly. The on(r Ihing peop/e klww jiJr s"re "'''' thai the presidenr was most probably Was 

dead Foreigners ut Ihe hotel wanted 10 leave Ihe cowllry. 

The UN soldier, tooK lip guard around the hote/. ThL'Y engaged in 10lld discus,I'ions with 

Rwandall s()/die)'s_ The Rwandan,I' looked "'ery angry and dangerollS_ The UN Iroops c/o,I'ed 

the gates_ The girls and Chri,I' decided to ,\lay. Ij'we are g()ing t() die anyway, a IlIxury hotel is 

not the worsl place 10 do Ihat, Ihey decided The LW soldiers gave comji)rl; thefollr beliel'ed 

they co,,/d maKe ii, No Oflt' left Ihe areu Ihm nighl, no one was all()wed in eithn, it1lensive 

shooling 1'.V.\' hmrd (Yom around town 

People o"tside the gales Were de,lperalt' 10 come in People got killed in the .'Irt'ets of K igal i. 

Tn the middle ,!/the nighl some people managed to jump inro the hack ga),den of Ih e hOlel. 

They ",-ere jumpi"g Ihe high fence . Rwandan s()ldias started sho()(i"g illio Ihe f{arden. 

nobody inside wa, hit, o"lside we do nol know. The U}i s()ldiers ",-ere m()re Or le.'s in conrro/ 

()f the simation inside the compolllld. 

Many ),efugees inside Ihe compound Were gathered in the parking I()t and Ihe garden Aller 

intensified shooting. il Was nO longer po,I's ib/e to keep {,,-,op/e there_ Peoplt'forced Iheir way 

int() the hOle! huilding ilwlf, ,Ieeking refiwefl'om the bullets outside People Were aliuid eren 

though the UN soldier.. had hlockt'd mosl areu,I' where il would he p()ssihle to lire at people 

Fom ()utside 

There we)'" pmlwh/y ai>ollt a Ihollsand people in the hotel LTJmpmmd thatJirst night_ Some oj' 

Ihc m""" .IiJrtunate had monq 10 "1m' in nict' hotel moms, hut many of Ihe 100m., were 

crowdt'd For olhers. the many corridors and the hig gardt'n ",-ere their only OptlOIll, To make 

a/i)'e in the garden, people were cutting down trecs and tearing tht' N.rpct oflhe tcnnis COWl, 

Tht' -"wimminf{ pool ,I'erved as a Waler lanK. 
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On the secolld day, shooting alld killing Olllside Ihe hOlel compoulld COl1linlled - il intensified 

Foreign 6lizens lrere called by name 10 be evacuated FOf'Cigners were escor/ed in small 

gf'OUPS 10 Ihe "irpor/. l>'very time the UN soldier" I'e/lll'lledfrom the airporl 10 pkk up a lie'" 

group ofpcople they looked scared 10 death Alwlyo(tlrem "'ere erring, 

On the third day, most western joreigllers Irad han emcualed This m"de the silualion more 

dallgerous jor the Rwandalls still in the mmpound The Rwandan soldiers wanted theil' 

people b"ck, so they said. ti,e U},' soldiers Wef'C not prepared 10 agree. The soldiers Iried to 

mlm Ihe people ooll'n. At fOllr 0 'clock, a U}l gelleral al'rived The I./:Vsoldier,l' lold the people 

10 divide thermelves inlO /11'0 groups; Ihose ",ho wanted 10 join Ihe Rwandan soldiers wid 

th""e ,,'ho chose 10 slay. Vetyfew decided 10 join Ihe 11 ",alldml soldiers, Chris nji/sed 10 giw 

him",,'lj "','er 10 soldiers he ('(fuld not Ifllsi. By no", all he kne", was thar Tutsis were in 

danger. Chris managed 10 lalk 10 some of Ihe n'i soldiers, Ihis gave him some comjor/. The 

Ul'i soldiers IOld Ihem Ihailirey ",auld II}' 10 escort 1Ilrandal1s who were intel'ested in goillg 10 

Ihe .Vorlh Feasl oj R,nJllda. This w"s all RPl-' controlled area, Some oithe UN so/diet'S ,,'ere 

going Ihal diredion anyw"y, 

On IheirJimrlh day allhe !laid lJes Mille Collilles il was timejor el'acuationjiJt' Chris and 

the 11m girls Some people chose to SILl)' in ti,e hOlelthough. Some o/them prohahly slIrvi\'ed 

the gellodde Ihere. f'-or Chris Ihis lras not an option, Four U,.v trucks were filled up hy 

Rwand"ns trying 10 S "Ve themselves Fom Iheir own national army. Chris hel ieves Ihat there 

were al>olll fIJI! people ill evety truck. Chris alld lire girls wel'e silting ill!he s"me Irlll;k, The 

trucks ,,'ere carefully m"r/",d wit/r U,V signs andflags, The soldiers were standing among the 

siuing r(/uga-s lrilh Iheir weapons 011 guard The njilgee,', mainly TUlsi hU! also some HUIII, 

,,'ere hiding in Ihe Ir/ll.;ks, 

Ihere were many ,'iolent roadhlod;s to cross bc/Orefreedom, espec;ia/ly ill Kigali. The m'l 

soldiers tried nollo provoke t/re militias, soldiers and civilians "working" at the roadhlo<'ks, 

This l1'<LI' di/jiculi, huislill il "'as possible, lIo",ever, Ihe WV lrucks did nor esm!,e Ihe ('Qpi/"I 

withollt casualties, the Rwandan driver of the first UN Irud wm shOI, Chris believes he 

sllrviwd blilrememba,' to have wen quile a hi! o/h/ood in Ihefront s<'<ll oflhe truck ajler 

arriving in R PF ('(fntl'Olled terrilo,,'. The ,-,on Wi Y l1'aI forn/iilly .llOpped at one other OCl'asion 

as wel/ and shots wen' jired al rhe lires. Oliiside Ihe ,-,,,pilal, the hig UN cars with armed 
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,wldien made Hums afraid of stoppinft lhem, 

fl was no'!)' quid when they arri"ed RPF, the TUI,~i rehel army. with Ihe help '~f,wme aid 

organisation op('ratingfnJm Kaball' in Uganda. managl'd to put up a njilgee camp jbr them 

therl', They provided tems I111d blankets. The RPF so/di('rs did not havl' much Thus. the 

refuftee,~ had /0 help the so/Jier,~ getting/ood and wood/rom Ihe/i)rest. The men who w-rivl'd 

were ftiven two "hoices by the rebels. Becollle 1>'w'rior.l Or take care of the re/ugee camp. 

(hiil ... afew '!flhe young men volunteered 10 h('Come RPF so/Jier,~. Chris slayed in Ihe camp, 

Chri,~ slayed in the re/ilg ... e camp /iJr six Or s ........ n days. H ... waI out in the jiJre,~t looking /iJr 

water and wood when his group wa.~ lold h)' .10m ... locals Ihat they w ... r ... W1)' do,~e 10 Uganda. 

Thi,~ waS a good opportunily for th ... m to leaw the miwrahle life ofth ... r ... jilgee camp h ... hind 

The men w ... r ... hung!)' amI ajr-aid Ow of originally ten lII ... n, Chris, Hahirmmw and Osmani 

(from Tanzania) did not relurn /0 the refugee camp and w ... nt to Kahala in Uganda, Osman; 

had .lOme family m ... mbers in Emharara, a hit furlher ... a.11 in Uganda. Th ... thr ... e yOlmg men 

dedded to g() there. Un their way. thl!)' met a lot <!f fri ... nd!r {)('ople fe ... ling ver:!' ,lOrry /iJr 

Ihem. They r ... " ... ived jiJod, ,\,helt ... r and som ... limes ........ n monl!)' from people Ihat had ""'y /illl ... 

themseh''''s. Ther also met olher r ... jug ... es from Rwanda, Terrih!e s/Ori ... ,~ made Chris feel lucky 

a/ier all. 

The three '~f Ihem Slawd four months 1>'ith Ihe /ami!r of Osmani in Uganda. Thl!)' were all 

treated like melllber,~ '!f th ... jamilr- In Octoher they d ... dd ... d /0 r",/!Im to Kigali. Life WaI 

terrih!e in Kigali. Most of Chris friendl' were dead On ... of hi,~ jin.;' jriend\' was ,~Iil/ ali" ... , .Ihot 

jilUr tim ... s: he waS Ih ... only surv;"or ofhisjamily Chris did nOl Wam 10 Slay and he headed 

jiJr South Africa 

Chris managed to get SOme money logether and get hold ofa Burundian passporl since il waS 

nO! possihle 10 get a Rwandan panport althat time. He wenlto Uganda-Tanzania-Afalawi

Mozamhique and South A/rica. In l"'alawi he ... a,I' broke; he had 10 start s ... !ling/ish/rom Lake 

Malawi. He had 10 jump the electric fence bel" e,.n Jlozambiqul' and South Africa with a 

stick. Chris endl'd up in Cape Town, surviving by be~ingfor money. before hI' remmed 10 

R,,'anda in 2(J()4, JJQ 

"" Int.n ,ews aoo rri"ale cOl",."a(ions "ilh Chri" Kigali. s..pt~mber 2()()4. 
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MRNll, 

MOR, 

CDR: 

PSD: 

Glossary 

Mouycmtmt R~vol\l\ionnairc ]\"ational pour Ie ll~vdopp~m~nt (NmlOnal 
Rcvolutionary Mov~mcnt for D~\'clopmcnt) after Jun~ 1'1'1 I, Mouv~ment 

R~publicall1 National pour la D~mtl\.-Tati~ d k D~vdoppt:m~nt (National 
Revolutionary .\]o\'em~nt for Democracy and Development), the only le~al 
parly in Rwantb dllring most of Presi(kn! Habyarimana's reign 
J JabyarimmJa created MRND in J 974, one year after he ousted President 
Kayibanda in a coup. Every single Rwandan had to be a nwnber of thc 
MR'!D until 199 1, wh<;.n Rwanda b~came a multiparty stat~. MRND had 
its stronghold in the n0l1hwest of Rwanda. 

MOllv~m~m 

Movement). 
ll~mocratlqu~ R~publicain 

rootcd in the PARMEJ-IUTU 
(Democratic R~pubhcan 

mov~melll. PARMEHU1 U 
play~d a lkcisiv~ rol~ in Rwandan politics and socIety 111 the reyolutionaT)' 
years between 1959 and 1962 when 13elgillm left the country and the Tutsi 
elite lost power. Prc~idcnt Kayihanda. a leading PARMEHUTU, stay~d in 
pow~r until th~ 1973 coup. MOWs stronghold was in tIl<' sOllth and c~ntn: 
of Rwanda. 

Coahlion pollr la Defcnse da k R~publiqu~ (Coalition for lhe Oet",nc~ of 
the R~public), an anti -Tutsi party with a violem agenda, 

Pani Sosial O~mocrak (Social Oemocratic Pany), a mOlkrak parly most 
popular in th~ south, 

PL: Pani Lib~ral (TIIC Liberal Pany), said to have he~n closcst to the RPF. 

lmcrahamwe: "Those who attack together", The youth win~ of the \IRND. operated as 
killing sqllad~ during the gcnocide and played a major rok during the 
g~nocide, 

lmpllzamllgamhi: "Thooc who have lh~ sam~ goa]"'. a mihtia allached to lh~ CDR pany. al~o 
operated as kllhng squads but w~n: not as significant as the lnkrahamwe. 

Akazu '"Littlc hou~~"; lIsed to rd~r to group of individllals clos~ to Pr~sident 

Habyanmana 

llunl PO\ver: 

FAR' 

RI'F: 

HUIll e"{tremists who organised thc gcnocidc. 

Fnrce~ Ann~~s Rwandaises. th~ Rwandan Arm~d Forc~s, 

Rwandan Patriotic Front. a rebel army compos~d of Rwandans in ~xilc. 

mainly Tutsis. The RPF auacked from Uganda on October I, 1990 and 
uhnnalcly Pllt an end to the genocid~ 111 .I uly ]994, 
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U~lA"llK: 

RTLM: 

]nycllZl: 

Umugunda: 

lhe United "ations Assistan~c MisslOn In Rwanda. a pcacekeeplllg for~e, 
aooutl 500 slrong, est<lbh,hed to protect u democrulisation process. 

R<ldio Television I.ihre des MIlle Colhnes, an extremist hate radio that 
spread anti Tutsi propaganda prior to the geuocide and guided thc 
perpctrutnD; during the genocide. RTLM wus owned by people close to 
I ]<lbyunm<lua . 

.. A waken", uame of <In extremist ncwsp<lper published in K inyanv<lnd<l and 
Frcnch. 

Literarily w'.:kroa~hes. A teml frcqucmly used by !lUlu Power 
sytnpathisers in the build up and during the genocide to descrihe Tutsis. 
Originally used by u group of refugees set up in 1959 to ovenhrow the new 
regimc: sympathetic to the Rl'F. 

Obilgutory publi~ work. A PT"JXIS th;!t w;!s lmpurUlIlt during the rule of 
Prcsidcnt llabyaritnana and the:: gcnocide. 
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1923 -

1932 -

1%2-

1975 

Timeline 

, w 

'1'111 at 

court " unaware 01' wckominf!- the first , 

" 
, , 

Uclf!-ium becomes J mandate from the Leaf!-uc 01' Nation, to govern Ruanda-
" ' II II 

The Belgian Coloni;11 Admini,lralion i"ue, I' t clearl y ea(eguri,ed 
of phy,i~al uppeJran<:e Jnd ' I ilS J lutu. l utsi and '1 wa un the basis 

I. 

, 1 
won" by PARMEHUTU under Greguire , 

w~r~ 

KavibJnd 'l who , " " becumes Prime ! 
11.t tl " 1 

, 
" 

ilS 

Rwunda is pra<:tkally il une 

I ; 'I 

of Defence JuvcnJ l lIubYJrimana ousted Presid~nt Gr~g(lire 
I li ' 

MOlL\emenl I et ,I 
(r>.I RND), Pnlil leal part1e, are banned in the Second 

, , 
II 'I ' a, ~~~!!~:!~"~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1. ______ 1 intemmional actors Jnd factors. i" I . ]X>litically as 

,''''' s •• , John Hanning Sl'eko. Journal of th. Oisco'O ,)' of Ihe Kil. (London: J.M. nOn!. I %9 [I UJ Jl, 
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1990 

I" 1 

1992 

199.1 -

I"" 

--'I mili!al'i,ilyC.~~---;=-=-=-=-;;::::;===============~ 
RPF anacks from Uganda in October. lh~ Ilutu Ten COlmnandments are 
I'mled for Ihe fip;llime in K~n~ur~. 

I h<: :'>I'>de (Zmre) Cea>t'fire Agre~ment p; sign~d belwe~n RPF and the lhen 
lhe gnvemmelll of Rwanda, it soon brak~s. A new conslihnion is bringlllg is 
multl-p<l!1Ylsm, ~r~atLOn of])olil lCal pa11 1es. 
l\lililias, lnterahamwe and Impuzamugambi ~r~ built up by l\1R\JD and 
CDR. 
foruml P<'ace negotiation, st~ns m ArU'ha. 
Leon Mugesera lells at a loca l MR.\JD party m~eling that Tutsl, should be 
senl ba~k to F.thl()pia hy flyerS. 
A <:ommis,ion is given th~ la,k of ~n,wering the question "What do "e need 
to do in order 10 defeat the enemv miJitarilv.- in Ih~ media and. po l iticajly?~ 

! PrcSllient Habyanmana signs a power-chafing agrcem~n1 with Ihe j utSlS m 
t Arusha, the Amsha A~cords. A UN mission 1> s~nl In monilor the peace 
agr~em~n1 

Rn.M stu11;; hroad~a,ting. 
In December, RPF sends (iOOtroops to Ki '~h ~<; pan "flhe Aruslm Accords. 
President "aby~nm~na di~s ]!\ a plane cr~sh on the 0 April 
(jenncide b~gin>. RPr launches a massiw offensive. Withm 100 days 
a ruxim~ld" one mi ll ion R"anlians arc dcad. 
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